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 Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to understand how grassroots innovations in the agricultural sector in                

Kenya may scale to impact people, planet and profit. The concept of grassroots innovation has shown                

to effectively contribute to sustainable development (Hossain, 2018), and there is large evidence that              

sustainable business models can create social and environmental value (Ramos-Mejía & Balanzo,            

2018). Further, literature suggests that grassroots innovations need to scale to impact mainstream             

challenges (Ornetzeder & Rohracher, 2012) for which networks play an essential role (Hossain, 2018).              

On the opposite, there is no common definition of the concept (Hossain, 2016) and limited research                

exists on how grassroots innovations interact with stakeholders on a system level and how this affects                

the success of their business models (Moratis et al., 2018) 

 

This study is of qualitative and exploratory nature, and follows an abductive research approach due to                

a lack of existing and fitting theories and concepts. Over a 23 day field trip to the central region of                    

Kenya research was conducted on four case studies of grassroots innovation in the agricultural sector.               

In addition, eleven key informants who represent the private sector, the government and research              

centres were interviewed. The means of collecting data were semi-structured interviews. In the             

process of analysing data, theories and concepts from the fields of grassroots innovation, social              

entrepreneurship, business model design and entrepreneurial ecosystem were used. 

  

By defining grassroots characteristics, uncovering unique attributes of grassroots innovation business           

models and analysing supportive elements in the entrepreneurial ecosystem, we identify how our case              

studies impact and scale. Main findings include a new working definition of grassroots innovations that               

reflects our empirical setting, and identifies fundamental characteristics of our case studies. Further, a              

new business model framework describes the most profound elements to balance financial            

sustainability and maximum impact. The civil society, incubators and accelerators in Nairobi, and             

county governments were essential partners for our cases to acquire funding, training and mentorship,              

networks and access to potential customers from the entrepreneurial ecosystem. Lastly, we found that              

grassroots innovations need to be bold and visionary in their future strategies to strategically scale               

their impact, and challenge incumbent systems. 

  
We conclude that our cases have to include the community as a valuable resource, balance a                

not-for-profit and profit-oriented element in their business model, and establish diverse partnerships in             

the entrepreneurial ecosystem especially with the government to scale and impact people, planet and              

profit. 
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1. Grassroots Innovations for the 21st century 
In his book Factfulness, the late Swedish professor Hans Rosling describes climate change as being               

one of the biggest challenges humanity and our planet will face in the 21st century (Rosling, 2018). In                  

his words, he is “deeply concerned about climate change because I am convinced that it’s real - as                  

real as Ebola was in 2014.” (p. 231). But instead of talking about the effect of climate change he                   

suggests that we should “use that energy to solve the problem by taking action” (p. 231). 

 

A good example of action, is the grassroots windmill movement in Denmark which rose in the early                 

1970s as an attempt to fight the use of nuclear energy (Danielsen & Halkier, 1995). One of Denmark’s                  

electricity companies had just announced to set up the first nuclear power plant when citizens united in                 

opposition under the Organisation for Information about Atomic Power and the Organisation for             

Renewable Energy. Besides trying to stop nuclear power, these organisations were the starting point              

to develop sustainable energy alternatives. Just a few years later, ‘‘self-builders, craftsmen, architects,             

engineers, teachers from folk high schools and researchers’’ (Danielsen & Halkier, 1995, p. 64) had               

build several pilot windmill plants and prototypes. This movement and the innovations resulting from it               

are an example of bottom-up quests for sustainability that started out as grassroots innovations, and               

scaled to convert into and create a mainstream market for wind power energy (Danielsen & Halkier,                

1995). 

 

The concept of grassroots innovation (GRI) is not new and has been proven to create valuable                

solutions for energy, housing, waste management, community currencies or agriculture among others            

(Hossain, 2018). This demonstrates that climate change as argued by Rosling (2018) is just one but                

by far not the only area in which GRIs appear.  

 

Most frequently, GRI is defined as “networks of activists and organisations generating novel bottom-up              

solutions for sustainable development; solutions that respond to the local situations and the interests              

and values of the communities involved” (Seyfang & Smith, 2007, p. 585). GRIs emerge from a local                 

level, create innovations that “are suitable for sustainability in their localities” (Hossain, 2018, p. 63),               

and are driven by social needs.  

 

The concept of GRI is also anchored within the field of inclusive innovations which is as a broader                  

concept assumed to be “the engine of social and economic development in general and agriculture in                

particular.” (Juma, 2015, p. XX). Similarly, social entrepreneurs make significant impacts on the social              

wealth of their local communities by offering solutions to social problems (Zahra et al., 2009). They                
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often simultaneously tackle social needs and capture economic value termed as social enterprise             

(Hillman et al., 2018). 

 

1.1 Climate Change and Agriculture  
Despite the argument by Hossain (2018, p. 63) that GRIs “play a crucial role in the transformation to                  

sustainability“, mainstream research and politicians have neglected the importance and potential of            

GRI until now. Sustainability describes a state where economic, social and environmental impacts are              

balanced and in which the needs of the present generation is met without compromising the ability of                 

future generations to meet their needs (Chatzidakis & Shaw, 2018). For a sustainable future, deep               

transformations that change our current systems are required to reach well-being on a social,              

economic and environment level (Ramos-Mejía & Balanzo, 2018).  

 

Across the very diverse areas that GRIs create solutions for, we focus on agriculture as one area of                  

social, economic and environmental challenges on a local level. This is because changes in weather               

patterns can and already do highly affect our food production and thus lead to rising food prices as the                   

book The New Harvest warns (Juma, 2015). The World Food Programme states increasing food              

insecurity and malnutrition to be the most significant effect of climate change. There are several other                

effects of climate change for instance on the oceans, wildlife or temperature (WWF, n.d.) but we want                 

to focus on local communities and on one of our basic needs to take in nutrition (Maslow, 1943).  

 

The Food Insecurity and Climate Change Vulnerability map shows the vulnerability to food insecurity              

of a country and as seen in the present map the African continent is much worse off than other                   

continents (see Appendix A). In addition, Juma (2015) draws attention to how Africa’s agricultural              

development will be affected by changing weather patterns. Rain-fed farming systems are still             

commonly used in these areas which makes African farmers highly vulnerable to climate change              

(AGRA, 2017). Due to these reasons, this paper will set a focus on GRIs that create climate adaptive                  

solutions within the agricultural sector. 

 

1.2 Context Matters  
Grassroots innovations are always anchored in a certain setting. So far, the field of GRI has put limited                  

attention to low-income countries (Hossain, 2016) even though there have been examples of GRI in               

research (Leach et al., 2012). Harris et al. (2013) see a particular need for social enterprises (SEs) in                  

emerging economies such as sub-Saharan Africa. First, because of inequality in economic prosperity             

and social well-being (Harris et al., 2013). Second, because people from a low socio-economic              
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background will be greatly impacted by climate change (Dyck, n.d.). We define emerging economies              

as characterised by underdeveloped market-supporting institutions including weak laws and poor           

enforcement capacity of the formal legal institutions specified as institutional voids (Khanna & Palepu,              

2000 In: Bruton et al., 2013). The need for SEs and more specifically GRIs is further high in this region                    

because institutional support is lacking and resources are constrained for economic activities            

(Manning & Vavilov, 2018).  

 

Kenya, as an emerging economy, faces such challenges but is concurrently an economic hub having               

the second largest economy in East Africa (World Bank, n.d.³). The country increasingly experiences              

droughts and floods (CIA, 2019) which resulted in economic losses and increased food insecurity in               

past years (USAID, 2019). This shows the dependency of the Kenyan economy and social wealth on                

the agricultural sector which is extremely vulnerable to climate change. By connecting this information              

to our focus on GRIs, the paper will look into GRIs in the context of Kenya and the agricultural sector.  

 

1.3 Our Quest 
The quest of this study is to understand how GRIs may scale to impact people, planet and profit                  

(PPP). Hossain (2016) argues that there is no common understanding of how to define GRI and                

existing definitions express to some degree the dependency on a rural or urban setting. Thus, we want                 

to define how GRIs look like in the context of Kenya which we further call the empirical setting.  

 

Even though literature suggests that GRIs impact social, economic and environmental challenges of             

communities, examples from history have shown that they have to scale to impact mainstream              

innovation (Ornetzeder & Rohracher, 2012). Because there has been limited research on how they              

scale to an impactful size (Vergragt & Brown, 2012), this study aims to understand the business model                 

of GRIs which reached the level of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Uncovering unique              

mechanisms and attributes on the company level (Moratis et al., 2018) might explain how a company,                

in our case a GRI, “serves a certain function in the ecosystem” (p.117).  

 

Hossain (2018) states that networks are essential for a GRI to scale and Moratis et al. (2018) argue                  

that they further affect the success of a business model (BM). The entrepreneurial ecosystem (EE),               

which we define in Chapter 3, is where GRIs reside and might affect scalability. So far only little is                   

known about how GRIs are integrated on the system level and how they interact with stakeholders of a                  

network (Hossain, 2016). Thus, we further need to understand and clarify the roles of stakeholders in                

an EE and define the elements that help GRIs to scale and integrate into the system level (Gupta et                   
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al., 2017). By summarising these quests to uncover the potential of GRIs, the following research               

question and sub-questions will guide our study: 

 

How do our cases of GRIs in the sector of agriculture in Kenya scale to impact people, planet and                   

profit?  

1. How are GRIs defined in Kenya? 

2. How are GRI business models described and which attributes are unique to these? 

3. What elements of an entrepreneurial ecosystem help GRIs to scale? 

 

1.4 Delimitation  
To frame our study into a context which is possible to conduct research on, we only look at the                   

agricultural sector in Kenya. That implies that other relevant sectors for the field of GRI such as waste                  

management or health are not integrated into our study. Further, we focus on four case studies which                 

are examples of scaled GRIs and a selected number of key informants (KIs) who represent different                

stakeholders in the ecosystem. These make up our sample group. Our four case studies fulfill the                

requirement of having a local founder who created the business to help a community and make an                 

impact for PPP for the field of GRI. Businesses which are more focused on profit-making or have a                  

foreign founder were not considered. To draw a line, also every business other than agribusinesses is                

not part of this study. The selected KIs were chosen due to their focus on either inclusive, sustainable                  

or connected to our cases of grassroots innovation. Thus, co-working spaces are not part of this study                 

either. We argue in more detail for the selection of our sample group in Chapter 2. 

 

The data collected is of qualitative nature which is another delimitation to this study. The reason for                 

choosing this frame as well as the selection of the empirical setting, central Kenya is described in                 

detail in Chapter 2. Our research question further delimitats our study and gives focus for what data to                  

collect and how to analyse it. The scope of this study is lastly defined by program guidelines by                  

Copenhagen Business School as well as by the time of our field trip to Kenya. 

 
1.5 Outline of the Paper 
Methodology 

This chapter argues for the methodological decisions which build the foundation of the conduction of               

this study. We especially introduce the research purpose, approach and design. The latter holds a               

detailed description of the process of collecting, processing and analysing data.  
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Exploring the Theoretical Field  

To sight gaps and research needed in the field of GRI, this chapter reviews the state of research and                   

introduces common frameworks and definitions. Further, this chapter looks at concepts and            

frameworks used in this paper. Specifically, the field of GRI is explored in its scope and limitations. 

 

Empirical Setting 

Our study is conducted in central Kenya which sets the scene for comprehending the context of our                 

data and findings. Thus, this chapter aims at giving a brief overview of the economical, social and                 

environmental status of the country as well as zooming into the sector of agriculture which is the focus                  

of our case studies. The entrepreneurial vibe in Kenya and M-Pesa, the first major technological               

innovation, is further discussed. 

 

Case Descriptions 

In this chapter we introduce our four case studies of GRI namely Agrihouse, Maji Agri, Sweet & Dried                  

and UjuziKilimo. The history of the business and the founder(s), the products and services and the                

impact are described to set the scene for the analysis. 

 

Analysis 

The aim of this chapter is to analyse our collected data to then answer our main research question.                  

Because GRI is a rather young field in research we allowed ourselves to be data-driven in our                 

qualitative approach. As a result, the analysis is the focus of the paper as it unfolds and works with the                    

vast amount of data we collected. Therefore, this chapter comprises more pages than similar papers               

would. The analysis applies theoretical frameworks and concepts to our four case studies and eleven               

key informants to make sense of our qualitative data. The chapter is split into three parts according to                  

the three sub-questions. 

 

Discussion 

Here, findings from the analysis and methodological choices are discussed and reflected on. Further,              

recommendations and suggestions for future studies are proposed. This chapter is going beyond the              

frame of our research question and gives space for assumptions. 

 

Conclusion 

To conclude, the core findings of our study, especially from the analysis, are summarised to build a                 

coherent storyline to the introduction of Chapter 1. 
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2. Methodology 
Building the foundation of the study, the methodology allows us to adequately answer the research               

question at the end of this paper. The field research on grassroots innovations in the agricultural                

sector in Kenya took place from the 4th to the 26th of February 2019. The research was organised                  

from Nairobi where we stayed for the time of the field trip and interviews were conducted in Nairobi as                   

well as in rural areas up to 170 kms outside of the capital.  

 

The following chapter reasons for the methodological choices that shaped the process of gathering,              

processing and analysing data. The subchapters elaborate in more detail on our decisions regarding              

the research purpose, approach and design. Further, limitations of our research are discussed when              

relevant.  

 

2.1 Research Purpose 
The purpose of studying GRIs is driven by the aim to contribute to the rising theoretical field and the                   

concept of sustainability. As literature highlights how GRIs urgently need to be connected with              

top-down approaches for sustainable development, the purpose of our research is to validate the              

importance of bottom-up innovation (Leach et al., 2012). Further, the study aims to connect the field of                 

GRI to the design of BMs to gain an understanding of how GRIs are organised to make an impact for                    

PPP (see explanation of framework in Chapter 3). On a macro-level the goal is to map out the existing                   

EE GRI find themselves in, and finally uncover factors in the EE that help GRIs to scale sustainable                  

practices and solutions.  

 

Existing literature was examined and existing knowledge, methods and frameworks were reviewed to             

formulate the research question of our study. As we highlight in Chapter 3, a lack of in-depth                 

knowledge about how GRIs scale across niches, and how they are then organised as a business is                 

identified. This provided the foundation for developing the research question and thus justifies the              

purpose of our study (Azungah, 2018). Lastly, our methodological choices were inspired by research              

on GRI being conducted in other countries such as the Honey Bee Network in 1970s in India (Hossain,                  

2016) and studies by Seyfang and Smith in the United Kingdom (2013). 

 

Because we understand GRIs with a certain reach and size as SEs (see Chapter 3), Hillman et al.                  

(2018) suggest another reason to conduct this study: They argue that SEs have yet to be explored as                  

serious instruments of the sustainability transitions, which the study is striving for by combining GRI,               

social entrepreneurship, BM design and EE theories. 
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In sum, we mapped out the current state of literature in its scope and limitations, and formulated our                  

research question that fulfils the purpose of adding something novel to the general field of GRI. The                 

research approach defines our methodological choices in more depth. 

 

2.2 Research Approach 
In general, qualitative research is applied when looking for patterns and allows the researcher to               

capture differences in local perspectives (Desai & Potter, 2006). As qualitative research is often              

focused on studying a small number of cases or participants, rich and nuanced insights about a topic                 

can emerge (Azungah, 2018). The approach is likely to uncover new phenomena through its flexible               

and open characteristics. Because the aim of our study is to create a context specific understanding of                 

the concept of GRI and uncover patterns in how GRIs scale, we chose to follow a qualitative                 

approach. Further, we hope to find patterns between diverse stakeholders within the EE. 

 

Overall our research approach can be described as abductive which is in some parts more inductive                

and in others rather deductive. A deductive approach analyses data based on pre-existing theories              

and frameworks and expects to find certain concepts in collected data (Azungah, 2018). In contrast,               

an inductive approach let frameworks and concepts emerge from the data without applying existing              

knowledge. The lack of existing theories and unbefitting definitions of GRI for the setting of Kenya                

gives reasons to apply a mix of inductive and deductive research approaches. We started our               

research by looking into existing theories and literature. Then, we coded the collected data by applying                

a mix of inductive and deductive approaches and lastly, drew and compared our findings of the                

analysis with business frameworks and EE theories among others.  

 

When a rather unexplored topic or phenomenon offers too little theories and frameworks for the               

respective setting and the sample group at hand, qualitative research is often of exploratory nature               

(Creswell, 2018). According to this, our study is exploratory as we probe unknown characteristics and               

patterns of GRI.  

 

2.3 Research Design 
The research design is further guiding in the decision for qualitative methods. Sekaran (2003) says               

that the research design decides on how to collect, analyse and interpret data to finally find answers to                  

the proposed research question. To argue for the foundation and basic pillars the design of this study                 

is built on the following subchapters explain the choice of qualitative methods, the geographical              

setting, the context of the field research and the selection of the sample group.  
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2.3.1 Qualitative Methods 
Recent literature on GRI calls for more in-depth case studies (Seyfang & Smith, 2007). Flyvbjerg cites                

the definition of a case study from the Dictionary of Sociology, which describes it as a “detailed                 

examination of a single example” (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 66). The value of case studies as a scientific                 

method in social science was first stressed by Aristotle. He argues that “Cases generate precisely that                

concrete, practical, and context-dependent knowledge” (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 70) is needed to study             

human activities. The following study uses in-depth case studies as a qualitative method to look into                

individual examples of GRI. The misconception mentioned by Flyvbjerg that case studies cannot paint              

or add to the bigger picture is what our research design tries to prove differently (Flyvbjerg, 2001). We                  

aim to create detailed knowledge of how four bottom-up innovations scale to impact PPP and thereby                

contribute to the general understanding of GRI. 

 

The means of collecting data are semi-structured interviews. In general, interviews are used to              

understand patterns and processes, to uncover underlying strategies and meanings or to examine             

reasons for successes or failures (Desai & Potter, 2006). Further, the semi-structure of an interview               

gives enough room to adapt each interview to the specific knowledge and experiences of the               

interviewee (Desai & Potter, 2006). On the other hand, the flexible nature gives the interviewee the                

freedom to what and how much to say about a certain topic and express opinions, feelings or                 

experiences (Azungah, 2018). In short, semi-structured interviews gather data that answers the “how”             

and “why” questions. The context of our study, the lack of pre-knowledge about the interviewees and                

the empirical setting such as the culture and the focus on “how” questions of our study implies the use                   

of semi-structured interviews. This way, learnings we acquired over the time of the research could               

easily be integrated and additional terminologies or ‘jigsaws’ were able to clarify topics (Desai &               

Potter, 2006). The research question and the focus of the study developed and changed as we gained                 

new information about the EE and the research field during the data collection. 

 

2.3.2 Choice of the Empirical Setting 
We want to understand the phenomenon of GRI in a certain context and thus, a particular setting was                  

selected to find examples of GRI. The central region of Kenya, around Nairobi, was chosen as the                 

setting for the study due to multiple reasons (UNDP, 2017). Firstly, being an economic hub in East                 

Africa the country experiences a rising interest of foreign investors. Having a dynamic and              

entrepreneurial private sector as well as innovative applications of technology might be factors that              

draw the attention of investors. Another reason why Kenya is a fairly easy country to conduct research                 

on is that their second official language is English and that their open culture makes it easy to                  

approach people (UNDP, 2017).  
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At the beginning of our research, we explored and researched on bottom-up entrepreneurs who are               

active in diverse sectors such as waste management and tourism but found it necessary to focus on                 

one industry. This enables us to collect more coherent data and gain deeper insights. Further,               

comparing the case studies across each other is easier when focusing on one industry as the                

businesses supply a similar target group. Lastly, differences are more significant and prominent and              

often point to general patterns. The final decision to focus on agriculture was based on the importance                 

and opportunities the sector holds. 70% of the Kenyan population work in the agricultural sector which                

has the second largest contribution to the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) (UNDP, 2017).              

Dominantly, smallholder farmers shape this sector, who suffer from a limited productivity and changing              

weather patterns through climate change (AGRA, 2017). To ensure a stable food supply for Kenya’s               

population in the future, productivity of smallholder farmers has to increase by 70% until 2050 (UNDP,                

2017). Thus, the sector affects a large portion of the Kenyan people and offers great opportunities for                 

entrepreneurs to create innovative solutions. 

 

To conduct research on multiple stakeholders engaged in the agriculture sector, it was necessary to               

travel to Kenya to experience the culture within the EE and see practices of entrepreneurs and                

farmers. We chose to travel during the month of February 2019 to especially focus on the research                 

design and the data collection. In January, we had enough time to acquaint ourselves with existing                

literature and after returning to Denmark we still had ten weeks to process and analyse the data as                  

well as write the final report. Having spent 23 days in the country allowed us to contact relevant                  

stakeholders after we had arrived and map the general EE around GRIs. Furthermore, the length of                

the trip allowed for multiple field trips to rural areas to gather data about smallholder farmers.  

 
2.3.3 Selection of the Sample Group 
Being foreign in Kenya hampered the search for GRIs at the beginning of the field trip. But after                  

several connections to the industry in Kenya were made, we received positive replies from four               

businesses. The timeframe of the research trip allowed a detailed research on these cases which               

included farm visits and multiple interviews with employees, entrepreneurs and customers. To            

compare the businesses on certain criteria, four cases provide an even number to argue and find                

general patterns.  

 

The cases of Maji Agri, Agrihouse, UjuziKilimo and Sweet & Dried were selected due to proximity and                 

prominence to us or to stakeholders we were already in contact with within the EE. All four businesses                  

meet the selected context of the agricultural sector in Kenya and the founders are Kenyans. Certain                
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criteria that were drawn from the definition of GRI were further considered when selecting the cases                

(Seyfang & Smith, 2007). Each business creates innovative solutions for smallholder farmers who             

supply the local market. They perform an impact on PPP and qualify as social enterprises. The                

intention of the founder(s) to start the business rose out of own needs and with the goal to help a                    

certain community. Each case incorporates a unique factor that differentiates them from the other              

cases, such as having a female founder, using technology or creating unique partnerships. This              

presented another reason to contact and choose these specific cases of GRI. 

 

We selected interviewees based on our four case studies and the research question. To understand               

the BM of the cases, we conducted interviews with founders, employees and customers (see overview               

of interviewees in Appendix B). The customers are the ones benefiting from the businesses’ activities               

which are in our cases smallholder farmers and people from the community. In addition to               

interviewees within the scope of the case studies, we conducted eleven interviews with key informants               

to support findings from the case studies and explore different perspectives within the EE. To get a                 

holistic understanding of the EE and to answer the third sub-question, we selected representatives of               

the public and private sector who were directly connected to the case studies or indirectly with the                 

broader EE of GRIs. In Table 1 which presents and describes the selected KIs in detail we divide them                   

into the areas of research, government and accelerator/incubator.  

 

Literature mentions that interviewees might not correctly recall a certain event in the past or have                

different understandings of the same structures and processes (Azungah, 2018). To cross-check and             

validate information we selected multiple interviewees with similar backgrounds and expertise. For            

instance, by interviewing employees, founders and the target group of each business and collecting              

data from online sources we get a holistic understanding of each case study. 

 

We further made use of snowballing sampling (Noy, 2018) as interviewees referred us to other               

potential KIs or recommended studying specific cases of GRI. This was a sufficient method to spread                

our research activities and analyse existing connections in the EE. To mention one example of               

snowballing sampling; the key informant Felix Magaju suggested to study the business Sweet & Dried               

as an example of GRI. He knew the founder as she is part of the accelerator program at Kenya                   

Climate Innovation Centre (KCIC). In addition to snowball sampling, we met KIs during networking              

events such as the final show of the program enpact (www.enpact.org) and through LinkedIn. 
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AREA KEY INFORMANT ORGANISATION ROLE & EXPERTISE CONNECTED TO 

Government Irene Mwenda Ministry of 
Agriculture, Chuka 

Extension Officer; works with 
smallholder farmers to foster their 
innovative mindset and tackle 
challenges in agriculture 

Agrihouse, Sweet & 
Dried 

Accelerator/ 
Incubator 

Ian Lorenzen Growth Africa Executive Director & Partner; 
Experience in delivering growth and 
business acceleration services to 
African growth SMEs and 
businesses 

 

Accelerator/ 
Incubator 

Albert Kimani Y-gap Program Manager; with a focus on 
accelerating and advising local 
entrepreneurs in Kenya who create 
a positive impact 

Agrihouse 

Accelerator/ 
Incubator 

Ann Kitonga Kenya Climate 
Innovation Center 

Business Analyst; advises and 
coaches entrepreneurs who impact 
the most vulnerable people and 
create innovations for renewable 
energy, water or agriculture. 

Maji Agri 

Accelerator/ 
Incubator 

Felix Magaju Kenya Climate 
Innovation Center 

Client Services Manager; advised 
138 start-ups over the last 10 years 
across East Africa and West Africa. 
Focus was on ideation, piloting, 
validation, growth and scaling. 

Sweet & Dried, Maji 
Agri, Agrihouse 

Research Dr. Ann Kingiri African Centre for 
Technology Studies 
(ACTS) 

Senior Research Fellow; focus on 
inclusive and sustainable 
development in agriculture in Africa 

 

Research Sussy Wanjala Sustainable Inclusive 
Business 

Knowledge and Communication 
Manager; she is very knowledgeable 
about inclusive businesses in Kenya 
and their thrive for sustainability 

 

Accelerator/ 
Incubator 

Moses Acquah GreenTech Capital 
Partners 
and Afrolynk 

Chief Technology Officer and 
Founder of Afrolynk and mentor at 
enpact; Experience in ICTs, impact 
innovation, entrepreneurship and 
appropriate technology 

 

Research Cecilia Wandiga University of Nairobi Researcher in cross-pollination of 
Circular Bio-Economy Skills and 
Innovation Solutions; 

 

Government Dr. Salome Guchu Kenya National 
Innovation Agency 
(KNIA) 

Head of KNIA, Researcher and 
Policy Advisor; financially supports 
Kenyan innovations with a 
Fellowship Programme and the 
National Innovation Award 

Sweet & Dried, 
UjuziKilimo, Chandaria 

Accelerator/ 
Incubator 

Anonymous Chandaria Business 
Innovation Incubation 
at Kenyatta University 

Secretary and administration Kenya National 
Innovation Agency 

Table 1. Overview of key informants. Source: Own creation. 
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2.3.4 Limitations 
In general, qualitative research in form of case studies and semi-structured interviews is open to               

biases. Further, findings from this study might be difficult to generalise due to the use of case studies                  

which characterises our study as small-scale. By pointing to the nature of our data in the analysis and                  

discussion, we prevent making false and general conclusions (Desai & Potter, 2006). As all four cases                

of our study are within the agricultural sector, certain aspects of the analysis might be relevant for the                  

sector as a whole. Still, any attempt to generalise our findings is highlighted as assumptions and                

requires the validation by additional research (Desai & Potter, 2006). 

 

The process of selecting the sample group of interviewees is highly based on proximity and limits the                 

scope of our research. This might result in a biased conclusion of the current EE as we conduct                  

research on people who are closely connected to each other. Because the time scope of the research                 

did not allow for an in-depth study of all existing GRIs in Kenya, we are only able to conduct research                    

on a limited number of case studies and had to choose the cases which we could reach out to easily.                    

To eliminate biases, we focus our conclusion on the specific cases at hand. Furthermore, we               

especially focus on areas within the EE where connections between stakeholders are missing while              

being aware that there might be connections in other cases of GRI that we are not able to observe.  

 

Connected to the limitation of the sample size, an argument to focus on the agricultural sector was that                  

we happen to be aware of multiple examples of GRIs in this area. Firstly, that could be an indicator                   

that more GRIs emerge in agriculture which would correspond with the importance of the sector to the                 

country. Secondly, from our experiences as foreigners agriculture is the most approachable industry,             

and businesses to conduct research on are easy to seek out. Even though this might be a bias in the                    

choice of the study’s context, this does not affect the findings of our analysis as they are not                  

generalised to sectors other than agriculture. 

 

2.4 Data Collection 
Besides official reports such as the New Horizons report (UNDP, 2017) and reports by the Kenyan                

government (FAO, 2016; FAOSTAT, n.d.; FAO, n.d.) and the World Bank (n.d.), the majority of               

material and data for our analysis comes from the conduction of interviews on site. In the following                 

subchapters, we explain the preparation of interview guides and the process of interviewing KIs and               

our four cases studies. 
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2.4.1 Preparing Interviews 
To ensure consistency and relevance of collected data for the research question it is suggested to                

formulate interview guides (Azungah, 2018). The topics and questions of an interview guide are based               

on the research question (Rowley, 2012). We created three interview guides which include major              

topics that needed to be covered and that gave a rough structure to each interview (see Appendix C,                  

D, E). By creating a structure of topics, we built the foundation of the data analysis (Azungah, 2018).                  

Certain topics may not match our research question as they rather aim for the interviewee to open-up                 

or check his/her general understanding of definitions and backgrounds (Rowley, 2012). 

 

The first interview guide provides a framework for the interviews with the founders of the business, and                 

focuses on the structure and organisation of the business (see Appendix C). Topics that were key to                 

these interviews are the founder’s background and motivation, the founder’s familiarity with the issue,              

the business’ impact, the target group of the business, the history of the business, the product and                 

service offered, existing partnerships, financial resources and challenges. 

 

The second guide was created to interview the target group of the business and covers topics such as                  

the inclusiveness of the business towards the target group, the reason for using their product or                

service, the impact on their lives and finally their personal stories and struggles (see Appendix D). In                 

the case of UK, we used the second guide when interviewing Dennis, the agronomist an employee.                

This is because Dennis supports the analysis of the target segment and gives only little information                

about the internal business. 

 

The third interview guide with KIs focuses on gathering data about the broader EE and the interview                 

guide is accordingly diverse depending on each KI’s background and expertise (see Appendix E).              

Thus, they were steadily adapted to whom the interviewee was connected to and from which industry                

he/she comes from. The overall themes guiding these interviews were their general understanding of              

GRI, GRIs in Kenya, the differences between GRIs and top-down businesses and conditions for              

scalability. The reason why we differentiate between these three groups was to individually collect              

data about the impact on PPP, the business models and the EE. Further, this threefold interview                

structure allowed us to unravel different realities and subjective facts. 

 

2.4.2 Conducting Interviews 
After deciding on the scope and type of people we wanted to interview in order to gather meaningful                  

data, the first step in the data collection process was to contact relevant interviewees. The first contact                 

was done over email or LinkedIn and then over phone. Over the period of our stay in Kenya, we                   
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learned that contacting people over email was not a successful approach as most people did not                

answer our emails but rather picked up the phone. When contacting potential interviewees, we              

introduced ourselves, the purpose of our study and the reason why we wanted to interview them. We                 

further explained the format of the interview (e.g. general questions) and proposed a time and date. To                 

arrange meetings and locations the mobile application Whatsapp was mostly used. 

 

For each interview we scheduled one to two hours depending on the interviewee’s availability. 45               

minutes were expected to be the minimum amount of time we needed to gain enough insights from an                  

interviewee. This assumption was based on the length of the interview guide. Most interviews were               

conducted in a face-to-face set-up where we asked questions and the interviewee answered             

(Azungah, 2018). Due to the semi-structure of our interviews emphasis was placed on different topics               

depending on the background of each participant. The course of each interview was adapted to the                

respective answers of the interviewee.  

 

The locations highly varied from coffee shops to offices or event locations. Some interviews were               

conducted in a means of transportation, over digital platforms such as Skype or while visiting a farm.                 

All interviews were recorded after the interviewee had expressed their agreement which is             

recommended in literature (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 2010). In addition, we took notes of overall topics               

discussed. In general, it was key to have a flexible schedule as meetings were rescheduled shortly                

before and traffic, especially in Nairobi, can be unpredictable. At the end of the data collection process                 

we had roughly 17 hours of recorded interviews with KIs, employees, the target group and the                

founders. All interview transcripts and summaries can be found in Appendix L (on a memory stick) and                 

the interviews will not be referenced directly in the paper. 

 
2.4.3 Limitations 
Because we were the researcher and interviewer in one person, our questions or use of terminologies                

might have influenced the answers of interviewees. Desai and Potter (2006) argue that even the most                

neutral researcher has their own agenda. In our case, our theoretical knowledge and assumptions              

about GRI and cultural barriers might have biased our perception and behaviour. To some extent, bias                

data cannot be prevented in such a research context (Desai & Potter, 2006). Thus, it was of                 

importance to adapt behaviours and terminologies over the course of the interview. To prevent bias               

through cultural language we aligned on major terminologies and concepts at the beginning of each               

interview. If answers were not understood due to cultural barriers, we asked the interviewee to               

elaborate further. Nevertheless, attention is paid to biased perspectives and questioning,           

misunderstandings and unsaid aspects when analysing the data. 
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The setting of the interviews might have limited and influenced the data collection. According to Desai                

and Potter (2006) there is “no absolutely ‘right’ way of doing things.” (p. 29) because the context of an                   

interview highly varies. During Skype interviews we were not able to react to facial impressions or the                 

body language of the interviewee which could have prevented cultural biased answers and questions.              

The lack of visual images does not affect our outcomes as observations of behaviours are not taken                 

into account in the analysis. A lack of focus of the interviewees in moving cars might limit the extent of                    

our data as the traffic interrupted the conversation. To enrich our findings, we took notes during the                 

interviews and added and compared them with our recordings. Lastly, the time scope of our research                

limits the amount of data collected as some referrals to KIs and cases could not be pursued.                 

Regardless the conclusion of this study, further research will be needed to conduct research on GRI in                 

a broader geographical area as well as for a longer time. 

 

Even though multiple field trips were made, our research does not cover agricultural areas where the                

most vulnerable smallholder farmers can be found. This limits the fullness of information about our               

cases especially about Agrihouse as a car accident hindered us to visit the relevant target segment of                 

the company in the rural areas. Similarly, we were able to interview the founder of Sweet & Dried two                   

days before our departure and due to the lack of time it was not possible to gather data about the                    

farmers that the business impacts. Thus, information about this target segment might be limited which               

needs to be considered in the analysis.  

 

To eliminate biases arising from this limitation, we describe the geographical setting of our study being                

focused on central Kenya. In the analysis and discussion, we have to consider the advantages or                

disadvantages that entrepreneurs might face by being connected to the EE in the capital. EEs in areas                 

far away from Nairobi might look different than what our study shows. To add information about our                 

cases and fill gaps of our field research, we collected data from KIs who work closely together with our                   

cases. In the case of Agrihouse, we interviewed Irene Mwenda from the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA)                

and Albert Kimani from Y-gap to eliminate biases in the analysis. 

 

2.5 Data Processing 

After collecting data in Kenya over 23 days, the next step was to process and organise our recordings                  

as they build the foundation for the analysis. Further, we had to design a process and structure to                  

analyse data and find answers to our three sub-questions. As Rowley (2012) mentions, the analysis               

and data processing can be a spiral which argues for an iterative process until one reaches the                 

conclusion of the analysis. The following steps describe our process: First, we organised our              
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recordings into text form. Then, we read through the texts to make sense of the raw data. Third, we                   

started the coding process which aimed at structuring the data into themes and categories. The final                

outcome of this process was a coding scheme which organically emerged from the data and became                

more concrete over the course of the process.  

 
2.5.1 Organising  
Following several suggestions in literature (Rowley, 2012), we transcribed the nine interviews with             

founders, the target group and employees into text form to extract as many details as possible from                 

the recordings. To further transcribe all interviews with KIs would have been very time-consuming and               

they mainly function as supporting and guiding material. Thus, interviews with KIs were summarised              

into written format to capture the main arguments. Translating the recordings into text-based             

documents created useable content for the coding process and analysis.  

 

The computer software Nvivo facilitated the coding and structuring of raw data. Nvivo is mostly used to                 

code and organise texts, search for keywords and find connections between codes (Rowley, 2012).              

Thus, after transcribing and summarising our recordings into documents the transcripts were uploaded             

to the Nvivo database to start the coding process. 

 

2.5.2 Coding 
As we used an abductive approach to coding and analysing data, we first had to get acquainted to and                   

make sense of the data (Rowley, 2012). In general, we moved through several iterations to capture                

emerging key observations, categories and overall themes. The first two parts of our analysis which               

would create findings for the first and second sub-questions were mainly focused on the four case                

studies. Thus, we read through each transcribed interview line by line and highlighted paragraphs or               

segments of the text whenever they caught our attention. This is described in literature as the typical                 

process of an inductive coding approach (Azungah, 2018). As we went through all four cases,               

emerging topics were collected on a whiteboard.  

 

The coding of the first case transcription influenced and lead the coding of the second, third and fourth                  

case transcription. After going through the first case of Maji Agri we unconsciously applied already               

discovered topics to the remaining three cases. Thus, it can be argued that the first iteration followed                 

an inductive approach whereas from the second iteration onwards we applied a deductive approach.              

This part of the process was mainly field-driven as only little theory was applied to build the coding                  

scheme. To merge and generalise the highlighted text passages across the four cases, similar content               

was described by general categories. To further simplify the structure of our data, categories were               
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summarised into four themes namely Grassroots Innovation Characteristics, Internal Structure,          

External Structure and Scalability which are explained below and summarised in the Appendix (see              

Appendix F). In this part of the process the interview guide and the research question were guiding                 

and the following coding scheme emerged empirically. 

 

2.5.2.1 Grassroots Innovation Characteristics 

The first sub-question “How are GRIs defined in Kenya?” is looking at how GRIs look like in Kenya.                  

Thus, categories that describe characteristics unique to GRI such as innovation, inclusiveness,            

founder’s background, impact, urban vs. rural and motivation are summarised under the theme             

Grassroots Innovation Characteristics. 
 

Innovation uncovers the novelty of the social enterprises and focuses on unique characteristics either              

in the outcome or the process of the businesses. Inclusiveness on the other hand looks into how the                  

community is included into the process and daily business of the GRIs. Different degrees of               

inclusiveness are observed from empowerment and co-creation or collaboration to employment. It            

further looks into how the GRIs adapt to the conditions and location of communities and in sum shows                  

the relationship between the business and the target segment. The category founder’s background             

covers the history of the founders such as where they grew up and what educational background they                 

have. Also, personal experiences and professional achievements before creating the current business            

are looked at as well as their entrepreneurial mindset.  

 

The impact of our cases is three-fold. They impact the planet, people and profit each with a different                  

focus. Thus, this category unfolds the positive impacts of the businesses. The category urban vs. rural                

holds information about an either urban or rural context the business is active in and advantages or                 

disadvantages the context implies. Lastly, the motivation looks at the underlying reasons and             

motivations of the entrepreneurs to start the business and create a certain innovation. The category               

holds diverse reasons such as environmental issues, social needs and struggles the founders have              

experienced themselves or economic needs of the community.  

 

2.5.2.2 Internal and External Structure 

The second sub-question “How are GRI business models described and which attributes are unique to               

these?” asks about the organisation of the four SEs. Emerging from the meaning and content of the                 

remaining categories, we organise them into Internal Structure and External Structure of the             

businesses.  
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The Internal Structure comprises all categories that explain internal processes and characteristics of             

the businesses such as the team, physical location, activities, marketing, history of business, product              

& service and financials. Team means the people who work for the company and get paid for their                  

time. This can be in form of a continuous full-time or a casual employment such as irregular work                  

agreements. Further, this category holds the size of the team, the knowledge of employees and the                

structure and positions within the team. The category physical location explores the physical spaces of               

the businesses such as offices, factories, storage spaces or shops and describes the location where               

the activities of the businesses take place. For instance, the farms in specific counties of Kenya.                

Activities are all actions that happen to produce a product or perform a service including the sourcing                 

and delivery to the final customer. Marketing means the promotion of the outcome of the business and                 

often describes the first contact with the target segment and the tools and channels which are used to                  

reach them. The story of how and when the business was started, the initial business model as well as                   

changes that had to be made overtime are captured under the category history of business.               

Information connected to finances are covered by the category financials. For instance, we look at the                

cost structure, the price model and revenues and the time of breaking-even. The category product &                

service sheds light on the outcome of the SEs and defines if a service, product or process is offered.  

 

The External Structure on the other hand summarises external connections of the business such as               

partnerships, the target segment and market challenges. People who are targeted by the business              

and are the ones benefiting from the impact created are characterised in detail in the category target                 

segment. In our cases, these are smallholder farmers and the communities who are employed. The               

reach the business achieves within the target segment is quantified as well. At this point, we want to                  

clarify that we use the terms “target group”, “target segment” and “customer” interchangeably in this               

paper for describing people in the community who benefit from the business’ impact. Market              

challenges are defined in our study as challenges and needs the target segment faces. We identified                

eleven different types of needs which are defined in detail in the Chapter 6.2. It is important to notes                   

that that market challenges are not equal to impact as the identified challenges and needs are not                 

necessarily tackled and solved by the cases. Similar to market challenges, several types of              

partnerships have been identified in the raw data. The category is described as external relationships               

the business has other than to the community and the target segment. These relationships can have a                 

collaborative or supportive purpose. 

 

2.5.2.3 Scalability 
Lastly, the third sub-question “What elements of an entrepreneurial ecosystem help GRIs to scale?”              

focuses on the macro-level GRIs are placed in and strives to find elements in an EE that support                  
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scalability. The question is looking at internal and external factors that influence the future              

development of the SEs and thus the categories future strategy, business challenges, factors to scale               

and partnerships hold relevant content for this part of the analysis. We assume that when business                

challenges are solved and future strategies are realised that this would enable scalability. Specific              

factors and partnerships could further support scalability. Thus, the four categories are merged into the               

theme Scalability.  
 

The meaning of the category business challenges describes challenges the business faced in the              

present and in the past from either external or internal events which can be positive or negative.                 

Future strategy on the other hand holds information about the founders’ strategies of what to do and                 

achieve in the nearest future to fulfil their future vision and goal of the business. This can be to create                    

a new specific partnership, open a new office in a new location or introduce a new product. The                  

category factors to scale solely emerged from interviews with KIs. It holds thoughts and opinions of KIs                 

on how GRIs in general are able to scale in Kenya. As the category partnerships is already described                  

in Chapter 2.5.3.3, we do not explain it here again.  

 

The general coding process can be visualised as a funnel. We started by highlighting observations of                

raw data, summarised them into categories across cases and reduced the categories to overall              

themes. Thereafter, the summaries of KIs were coded into existing categories to support our findings               

for the first and second sub-questions. In the third sub-question they are used as primary sources. 

 

2.5.3 Analysing  
In the analysis, theories and concepts are used as tools and supporting material and thus, we follow                 

an abductive approach. The analysis of our data is structured according to the three sub-questions               

and therefore, implies a three-fold process. Chapter 6.1 analyses data to answer the first              

sub-question, Chapter 6.2 looks at the second and Chapter 6.3 at the third sub-question. Each part of                 

the analysis focuses on different themes and categories as well as draws on insights of KIs to a                  

different degree. Further, the parts differ from each other in the use of theories and measurements.  

 

The starting point of every part of the analysis are the sub-questions from where we decide which                 

themes and specific categories have to be considered to find answers. If existing frameworks, theories               

or definitions are needed they function as guiding criteria for the decision on themes and categories or                 

give structure to the process. Categories are the main areas of insights as they hold the raw                 

information of each case studies’ narrative (Rowley, 2012). After deciding which categories to consider              

we go back to the raw data captured under each category and summarise the key content of each                  
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case on a whiteboard. The detailed process of each part of the analysis is explained in the respective                  

chapter (see Chapter 6). 

 

Different strategies are used to find patterns and make sense of the raw data. Some strategies are                 

adapted from literature whereas others emerge naturally from our observations and interpretations of             

the data. Azungah (2018) describes the cross-case analysis method which uses tables to compare              

and contrast data of specific categories between different cases. We follow the same process to               

identify similarities and exceptional differences across the four cases. With this method, patterns can              

be analysed. When trying to find patterns within a category, topics mentioned in the raw data are                 

often quantified to see the significance of certain topics and their appearance within each case. Of                

further interest are cross-references between different categories which means that two or more             

categories were mentioned in the same sentence or the same paragraph of a case. Cross-references               

might highlight an existing connection or correlation between the categories. Nvivo was used to              

quantify cross-references of categories by running queries. When patterns were discovered across or             

within cases and categories, we aimed at understanding the reasons for the emergence of a               
particular pattern by comparing correlations between characteristics of cases and categories as            

Azungah (2018) suggests. Despite the criticism on the data comparison of semi-structured interviews,             

literature suggests that the analysis of such data is not based on how uniform the information across                 

cases are but on the fullness and depth of the data of case studies (Azungah, 2018). 

 

2.5.4 Limitations 
During the data processing and analysis, cultural and knowledge barriers might create bias             

assumptions and findings (Desai & Potter, 2006). Not only is the fact that we study at a business                  

school but also our knowledge about existing theories influence the creation of the coding scheme.  

 

Further, this influences the way we analyse and filter data as well as determine the theories and                 

frameworks we choose outside the field of GRI. In order to reduce potential bias in the data processing                  

and analysis, we performed every step as a team. Due to our different backgrounds from our                

bachelor’s degrees in business administration and educational science we are able to reflect on our               

assumptions and spot potential biases when they rise. This is a suggested way to minimise subjective                

assumptions in an analysis (Rowley, 2012). Azungah (2018) further suggests that foreign researchers             

might benefit from looking at cultural nuances and perceptions from a distance and objectively see               

most significant elements in the data. 
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Especially during the coding process, biases might affect the developed coding scheme. Categories             

and themes observed in the first case of Maji Agri influenced the paragraphs we perceived as relevant                 

in the following three cases. This might limit the diversity and range of the created coding scheme.                 

Nevertheless, all relevant areas to answer the research question are covered because the research              

question functioned as guiding material during the coding process. 

 

2.6 Choice of Theories 
The theories, which are used in the frame of this study will be presented shortly in this subchapter.                  

The main theoretical concept in this paper is grassroots innovation. It is used to describe and                

understand innovations that are bottom-up and on community-level. The concept is defined within             

sustainable production (Seyfang & Smith, 2007) and as a inclusive innovation reaching basic needs              

(Gupta, 2016). These are two main areas GRI has been explored in. GRI as a field is still relatively                   

new having only two decades of research (Hossain, 2016), with no agreed definition, and              

contextualisation in existent studies. This made GRI a weaker theoretical concept. Therefore, we aim              

to contribute to the field by studying an emerging economy such as Kenya.  

 

Social entrepreneurship is another concept, which is used to understand the founder(s) behind the              

innovation. We choose to focus on social entrepreneurship because like GRIs, social entrepreneurs             

make contributions to communities by leading business models in an innovative manner (Zahra et al.,               

2009). Social entrepreneurship like GRI has no agreed definition, is contextual, and a contingent set of                

activities making it interpretative in analysis (Volkmann et al., 2012). The two mentioned concepts              

predominantly cover the first part of the analysis, and aim to answer the first sub-question. Based on                 

social entrepreneurship we refer to businesses of our case studies as social enterprises.  

 

For the second part of the analysis we focus on business model theories to understand how the GRIs                  

operate once they move beyond community-level. To analyse the BMs we make use of commercial               

BM frameworks. We combine three frameworks to create our own desired for this paper: Osterwalder               

and Pigneur (2010) coming from a commercial perspective whereas Moratis et al. (2018), and              

Battistella et al. (2018) focus on sustainable BMs. Our framework consists of value proposition, value               

creation, value delivery and value capture to thoroughly analyse a BM.  

 

For the third and last part of the analysis, we look at entrepreneurial ecosystems to understand the                 

wider environment in which GRIs reside and how they can scale utilising the EE through resources                

and partnerships. We use Spigel (2015) to understand EEs and the social and material attributes that                

reside within it. EEs as a concept is underdeveloped, but gives insights on the geography of                
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entrepreneurship, and can help us understand the role of GRIs within society. Further, to understand               

the possible constraints faced by the entrepreneurs in our cases we look at transnational EEs and                

institutional voids as Kenya is an emerging economy (Manning & Vavilov, 2018). The fact that the                

three main theoretical concepts are either contextual, underdeveloped or without a unanimous            

definition gives another reason to have an abductive study being led by theory and our data.  

 
This chapter has introduced the methodological approach and choices made for studying GRIs in              

Kenya in the agricultural sector. Having elaborated on the research purpose, approach and design, a               

strong foundation for the following study is created. Further, the data collection and processing that               

precedes the act of analysing our data was described and builds the foundation for Chapter 6. The                 

next chapter introduces the chosen theories and concepts which are GRI, social entrepreneurship, BM              

design and EE. 
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3. Exploring the Theoretical Field  
In this chapter, we will present an overview of existing research on the concepts relevant and used for                  

this paper. We will start by introducing inclusive innovations, and specifically focus on GRI which is the                 

main concept for this paper. We will look into definitions, different aspects in research, and limitations.                

Thereafter, social entrepreneurship and social enterprises will be reviewed as “there’s no such thing              

as an innovation system without entrepreneurs” (Hekkert et al., 2007, p. 421). Thirdly, we will look into                 

business models and the different stages of growth for small businesses. These concepts mentioned              

will cover the micro-level analysis of this paper. For the macro-level we will look into the                

triple-bottom-line approach, and argue why we conceptualise it as People, Planet and Profit.             

Following, we will review EEs and institutional voids as the main concepts for the macro-level analysis.                

Finally, we will examine intermediaries as a concept bringing together all the stakeholders into the               

ecosystem connecting micro- to macro level. 

 

3.1 Inclusive Innovation 
In overall terms, innovation is defined as developing new ways of doing things by mixing up ideas                 

and/or combining technologies (Papaioannou, 2014, p. 187). However, as an opposition to            

mainstream innovation there has been a focus on inclusive innovations. Inclusive innovations are             

defined as “development and implementation of new ideas which aspire to create opportunities that              

enhance social and economic wellbeing for disenfranchised members of society” (Pansera, 2013, p.             

474).  

 

Inclusive innovation became of interest when the OECD highlighted in 2012 to focus more on               

innovation for the poor. Under inclusive innovation there are two sub-innovations given by the OECD:               

frugal innovation and grassroots innovation. Before going into GRI we will highlight frugal innovation              

and clarify why we focused on GRI instead of frugal innovation. Frugal innovation is understood as                

“products, processes or marketing and organisational methods that seek to minimise the use of              

material and financial resources with the objective to reduce the cost of ownership while fulfilling or                

exceeding pre-defined criteria of acceptable quality standards” (Khan, 2016, p. 1). The reason why the               

focus is not placed on frugal innovation but rather on GRI is that it is not participatory and thus                   

excludes the poor. Frugal innovation can also be seen as rent-seeking and a top-down approach in                

most instances (Papaioannou, 2014) which stands in contrast to the aim and the motivation of this                

paper. In sum, frugal innovations are defined as being for low- and middle-income groups, whereas               

GRI are created by low- and middle-income groups (OECD, 2012).  
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As a final note, we will mention social innovation which is defined as “a novel solution to a social                   

problem that is more effective, efficient, sustainable, or just, than existing solutions and for which the                

value created accrues primarily to society as a whole rather than private individual” (Ross et al., 2012,                 

p. 471). We mention social innovation because it is seen as an extension of social entrepreneurship in                 

which GRI and frugal innovation are also conceived under (Ross et al., 2012). We understand GRI                

innovations as becoming social innovations once they scale beyond the community. The reason why              

we do not focus solely on social innovation is that social innovation does not equal a bottom-up                 

approach unlike GRI.  

 

3.2 Grassroots Innovations  
Grassroots innovations have emerged as a relatively recent discipline as a way to lead sustainable               

innovation and development, and has slowly gained traction in the past two decades as an alternative                

take on mainstream innovations. They are historically defined as grassroots innovation movements,            

and they “(…)seek innovation processes that are socially inclusive towards local communities in terms              

of the knowledge, processes and outcomes involved” (Fressoli et al., 2014, p. 114). Historical              

examples includes the appropriate technology movement in the 1970s, recently the Honey Bee             

Network led by Anil K. Gupta in India and the social inclusion movement in Latin America have                 

emerged (Hossain, 2016). Furthermore, other historic references of successful grassroots innovations           

for sustainability are the wind turbine technology industry in Denmark, the solar collector in Austria,               

and the development of car-sharing in Switzerland (Ornetzeder & Rohracher, 2013). These examples             

show how the path to sustainability has not necessarily been a quest for large-scale solutions, but                

rather small-scale solutions that slowly grow into alternative options of producing and consuming to              

the prevailing systems. These solutions often get adapted into mainstream (Ornetzeder & Rohracher,             

2013). We mentioned these cases as a source of inspiration for us to do case studies on GRIs, but                   

also as a reference on the potential for scaling grassroots innovations and growing them beyond               

community-level.  

 

3.2.1 Two Research Areas 
In the field of GRI there are two main areas of research. One is normative, focusing on motivations                  

and values. This area has been studied a lot in both affluent and low-income countries, and                

incorporates both research from Gupta (2014) and Seyfang and Smith (2007) (Pansera & Sarkar,              

2017). The second area of research classifies GRIs alongside frugal innovation, which is             

conceptualised by the OECD as “innovation by low- and middle-income groups” (OECD, 2012, p. 17).               

This conceptualisation can be termed as bricolage, for example, the capacity to solve problems with               

what is at hand (Pansera & Sarkar, 2016, p. 4). The bricolage can be linked to the basic needs                   
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approach, which is an approach to social justice that gives priority to meeting people’s basic needs                

(Papaioannou, 2014). We will within this paper use both approaches to further understand GRIs.  

 
3.2.2 Grassroots Innovations Definitions  
In this paragraph we will go through existing definitions to present how GRI are defined and                

understood in existing literature. Furthermore we will look at the challenges and limitations of the field,                

and which theories have been used to study GRI in the past. 

 

3.2.2.1 Seyfang & Smith Definition  

The most used definition of GRI (Hossain, 2016), which was mentioned in almost every paper we read                 

on GRI is by Seyfang and Smith (2007): “networks of activists and organisations generating novel               

bottom-up solutions for sustainable development; solutions that respond to the local situations and the              

interests and values of the communities involved”. They further say that GRIs operate in civil society                

arenas and involve committed activists experimenting with social innovations as well as using greener              

technologies (p. 585). The civil society (CS) is based on the definition given by the World Economic                 

Forum (2018) which “encompasses an array of organisations: community groups, NGOs, labour            

unions, faith-based, professional associations, and foundations” (Jezard, 2018). In this paper we will             

exclude non-governmental organisations (NGOs) from the CS as they will be analysed separately as              

partners. Seyfang and Smith (2007) argue that there is a qualitative difference between mainstream              

business reforms and grassroots innovations for sustainable development, the latter being the one             

they explore in niches. Furthermore, they highlight that grassroots innovations are driven by two              

motives namely meeting social and environmental needs primarily, and a social economic ideology in              

opposition to ideologies of rent-seeking firms and market economy (Seyfang & Smith, 2007).  

 

3.2.2.2 Gupta Definition 

The second definition, which will be presented in this paper is by Anil K. Gupta, the founder of the                   

Honey Bee Network in India. In his definition, Gupta, differentiates between grassroots innovations,             

innovations for grassroots, and innovations at grassroots (Gupta, 2014). Grassroots innovations are            

limited to the informal sector. Innovations for grassroots are focused on improving socio-economic             

conditions for communities by external actors. Innovations at grassroots are developed jointly by             

NGOs, the formal sector, individuals in informal sector or companies in collaboration with local people.               

We will focus on the grassroots innovations definition. He defines GRI as “Innovations by common               

people having no professional degree or diploma, self-employed, working in the informal sector and              

driven by unmet social needs. These innovations have been tried by people without any outside help                

to address one’s own needs or that of a third party” (Gupta, 2014). He further states: “Sometimes,                 
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grassroots innovators address larger regional or national unmet needs out of their strong empathy for               

the disadvantaged people, sectors or regions” (Gupta, 2014). 

 

Gupta’s motivation differs to some extent from Seyfang and Smith as he has dedicated much time                

travelling to the rural parts of India. Here, he realised that many of the poor who were marginalised by                   

their economic status were inventive and innovative in their own ways. Therefore, he dedicated time               

as a professor to study these communities having founded the Honey Bee Network (HBN), which is a                 

knowledge system (Gupta, 2016). After this he established Society for Research and Initiatives for              

Sustainable Technologies and Institutions in 1993 to support the HBN. Grassroots Innovations            

Augmentation Network was further founded in 1997 to help facilitate ideas into products and              

sustainable enterprises (Gupta, 2016). This is important to mention as even though Gupta’s main              

focus is on the knowledge production through the HBN, he highlights the triple linkage of innovation,                

investment and enterprise (Gupta et al., 2018). This can alleviate poverty, reinforce experimentation             

and innovation all along the supply chains through a combination of empowering platforms. By              

emphasising on these three elements the importance of the entrepreneur is highlighted, which we will               

cover subsequently. 

 
3.2.3 Bottom-up and Community-level  
Hossain (2016 and 2018) covers the field in Grassroots Innovation: A systematic review of two               

decades of research and in Grassroots Innovation: The state of the art and future perspectives               

respectively. He highlights that there are disagreements on the extent of which GRIs stem only from                

the community-level, but there is a consensus that GRI is a bottom-up approach for sustainable               

development (Hossain, 2016). Thus, starting out GRIs most likely operate without state or commercial              

interests (Hossain, 2016). Bottom-up innovations are believed to be more sustainable than top-down             

approaches as they tackle local problems at the community-level. Nevertheless, top-down approaches            

are prioritised by states leaving GRIs neglected at state-level (Ross et al., 2012 & Grin et al., 2012 In:                   

Hossain, 2016). Further, current literature stresses that GRIs are transformative and fundamental in             

the transition to sustainability (Leach et al., 2012) highlighting the contribution of bottom-up             

innovations. 

 

3.2.4 Grassroots Innovations in Niches  
GRI has mainly been explored using niche theories, transition theories, multi-level perspective and             

knowledge economy (Hossain, 2018). We will for this paper focus only on niche theories to understand                

how GRI emerge, why they differ from mainstream, and how they transform beyond their niches. We                

will as a supplementary approach use business model theories to analyse our case studies from a                
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micro perspective. GRIs emerge when prevailing innovations are locked in on their practices, and              

sustainable changes take place in a niche (Hossain, 2016). Niches are protected spaces which may               

fulfil different roles in shielding innovations from mainstream selection pressures. This empowers them             

to compete with incumbent technologies or transform existing regimes (Ornetzeder & Rohracher,            

2013, p. 857). In niches, the “(…)actors are prepared to work with specific functionalities, accept such                

teething problems as higher costs, and are willing to invest in improvements of new technology and                

the development of new markets”, and if successful may attract mainstream interest (Seyfang & Smith,               

2007, p. 589). Our focus is not on simple niches, but strategic niches which seek wider transformation                 

and regime changes (Seyfang & Smith, 2007). Strategic niches come from the strategic niche              

management theory which focuses on how the process of growing innovations can be harnessed              

strategically to challenge, and perhaps replace present sociotechnical systems (Hargreaves et al.,            

2013). 

 

3.2.5 Gaps in Literature  
Within the field of GRI we will look into the limitations as an under-theorised concept. Firstly, it is                  

highlighted by Seyfang and Smith (2007) that niches are weak under dominant powers and therefore               

they ask where the institutional power bases reside for supporting and harnessing GRI. Therefore,              

state support must extend beyond the local and symbolic state for GRI, hence more institutional               

support is needed for GRI to grow beyond niche level. They furthermore argue that there is a neglect                  

on the vast contribution from GRI to sustainability by mainstream innovations. This also goes hand in                

hand with the scarce empirical research on grassroots innovators (Pansera & Sarkar, 2016). Likewise,              

in-depth qualitative analysis which is needed to understand the sprout of innovative processes at              

grassroots (Seyfang & Smith, 2007). In addition, research is needed to understand the starting              

conditions for grassroots innovations. Ornetzeder and Rohracher (2013) in their triple case study             

comparison came to conclusion that certain preconditions and local settings played a role, and              

therefore more research is needed to further understand the role of the specific context. They go on                 

and say discontinued initiatives and missed opportunities should be explored to understand the local              

setting in more depth highlighting the contextual differences for GRIs. Additionally, a closer look into               

how GRI transform from niche to regime level should be pursued as it remains unclear how it takes                  

place in practice (Hossain, 2016).  

 

In the limitations we will further look into geographical differences. Gupta, 2012 stresses that studies               

on innovations have provided limited attention to low-income countries and GRIs in particular. This is               

also echoed by Seyfang and Smith (2013) whose studies are based in the United Kingdom while they                 

emphasise that the growing body of work in the Global South is absent. They highlight that the                 
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cultures, institutions, economies, politics and possibilities for GRIs vary enormously, but that the             

challenges are more or less similar, however, played out in very different circumstances. We highlight               

this because the Seyfang and Smith definition plays out in an urban context, and Gupta researches in                 

a rural context. Still, he has stated that GRIs are not restricted to rural, resulting in no common                  

understanding of GRI (Hossain, 2016).  

 

3.3 Social Entrepreneurship and Social Enterprises  
We will in this paper use social entrepreneurship as a main concept. We choose to focus on the                  

entrepreneur as he/she is seen in a Schumpeterian sense as the agent of innovation and engine of                 

economic growth (Pansera & Sarkar, 2016). Further, we will look at social enterprises (SEs), and               

argue for why we choose to focus on SE and not social businesses.  

 

3.3.1 Social Entrepreneurship  
There is a significant interest in social entrepreneurs as they are seen to serve and fulfill social needs.                  

They are seen to do this by creating social ventures that create jobs and develop institutions and                 

infrastructure needed for development (Zahra et al., 2008). To define social entrepreneurship we will              

use the definition of Zahra et al. (2009) defining social entrepreneurship as “(…) the activities and                

processes undertaken to discover, define, and exploit opportunities in order to enhance social wealth              

by creating new ventures or managing existing organisations in an innovative manner” (p. 519). Social               

wealth is understood broadly in this context to include economic, societal, health and environmental              

aspects of human behaviour. Most notably about social entrepreneurs is that they make significant              

contributions to their communities by offering creative solutions to social problems through the creation              

of business models. However, just like the field of GRI there is no agreed definition of social                 

entrepreneurship, and adding another weakness it is a very contextual and contingent set of activities               

making it very interpretive in analysis and measurement (Volkmann et al., 2012).  

 

3.3.2 Social Enterprises  
Finally, we will define social enterprises and clarify why we do not refer to our case studies as social                   

businesses. Social businesses were coined by Muhammad Yunus and seen as operating outside the              

profit-seeking world, but using business methods to solve a social problem (Yunus & Weber, 2010).               

However, he clarifies between two types of social businesses, one that is non-dividend, and one that is                 

profit-making and owned by the poor thus alleviating poverty by definition. He gives seven principles of                

social businesses, one of which is non-dividend investments (Yunus & Weber, 2010). Thus, the              

concept of social businesses, although sharing the same principles with social enterprise, is much              
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more restrictive with its non-distribution constraint which is more typical for non-profit organisations             

(Volkmann et al., 2012). Therefore we will use social enterprise as a concept.  

 

Social enterprises are defined as a collective term for a range of organisations that trade for social                 

purposes (Haugh, 2007 In: Hillman et al., 2018), and are like social entrepreneurs seeking              

market-based solutions to social problems (Cieslik, 2016 In: Hillman et al., 2018). The main difference               

here is that the primary revenue source is commercial, in comparison to non-profits taking in grants or                 

donations (Hillman et al., 2018).  

 

Concluding on this subchapter, we see the social entrepreneur as the executor of the social enterprise                

containing the innovation. This is also connected to sustainability, as environmental impact is             

integrated into GRIs, and the social wealth is generated by the entrepreneur and their enterprises.  

 

3.4 The Five Stages of Small Business Growth 
In this section, we will define the The Five Stages of Small Business Growth by Churchill and Lewis                  

(1983). The paper defines a framework of five stages of development that a small enterprise               

undergoes when growing and scaling (see Appendix G). Five management factors characterise each             

stage, namely managerial style, organisational structure, extent of formal systems, strategic goals and             

the founder’s involvement. Stage I, Existence, is about getting customers and figuring out the delivery               

of products and services. This stage determines if a business model is viable and can be scaled to a                   

broader customer base. Thus, the organization is rather simple and the founder is provides the               

majority of knowledge, energy and time. Formal systems do not exist and the strategy is to stay alive.                  

Stage II, Survival, is where the business model has proven to be valid in the market. The organisation                  

is still simple but a few employees have joined the company. Formal systems are minimal and the                 

strategy is to survive. 

 

In Stage III, Success, the founder decides to expand the company (Stage III-G) or if the past success                  

of the company is supporting the founder to disengage from the business (Stage III-D). In Stage IV,                 

Take-off, the goal is to grow the company rapidly and find enough financial resources to support this                 

growth. The management style is divisional and there is a clear organisation and maturing of formal                

systems. The founder more and more separates from the business. “A company in Stage V has the                 

staff and financial resources to engage in detailed operational and strategic planning. The             

management is decentralised, adequately staffed, and experienced” (Churchill & Lewis, 1983). Also            

called Resource Maturity, in this stage systems are extensive and structures are well-defined to follow               
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the strategy of gaining first profits. Following the characteristics of these five stages, the growth of a                 

small enterprise can be exactly defined. 

 

3.5 Business Models  
In this part, we will look at BMs, and provide the framework through which we analyse a BM. A                   

business model is simply described as the ways by which an organisation creates and delivers value                

(Ramos-Mejía & Balanzo, 2018). Further, Magretta (2002 In: Ovans, 2015) states that BMs at heart               

are stories, explaining how enterprises work. A good BM would asks classic questions such as: Who is                 

the customer or what does the customer value? It also answers the fundamental question of how the                 

business can make money. In other words, a business model is a description of how a business runs                  

in contrast to a competitive strategy, which explains how a business will do better than the competition                 

(Ovans, 2015). 

 

3.4.1 Sustainable and Scalable Business Models 
Globally, there has been large evidence of social- and environmental entrepreneurs coming up with              

BMs to create social and environmental value in novel ways, and thus they are seen as actors that                  

contribute significantly to sustainable development (Ramos-Mejía & Balanzo, 2018). The sustainable           

BM can be seen as an ample unit of analysis how a business contributes to sustainability, as it                  

provides a system perspective and uncovers both social and environmental aspects of business             

activities. Specifically, a BM for sustainability describes, analyses and communicates a company’s            

sustainable value proposition to its customers. Continuing, it shows how a business creates value,              

delivers value, and lastly how it captures economic value while maintaining natural, social and              

economic capital (Battistella et al., 2018). Furthermore, having a focus on scalability we understand a               

scalable business model as “(...) agile and which provides exponentially increasing returns to scale in               

terms of growth from additional resources applied” (Nielsen & Lund, 2018: p. 4). It should not be                 

constrained by physical or material assets such as employee hours (time), machine time, cash              

liquidity, storage space, and other forms of capacity.  

 
3.4.2 Business Model Canvas 
To lay out all the assumptions about a BM in an organised manner The Business Model Canvas                 

comes in as a strong framework and a thorough tool for analysis. It serves to clarify the general                  

structure of a business by giving nine components that break down the BM. These are key partners,                 

key activities, key resources, value propositions, customer relationships, channels, customer          

segments, cost structure, and revenue streams (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). 
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3.4.3 Four Values  
Four values are particularly emphasised in BM literature, and they will provide an analysis structure for                

our BM analysis. These are: value proposition, value creation, value delivery and value capture. First,               

the value proposition is understood as creating value for a customer segment through a distinct mix of                 

elements catering to that segment’s needs quantitatively or qualitatively (Osterwalder & Pigneur,            

2010). Second to the value proposition comes the value creation, which can be compared to the                

elements key partners, key activities and key resources in the BM canvas. In the value creation the                 

business allocates resources and coordinates activities in a value creation process Moratis et al.              

(2018. The third value is value delivery which includes partners, channels, and the delivery under the                

term architecture of value which is similar to how Ovans (2015) understands selling value. He argues it                 

includes reaching customers, selling, distributing and delivering products and services. The BM            

canvas describes how value is delivered with the components customer relationships and channels             

(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). Lastly, the value capture as the creation of monetary value (Battistella               

et al., 2018) looks at methods to generate revenues by contrasting costs and revenues of a business                 

(Moratis et al., 2018). This is in the BM canvas covered by revenue streams and cost structure                 

(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). 

 

3.6 Triple-bottom-line 
By choosing to focus on grassroots innovations we go beyond the conventional business way of only                

generating economic value, and thus focus on the triple-bottom-line approach of creating economic,             

environmental and social value to the target group. This is at the core of sustainable development as it                  

considers the three pillars of society, economy and environment together as they all feed each other                

(Battistella et al., 2018). Entrepreneurs are seen at the forefront of this approach creating novel BMs                

that contribute to sustainable development (Ramis-Mejía & Balanzo, 2018). 

 

We want to clarify that we have chosen to name the triple-bottom-line of economic, environmental and                

social as people, planet and profit for the target group.  

 

3.7 Entrepreneurial Ecosystems 
To understand the broader environment of GRI and the role of EEs in supporting social entrepreneurs                

to scale their impact, entrepreneurial ecosystems will be looked at. One focus is to evaluate what                

constitutes EEs, the social and material attributes (Spigel, 2015), and the role of intermediaries              

(Manning & Vavilov, 2018). Further, the institutional voids that constrain social enterprises, making             
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them tap into global resource pools will be determined. We will use the term transnational               

entrepreneurial ecosystems for the resources that occur outside the local EE, which is often observed               

in emerging economies (Manning & Vavilov, 2018).  

 

3.7.1 Constitution of Entrepreneurial Ecosystems 
Entrepreneurial ecosystems, although underdeveloped and under theorised, is a conceptual umbrella           

giving different perspectives on the geography of entrepreneurship. EEs can help to map key              

components of regional economic and social systems (Spigel, 2015). They include several            

stakeholders as well as a set of ingredients necessary for the ecosystem (Malecki, 2017), and are                

seen as a critical tool for creating resilient economies based on entrepreneurial innovation (Spigel,              

2015). They can be defined as “(…)the union of localised cultural outlooks, social networks,              

investment capital, universities, and active economic policies that create environments supportive of            

innovation-based ventures” (Spigel, 2015, p. 49). Furthermore, Spigel states that “EEs are            

combinations of social, political, economic, and cultural elements within a region that support the              

development and growth of innovative start-ups and encourage nascent entrepreneurs and other            

actors to take the risks of starting, funding and otherwise assisting high-risk ventures” (p. 50).               

Additionally, the key characteristic of a scale-up ecosystem is their ability to produce, support and               

nourish the growth of firms into larger corporate entities. The processes within are cyclical and               

iterative. Therefore, EEs are continually evolving and incomplete, and always ready to accept new              

ideas (Malecki, 2017).  

 

3.7.2 Social and Material Attributes  
Spigel (2015) differentiates between social and material attributes within EEs. Social attributes are             

resources acquired through the social network which plays a pivotal role to the entrepreneurial              

process. These attributes are the networks themselves, investment capital, mentors and           

dealmakers, and worker talent. The networks help the entrepreneur gather market and technological             

knowledge, get investment capital, customers and suppliers, and are mostly face-to-face interactions.            

Investment capital, which is financing from institutional investors or the entrepreneurs’ own family and              

friends, is critical to the entrepreneurial economy. The presence of local investors engaged deeply in               

the community are crucial to catalyse entrepreneurial business growth. Having mentors increase the             

entrepreneurial performance and business survival rates as they help the entrepreneur with            

developing new business skills and build their local social capital. Finally, skilled workers are key to                

the competitiveness of new ventures, and they rely on the social network to find good matches.  
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Material attributes are tangible and present, and can be universities, support services and             
facilities, policy and governance, and open markets. Universities both develop new technologies            

that create entrepreneurial opportunities, and develop the human capital fostering entrepreneurial           

mindsets in their students. Malecki (2017) highlights that universities are the most frequently identified              

institution in the EEs after entrepreneurs themselves, and states that it can take up to 20 years to                  

develop a vibrant entrepreneurial university ecosystem (Malecki, 2017). Supporting services and           

facilities include accountants, patent lawyers, HR advisors, incubation, accelerators, and co-working           

facilities. Policies represent laws and rulings that create publicly aided support programs encouraging             

entrepreneurship through tax benefits, investments, or reducing legal barriers. Lastly, having a strong             

local market available is key to provide opportunities within the EE. Entrepreneurs are ahead in               

identifying opportunities in the local marketplace as they interact more with the community and thus               

customers.  

 

Not all attributes are necessary, but the ones listed are major factors to create supportive               

environments for entrepreneurial activity. These attributes have also been echoed by the World             

Economic Forum (2013) in their report on EEs, and the major resources found within a region adds to                  

the competitive advantage of a business. Lastly, Spigel (2015) focuses on cultural attributes, which are               

cultural attitudes and histories of entrepreneurs. The stories can inspire others, and cultural attitudes              

can encourage leading to divergent and entrepreneurial paths.  

 
3.7.3 Institutional Voids and Transnational Entrepreneurial Ecosystems 
Returning to social enterprises, they have become important in emerging economies such as in              

sub-Saharan Africa. The social enterprises combine limited or unequal economic prosperity together            

with social and environmental problems, where state and market do not have the capacity to provide                

basic services (Harris et al., 2013). The need for social enterprises is especially high in regions                

characterised by resource constraint. Institutional voids are understood as an absence of institutional             

support systems. This sets a constraint for business formation, income generation and economic             

exchanges (Manning & Vavilov, 2018). The institutional void is in itself paradoxical because it gives               

social entrepreneurs opportunities, and at the same time it sets a challenge for the social entrepreneur                

since the supporting infrastructure is more or less missing. Because of the weak infrastructure certain               

regions in the world such as sub-Saharan Africa struggle to develop competitive industries (Manning &               

Vavilov, 2018). Therefore, the social enterprises operating under these constraints need to tap into              

global resources and this interconnection is coined into the term transnational entrepreneurial            

ecosystems. The two authors, Manning and Vavilov, show that in these scenarios local EEs are               

insufficient, and that is where the transnational EEs come in. They support social ventures in a                
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multi-layered infrastructure connecting local- and regional ecosystems with a global support network.            

We mentioned earlier the social and material attributes, which are necessary resources entrepreneurs             

rely on from various institutions, but economies that are described as having institutional voids often               

lack the infrastructure, be it formal or informal, needed to support social enterprises in particular.  

 

3.7.4 Intermediaries  
Regarding transnational and local EEs, we are for the most part interested in the role of intermediaries                 

which are perceived as “agents that link two or more parties to bring about specific activities” (Dutt et                  

al., 2016, p. 818 IN: Manning & Vavilov, 2018, p. 7). They play a vital role in linking local businesses                    

and social opportunities to global development agendas, and build alliances throughout globally            

dispersed resource environments. These roles are often taken up by incubators, accelerators,            

university centers, and funding institutions, and are known as ecosystem service providers.            

Intermediaries are further important in developing niches and making them more robust. They connect              

isolated innovation projects, and link them to the wider world. Through this relational work and having                

worked in several projects, intermediaries are able to identify common problems encountered by the              

innovators. Through these insights the knowledge can be shared more vastly (Hargreaves et al.,              

2013).  

 

Entrepreneurs have often been seen at the end of an intermediary equation, but based on Peng et al.,                  

(2014) we depart from the view as the entrepreneur can be an intermediary. They are defined: “(...)as                 

individuals that position themselves somewhere on the value chain and make efforts to discover or               

create entrepreneurial opportunities by bearing uncertainties that their potential buyers and sellers            

would be neither willing nor able to bear” (Peng et al., 2014, p. 22). Entrepreneurs as intermediaries                 

discover and create entrepreneurial opportunities as a result of market failures and information             

asymmetries in the market. To conclude, GRIs are carried out by social entrepreneurs due to unmet                

social and environmental needs and thus act as an intermediary between the communities and the               

market or government.   
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4. Empirical Setting 
In this chapter, we aim to present the context or empirical setting of our study. Geographical                

information and historical political events will set the scene whereas the elaboration of people, planet               

and profit will present specific relevant information for the paper. Lastly, we will connect the               

characteristics and meaning of Silicon Savannah to the agricultural sector which is the chosen context               

of our case studies. 

 

Refraining from differentiating between countries as developed and developing, we will instead follow             

the spirit of Hans Rosling. He classifies countries in accordance with the four income levels as they                 

paint a more factual and just image of the economic status of the world which has also been adopted                   

by the World Bank (Rosling, 2018). When using the Gapminder tool which locates countries according               

these four income levels, we see that Kenya is on level 2 (Gapminder, 2018) which describes the                 

country’s development as being one of the stronger economies in East Africa. 

 
4.1 Kenya 
The Republic of Kenya is a country in East Africa with Nairobi as the capital (FAOSTAT, n.d.). The                  

582,646 square km surface (World Bank, n.d.) borders with Tanzania, Uganda, South Sudan, Ethiopia              

and Somalia (FAOSTAT, n.d.). In the East, Kenya abuts the Indian Ocean (CIA, 2019) where a                

tropical climate can be found. The inland on the other hand is characterised by arid temperatures                

where not only the capital but also Mount Kenya, the highest point with 5,199 m, is situated. Since                  

2013, the country is divided into 47 governmental counties. 

 

For 60 years the British Empire ruled over Kenya, until Jomo Kenyatta the first Kenyan president                

assumed command after the independence in 1963 (CIA, 2019). Since then, the country was              

practically a one-party state and in 1982, the Kenya African National Union went even further to                

change the constitution and “make itself the sole legal party in Kenya” (CIA, 2019, Introduction). The                

partial political power peaked in December 2007 when 1,100 people were killed in an outbreak of civil                 

violence which was a reaction to former president Mwai Kibaki's reelection. To reconcile             

disagreements, Kenyans agreed in a national referendum to a new constitution in 2010 that separates               

executive, legislative and judicial powers. The presidential elections in March 2013 appointed Uhuru             

Kenyatta, whose second period will end by 2022 (CIA, 2019). As part of the new constitution,                
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revenues and responsibilities are now more decentralised to the 47 local countries, which is aligned to                

the 43 tribes that Kenya as a tribal nation is comprised of. 

 

4.2 Profit, Planet, People 
 

4.2.1 People 
Roughly 48.4 million people live in Kenya in 2018, which accounts for an annual average 1.57%                

population growth (CIA, 2019). People in Kenya cluster in the West of the country along Lake Victoria,                 

Nairobi and the coastline in the Southeast (CIA, 2019). 36 million people are settled in rural areas and                  

13 million in urban areas (FAO, n.d.). The average life expectancy of Kenyans is calculated to be 67                  

years (World Bank, n.d.²) and the population is very young as the majority is under 25 years old                  

(UNDP, 2017).  

 

The gross enrollment ratio for primary education is very high as 105% of the population that                

corresponds to the primary school level receives education (World Bank, n.d.²). This number exceeds              

100% because it includes students who due to their age would not fall into the official group of primary                   

students such as repeaters. On the opposite, 36.8% of the population lives on 1.90$ a day (World                 

Bank, n.d.²). In sum, all consumptions of this low-income group make up 84% of total yearly household                 

consumptions in Kenya (UNDP, 2017). To empower the youth and integrate their innovations into the               

economy and policies, the Kenyan government created the National Youth Empowerment Strategic            

Plan, (The Presidency, n.d.) which aims to give guidance in eight key focus areas for projects, policies                 

and programmes from 2016 to 2021. 

 

The languages and cultures are very diverse in Kenya. English and Kiswahili are the two official                

languages but besides these, numerous indigenous languages survived over the years and are still              

spoken throughout the country (CIA, 2019). Even though the majority of the population is Christian               

(83%), other religions and 42 ethnic groups coexist beside each other. Islam is the second largest                

religion with 11.9% of Kenyans. 

 
4.2.2 Planet 
“Kenya’s natural heritage is globally recognised for its rich biodiversity and iconic landscapes” (USAID,              

2019). Placed between Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, Lake Victoria is for instance the world's biggest               

tropical lake and natural heritage for freshwater animals (CIA, 2019). The governmental Kenya Wildlife              

Service protects 8% of the country’s surface and creates safe habitats for wildlife in 22 national parks,                 
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28 national reserves and 5 national sanctuaries (Kenyan Wildlife Service, n.d.). Still, 60% of Kenya’s               

wildlife lives outside these protected areas (USAID, 2019) for instance forest areas which cover 7.8%               

of total land area (UNDP, n.d.).  

 

Natural hazards such as droughts and floods during rainy seasons (CIA, 2019) are primary effects of                

climate change that Kenya experiences. But also man made factors such as water pollution through               

waste and pesticides, deforestation, wildlife crime, urban expansion and population growth are serious             

threats for Kenya’s environment (CIA, 2019; USAID, 2019). Further, the economy and people’s             

livelihoods highly depend on these natural resources. 80% of total land experiences arid climates.              

These areas are especially vulnerable to climate change which lead to economic losses and increased               

food insecurity in past years (USAID, 2019). Because agriculture is the focus of this study, we will                 

expand on it in more detail in Chapter 4.4. 

 

Alongside 192 other countries, Kenya has committed to integrate the Sustainable Development Goals             

by the United Nations (www.sustainabledevelopment.un.org) into its development plans. Since then           

the country brought forward a long-term development plan called “Kenya Vision 2030” which aims to               

provide high quality life to all Kenyans and become a middle-income nation by 2030 (UNDP, 2017).                

Having emitted 0.31 metric tonnes CO2 per capita in 2014 is a rather low number compared to for                  

example Denmark which reached a value of almost 6 metric tonnes (World Bank, n.d.²). 

 
4.2.3 Profit 
From an economic perspective the country is defined by the World Bank as a lower-middle income                

country since 2014 (UNDP, 2017). Kenya had a GDP of 79$ billion in 2017 (World Bank, n.d.²) and the                   

yearly GDP growth of 6% was calculated in the beginning of 2019 (UNDP, 2017). Kenya is not only an                   

economic hub in East Africa but after Ethiopia has also the second largest economy in this region                 

(World Bank, n.d.³). Kenyan shillings (ksh) is the official currency of the country. 

 

Further, the country experiences a growing entrepreneurial middle class (CIA, 2019). This might also              

be due to the low employment ratio of 57.9% of the population over 15 years old (UNDP, n.d.) and a                    

yearly rush of 800,000 additional workers to the labour market (DANIDA, 2015). Besides high              

unemployment, the most challenging factors for businesses in Kenya are high corruption, low access              

to finances and a weak governance (CIA, 2019). The corruption perception index 2017 recently              

ranked Kenya 143 out of 180 (Transparency International, 2018). 
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Looking at the sectors of Kenya’s economy, agriculture contributes to economic wealth with one-third              

of the GDP and tourism builds the second strong established sector (CIA, 2019). However, these are                

not the sectors which are performing a rapid growth. Instead, information technology, communication             

and finance sectors have grown in recent years (DANIDA, 2015). 

 

In Kenya, an SME has on average a yearly turnover of less than 10ksh million. Still, SMEs represent                  

74% of all Kenyan companies (UNDP, 2017) and employed 5.1 million people in 2002 which equals                

74.2% of total people engaged in the economy (Essays, UK, 2018). A national baseline survey defines                

SMEs in Kenya in two stages based on the size of their teams (Essays, UK, 2018). Small enterprises                  

have 10 to 49 employees and medium enterprises count 50 to 99 employees. SMEs are mainly                

focused on infrastructure (41%), but also health (21%) and food and beverages (20%) are targeted               

(UNDP, 2017). 

 

4.3 Silicon Savannah 
The dynamic private sector in Kenya transformed the country to become an economic hub in East                

Africa for investments and innovation (UNDP, 2017). Due to the country’s technological innovations             

such as M-Pesa and the resulting entrepreneurial spirit, Kenya and especially Nairobi, are often              

referred to as Silicon Savannah (Pilling, 2018). M-Pesa by Safaricom was worldwide the first mobile               

money transfer and payment service in 2007, and disrupted the financial sector. Millions of unbanked               

people in the rural areas were now able to take part in market activities by only using their phones.                   

Interestingly, low-income countries can often leapfrog by making use of new technologies due to a               

lack of infrastructures and large systems. That is why recent global investments and general attention               

on innovation is put on Africa because businesses see a high possibility for future opportunities there                

(Pilling, 2018). 

 

Innovations started to emerge in Kenya after high-speed broadband was introduced in 2009 (Ndemo,              

2016). The rise of mobile technology, youth developers and accelerator programs transformed Kenya             

“into a global center for inclusive innovation” (Ndemo, 2016, p. 43). The innovation ecosystem pays               

special attention to mobile innovation which is assumed to be increasingly created at the grassroots               

level. Inclusive innovations today impact mostly the Sustainable Development Goal 1 (84%), which             

focuses on improving poverty, livelihoods and economic wealth (UNDP, 2017). The reason why             

inclusive innovation enjoys great popularity in Kenya is because it can lead to competitive advantages,               

and higher profits and productivity (UNDP, 2017). 
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4.4 The Agricultural Sector 
The agricultural sector plays an important role for the economic and social level in Kenya and                

accounts for 65% of export earnings (FAO, n.d.). 36.5% of the population struggles with food               

insecurity and malnourishment is a common disease for children under five years. 75% of Kenya’s               

population is involved in and lives off the agricultural sector, of which 75% are smallholder farmers                

(CIA, 2019). They mainly produce food for the local market with rain-fed farming systems and are thus                 

most vulnerable to changing weather patterns (AGRA, 2017). Recently, these smallholder farmers are             

pushed into arid areas which increased tensions and challenges for them (FAO, n.d.). Further,              

Kenya’s population will exceed the 80 million mark by 2039 at the current rate (FAO, n.d.). As a result,                   

high potential land for agriculture decreases which affects the food production.  

 

Consequences have already been noticed. From 2015 to 2016, 17.3 million people faced serious food               

insecurities due to changes in weather patterns and the effects on the local food production               

(FAOSTAT, n.d.) which shows that “an agricultural transformation is still urgently needed to safeguard              

the recent economic gains” (AGRA, 2017). The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United              

Nations argues that a focus on the rural areas of Kenya is needed as the sector’s potential to alleviate                   

poverty is extremely important (FAO, n.d.).  

 

To take action against these challenges, the government and other transnational organisations have             

developed agendas and programs. The government has created The Big 4, a national five year               

development plan to empower Kenya in manufacturing, food security, universal health coverage and             

affordable housing (The Presidency, 2017). The goal is to achieve 100% food and nutrition security,               

reduce food costs, increase incomes for farmers, create SMEs and employment, and reduce the risks               

of diseases in the agricultural sector. Throughout the process, the citizens, government, counties, local              

and foreign investors, and developmental partners are all involved.  

 

Another program in the area of agriculture was started in 2016 by the European Union, International                

Fund for Agricultural Development, and the Food and Agriculture Organisation. The Climate Resilient             

Agricultural Livelihoods Window aims to help “Kenya’s government boost agricultural production and            

incomes, especially for smallholders in arid and semiarid zones“ (FAO, 2016). The focus is put on                

water harvesting, climate smart practises and the managing of natural resources. 
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5. Case Descriptions 
In the following subchapters we introduce our four case studies namely Agrihouse, Maji Agri, Sweet &                

Dried and UjuziKilimo. All cases are located in central Kenya and create solutions to agricultural               

challenges. The case descriptions are based on the interviews with the founders and only give a short                 

overview of what the business does as we will analyse in more detail in Chapter 6. 

 

5.1 Agrihouse  
David Guanti started Agrihouse (AH) in 2012 He had previously worked at Amiran, a              

telecommunications company as a tele salesperson, but his real passion was farming. David has a               

diploma in community development and project management, and a Bachelor of Science in             

agriculture. He grew up in Meru county with a mother passionate about farming, and a grandfather                

devoted to coffee farming. Unfortunately, David’s grandfather died from cancer due to an overuse of               

chemicals in their farm. That motivated David to change farm practices of smallholder farmers. The               

aim of his business is to to minimise the usage of pesticides that are cancerous and support the                  

smallholder farmers who cannot afford sufficient nutrition for their families.  

 
Figure 1. David on a farm in Kitengela. Source: Own. 

  

Agrihouse consists of three components namely AH Technology, AH Fresh, and AH Consult. AH              

Technology builds and sells climate smart greenhouses using internet of things which are made from               

locally available materials. At the moment, David is working on a utility model for such greenhouses                

which indicates that he has not launched this part of his business yet. For the time being, he focuses                   

on repairing existing greenhouses as there already are a lot of greenhouses. AH Fresh provides               
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market access to farmers. AH Consult offers agronomic support, especially, on organic farming, and is               

currently done in a controlled environment of demonstration farms. 

 

David works with two full-time and one part-time employees. Two of his team members, Victor and                

John, are agronomists, and a third team member, Mercy, carries out the administration and marketing               

tasks. Since last year, he has been paying all of them including himself a full yet modest salary. In                   

addition, some of his former customers sit in the board of the business and more than 30 field                  

representatives support AH on demand. Further, he collaborates with agricultural extension officers,            

successful farmers, and high school volunteers in the fields.  

  

Through the partnership with the MoA in Chuka David is able to work with 600 farmers during cultural                  

field days. The partnership started in 2012 which has been a big support for AH. The MoA even                  

provided him a demonstration centre to teach and train smallholder farmers. Besides, referrals and              

going door to door, David reaches farmers mainly through the MoA.  

  

When starting the business, David raised funds from his family and friends, and used his own savings.                 

AH became profitable in 2014, 2 ½ years after entering the market. After finishing the incubation                

program with KCIC, where he has his office, David recently got accepted at the accelerator Y-gap.                

With Albert Kimani, his mentor at Y-gap, he is working on impact assessment, and will soon receive                 

small grants. As of now, David has no online presence. 

 

5.2 Maji Agri 
Before Simon Wachieni founded Maji Agri (MA) in 2015 he had worked in a local NGO for 10 years as                    

community developer, project manager and in the finance department. Motivated by the gap he saw               

between the knowledge of research institutions and the struggles of smallholder farmers, he created              

his social business which is focused on sustainable impact through profit-making. 
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Figure 2. Simon and Gladys on a farm in Lower Kabete. Source: Own. 

 

The first idea he had was to open a small model farm in the village of Thika and share knowledge with                     

farmers by showcasing new farming techniques. But soon enough Simon realised that the main              

problem farmers face is a lack of water and thus, he started building water harvesting ponds in 2016.                  

The way the water is collected and filtered from the ground is the innovative part of his product. Since                   

2016, he installed 120 ponds in different regions of Kenya. The current business model of MA discards                 

Simon’s first idea and instead combines three products and services, namely water harvesting ponds,              

drip irrigation systems and agronomic support. Today, the team consists of 15 part-time workers              

mainly engaged in manual work and three partners who voluntarily help and advise Simon on               

finances, agronomy and communication.  

 

Simon experienced crops dying due to a lack of water during his childhood and realised later in his                  

career that many smallholder farmers struggle with similar issues. Today, he especially targets             

farmers in the dry areas of Kenya but also supplies farmers in other areas. Simon himself is located at                   

KCIC in Nairobi and lives just outside of the capital. Even though the aim of the business is to reach                    

the most vulnerable farmers, Simon is not able to offer affordable products for them due to the rather                  

small size of the business. 

 

Simon started MA by investing his own and his partner’s savings. Through the programs enpact and                

KCIC he received training and mentorship, access to a network. He recently moved from the incubator                

to the accelerator program at KCIC and his future strategy is to partner with a micro financing                 

institution to enable low-income groups to afford his products. To prove the farmer’s ability to repay the                 
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loans within six months, he started documenting the impact water harvesting methods had on the               

economic power of farmers. The first profits are predicted for the end of 2019. 

 

5.3 Sweet & Dried 
Mercy Mwende, the co-founder of Sweet & Dried (S&D), was frustrated after completing High School               

that her friends and her included could not find any jobs. Having a sense of belonging to her                  

community in Chuka, she was not willing to go to Nairobi, where there were greater job opportunities.                 

Therefore, she decided to start her own company to employ herself and other women in the company.                 

She co-founded S&D in 2009 with her husband, and today employs over 30 women and the youth                 

from her community.  

 
Figure 3. Employee with baby at S&D shop in Chuka. Source: Own. 

 
Coming from a very harsh environment, Mercy experienced the struggle of not being able to afford                

going to university, so she turned to business at the tender age of 18. Through her passion for the                   

community she employs illiterate women (70% of her staff), untrained youth and even struggling              

mothers allowing them to bring their babies to work as seen in the Figure 3. She also managed to                   

receive an undergraduate degree in development studies alongside other courses.  

 

Being from a farming background herself she saw a real problem of food wastages in her community.                 

A lot of food were rotting because many farmers, especially the smallholder farmers, did not have                

market access due to rural locality and thus they could not sell their food. For these reasons she came                   

up with the idea of drying and grinding the produce and selling it to the market. Through dried solar                   

technology and vast land, S&D is able to dry fruit, vegetables and flours without any added sugar or                  

preservatives in a very dry and contamination-free place 22 km off road from Chuka in the Mount                 
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Kenya area. The solar technology was developed by her co-founder, an engineer, allowing them to               

keep manufacturing costs low. Today she supports 500 farmers in the five counties she works in                

aiding them with market access by buying their leftover produce.  

  

S&D exports the nutritious dried fruits, vegetables, herbs and flours to Japan. Further, she sells all                

over Kenya using 10 female company-based agents, working on commission. She also has a shop in                

Chuka for local customers. She sells her products at different sizes making it affordable. Mercy broke                

even after 5 years, right around the same time she expanded beyond her own county Chuka.  

  

S&D is incubated by the KCIC, and has won several awards and national prizes. Mercy’s vision is to                  

be the biggest company of her kind in East Africa. But first, she is challenged by not being able to                    

employ more of her community as she does not have the capacity, and needs financing for machinery                 

to expand her facilities.  

 

5.4 UjuziKilimo 
The social enterprise UjuziKilimo (UK) was founded in 2015 and provides real-time agricultural             

information to smallholder farmers. The three co-founders Brian Bosire, Dickson Ayuka and Henry             

Ohanga grew up on farms in Western Kenya and met during their engineering education. Western               

Kenya is well known for farming and thus, the founders experienced the struggles their parents had                

with testing their soil and decided to develop a solution to help them. During that time they were still at                    

university, which allowed them to use the university lab to test and prototype their idea. The social                 

enterprise officially entered the market in 2017. 

 

The aim of the business is to increase the productivity of farmers by providing information for instance                 

about soil fertility. Initially, farmers had to send soil samples to laboratories and wait up to three weeks                  

for the results. In this process the farmer had to pay for the logistics as well as for the service itself                     

which was very expensive. To simplify this service, the team invented a soil testing tool using sensor                 

technology which collects data on the soil fertility. The farmer receives customised recommendations             

for fertilisers and crop management within a few minutes. For this service which is normally done twice                 

a year, farmers pay US$ 20. If farmers are just interested in general agricultural information, they pay                 

US$ 6 a year to receive continuous information over an SMS service. 
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Figure 4. Dennis the agronomist in Naro Meru in Nyeri county. Source: Own. 

 

Besides the increase in economic value through the access to quick and customised information, UK               

has a social impact. With more disposable money, farmers are able to provide a better life of their                  

families. The environmental impact is shown through the education on fertiliser management. This             

prevents harmful chemicals to escape into the rivers and tackles the amount of wasted crops due to a                  

lack of knowledge about the soil. 

 

Most of the customers sell their produce locally and spend on average US$ 500 on inputs. To reach                  

this target group, the team has set-up an office in Nyeri and a second office in Nairobi. The team is                    

consists of 17 people, of which eight receive a steady income. In addition, nine field agents promote                 

UK’s service on the ground. 

 

The first source of funding back in 2015 came from their parents and friends and over the years the                   

business received several awards and was part of a global accelerator and mentorship program.              

Recently, they established a partnership with Google and received net funding from the Kenya              

National Innovation Agency (KNIA). After being in the market for two years, the team assumed to hit                 

the break-even in 2022. In the future, the team’s strategy is focused on creating a new revenue stream                  

with their data and outsourcing the sensor production to India, China or South Africa. 
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6. Analysis 
This chapter aims at analysing our data according to the three sub-questions to conclude on our                

research question which is: How do our cases of GRIs in the sector of agriculture in Kenya scale                  
to impact people, planet and profit? In the following analysis, each chapter respectively looks into               

one of the sub-questions. 6.1 Part One focuses on the first sub-question and develops a new definition                 

of grassroots innovation (GRI) in the context of our study. In 6.2 Part Two, we define the stage of                   

growth of each case to then look into the business models (BMs) and finally create a business model                  

framework presenting unique characteristics of GRI. Further, patterns are uncovered which explain            

why certain characteristics emerge. 6.3 Part Three looks into the third sub-question and analyses              

GRIs in entrepreneurial ecosystem (EE) concluding on elements within an EE that help GRIs to scale.  

 
6.1 Part One: Grassroots Innovations in a Kenyan Context 
In this first part of the analysis, we aim to answer our first research question: How are GRI defined in                    

Kenya? We will do this by taking the two key definitions that we highlighted earlier in 3.2.1 Exploring                  

the Theoretical Field, and compare them with our coding theme Grassroots Innovation            
Characteristics including the following categories inclusiveness, motivation, innovation, impact, urban          

vs. rural, and founder’s background. We want to understand how GRIs are defined because that the                

existing literature reflects the context of the studies such as India or the United Kingdom. Therefore,                

the definitions applied in the United Kingdom for Seyfang and Smith or in India for Anil K. Gupta might                   

not be equally applied in Kenya. To develop a new and appropriate definition for our setting we will                  

characterise all cases with the above mentioned categories. As we also emphasise the social              

entrepreneur in this paper, we will characterise each entrepreneur in the respective cases because              

there is no innovation without an entrepreneur carrying it out (Hekkert et al., 2007). Lastly, we will                 

present our new working definition.  

 

6.1.1 Categories and Existing Definitions  
In the following subchapter, we will show how coding categories are correlated to the two GRI                

definitions we presented in Chapter 3 as we engaged in an abductive coding. We do this to formulate                  

our new working definition that is representative for Kenya, our empirical setting. 

 

We start by connecting our categories to specific parts of the two definitions, which is showcased in                 

Table 2 below. Based on this we will analyse the categories that reflect grassroots characteristics               

emerge in our case studies. Table 2 summaries why these categories are seen as integral parts of                 
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GRI. For example, being inclusive is instinctive to Gupta (2016) as he states Minds On The Margin Are                  

Not Marginal Minds on the cover of his book Grassroots Innovations. We believe the connection               

between motivation with “networks of activists.” to be the least obvious one, thus we support our                

choice by how the Cambridge English Dictionary (n.d.) defines an activist: “a person who believes               

strongly in political or social change(…),”. Therefore we see the activist having the motivation to carry                

out change.  

 

CATEGORIES SEYFANG & SMITH DEFINITION ANIL K. GUPTA, DEFINITION 

 Innovation “novel bottom-up solutions” “Innovations by common people” 

Inclusiveness “(...)respond to the local situations and the       
interests and values of the communities      
involved” 

“...by common people” 
“unmet needs out of their strong empathy for        
the disadvantaged people, sector and regions.” 

Motivation “GRI respond to the local situations and the        
interests” 
“networks of activists” 

“driven by unmet social needs” 

Impact “sustainable development” 
“social innovation and greener technologies” 

“working in the informal sector” 

“unmet social needs”  
“national unmet needs out of their strong       
empathy for the disadvantaged people, sector      
and regions” 

Table 2. Grassroots Characteristics in Literature. Source: Own creation. 
 
6.1.2 Grassroots Characteristics  
In this part we will try to look how each category takes place in the four cases by comparing to the two                      

definitions of GRI. The categories are: innovation, inclusiveness, motivation and impact. Upon            

highlighting the cases in relation to the categories we can summarise what we can conclude from                

these findings to build our definition. 

 

6.1.2.1 Innovation  
We will start with Agrihouse (AH). David, the founder, mentions in our interview with him that for AH he                   

is “trying to come up with a package which will be user friendly for the smallholder farmers in terms of                    

climate smart.” Although, he has not launched the project of climate smart greenhouses his process               

can be seen as innovative. In the interview he asks us rhetorically how he manages 500 farmers, and                  

even now that he is getting 2000. He answers: “because I work with them in groups, so that they can                    
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consolidate, and raise funds for the services they need together.” He further says: “No, not everybody                

else is doing organic and the aspect of innovation” highlighting the use of organic produce as he wants                  

to avoid the use of chemicals.  

 

Maji Agri (MA) conveys to us that there is an innovation in doing lining for ponds in Kenya as it is not                      

being done to his knowledge. Then he tells us about how he builds his ponds with a filter to minimise                    

the amount of soil going into the ponds. Simon, the founder of MA, is more concentrated on water                  

harvesting, and therefore his innovation is more focused than the other cases.  

 

For Sweet & Dried (S&D), the founder Mercy, sees the fact that they are a women-owned company as                  

an innovative factor. Furthermore, the fact that S&D directly creates a market for farmers by creating a                 

business around their waste, and using self-built solar drying equipment in the value creation is               

innovative. Likewise, Mercy states that her products, the dried fruits and vegetables, are innovative as               

they are made with no sugar or preservatives. Lastly, Mercy thinks that “The fact that we are in the                   

rural and are able to use the local available resources and come up with innovative products that can                  

actually penetrate the market.”  

  

When meeting UjuziKilimo (UK) we learned from Dickson, one of the founders, that through their               

engineering knowledge they invented a soil testing process. They came up with a sensor tool that                

disrupted soil testing. Dickson said that before it would take up to three weeks to do soil testing, and                   

now through their soil testing technology they can do it in three minutes and more cost-efficiently for                 

the farmers. Secondly, UK are able to reach 10,000 farmers frugally by a simple SMS service taking                 

advantage of mobile technology.  

 

We analysed the innovation of each case, and how they differently reach the target groups. David is                 

innovative in the process of grouping, but also in marketing the produce as organic entailing social                

impact in terms of health. This also has an environmental impact since the crops will not be damaged                  

with chemicals. MA created an innovative design of water harvesting ponds, which is solving an array                

of issues the farmers deal with. S&D is innovative in three ways: giving farmers market access, selling                 

nutritious dried fruits and vegetables, and employing the community. UK’s innovation is predominantly             

built around their sensor technology that disrupts the way of doing soil testing and they are able to                  

reach a large group of farmers frugally by taking advantage of mobile technology.  
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6.1.2.2 Inclusiveness 

Inclusiveness takes place differently for our four cases. For AH, the business for example adapts to                

the stage of the farmer, “So we help them from the state where they are. So what we do try our                     

uniqueness, we start with where the farmer is.” AH also works closely with the smallholder farmers,                

which David sees as something unique as stated in the interview. That is because not many                

businesses will work with them as they are not going to afford to pay he further told us. David                   

mentions that he is able to get good business from his customers, the farmers, because he has built a                   

good relationship with them. He is even including them on his company board. Furthermore, he brings                

on high school volunteers and trains them.  

 

For MA, it can be argued that by changing the business model from model-farming to water harvesting                 

Simon includes the smallholder farmers by reacting to their concerns. Simon, the founder, further tells               

us based on his experiences that for Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) the receiver is treated              

as a beneficiary, whereas for the social enterprise model the relationship is different. He states: “for                

me I feel a social enterprise gives power to the person receiving – that for me is a motivation because                    

there’s a bit of a shift and you also want to engage the other person as a partner and you are trying to                       

look for a solution.” 

 

For Mercy inclusiveness is set at the core of her business. Her company, S&D, supports the less                 

privileged of the community, so she works with women and the youth by employing them and training                 

them. She mentions in the interview how 70% of her staff is illiterate, and invests a lot of time in                    

training them. Another example, which we saw first-hand, is how she employed a pregnant woman               

who we interviewed, and now allows her to bring her baby to work as seen in Figure 3.  

 

When UK came up with their innovation it was primarily to help their parents, and the community.                 

Furthermore, they also tell us that they include the farmers by getting feedback from them, which they                 

referred to as human-centred design. The team sees the community as the first source of inspiration                

as they can confirm if a solution is working or not. Moreover, we were told by Dennis, the agronomist                   

that Joseph is a farmer with a lot of knowledge and how he helps them to educate other farmers.                   

Lastly, they opened up a second office in Nyeri county to be close to their customers.  

 

The four cases have different ways to include the community and accommodate to their needs. AH                

does so by adapting to the stage of the farmer, and starts from where the customer is. MA shifted the                    

BM by listening to the problem smallholder farmers faced. S&D gives vulnerable and low-skilled              

members of the community a chance by employing them and training them, targeting mainly women               
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and the youth. Further, S&D helps the smallholder farmers by giving them market access. UK includes                

the knowledge of the farmers in everyday work, listens to their feedback and is visible by being in                  

proximity to them.  

 

6.1.2.3 Motivation 

The entrepreneurs in our cases have several motivations for doing the work they do, but we will try to                   

focus on the motivation that made them start their work. All of them have grown up with their families                   

or themselves being farmers, and therefore have personally experienced the struggles faced by             

farmers.  

 

For AH, David’s inspiration comes from his mother: “I grew up in an farming area. My mom she used                   

to be a farmer and she used to be quite well in farming, actually she is one of my inspiration.” His drive                      

came from his grandfather: “I remember one time when he died because we used to spray a lot of the                    

coffee and the crops with chemicals so eventually he died.” To summarise, his main motivation is to                 

combat the many people who get sick and die from the chemicals used on the crops.  

 

Simon states his motivation very clearly, mentioning both his upbringing and work experience, in our               

interview with him: “I grew up in a village and my family were practicing smallholder farming. I’ve seen                  

the struggle of crop failing season after season and it is getting worse now because of climate change                  

so for me it was to look for something that addresses the plight of farmers in a sustainable way and                    

also because of my background in the NGO world.” In other words, he wants to find sustainable                 

solutions for the climate change struggles faced by farmers. Secondly, based on his work experience               

in the NGO world he did not feel that NGOs bring up the necessary aid needed, and therefore                  

according to him not solve problems.  

 

Mercy highlights two main motivations: “We have a lot of wastage of food in the farms. Especially in                  

the rural village we have so many people who are farming but there is no market.” Here, she highlights                   

the issue of market inaccess faced by many smallholder farmers. Secondly, she says “it has been out                 

of passion and wanting to see my community grow. I really have passion for the community.”  

 

“We come from a farming community and we identify specifically with the problems that are faced by                 

the farmers” says Dickson in his interview with us. Therefore, UK was started as he further says “to                  

help our parents and community back at home, and then when we achieved that we thought it could                  

be wise to share this with other farmers in other parts of Kenya.” 
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Overall, it is very clear that every one of our entrepreneurs have first-hand experiences with the issues                 

they are trying to solve either having gone through them or seen their families struggle with them as                  

they grew up. This gives our entrepreneurs an intrinsic motivation and passion as they sincerely want                

to find a solution for these issues having experienced them too. David’s motivation is based on his                 

mother’s passion for farming, but mostly seeing his grandfather getting sick and pass away from               

chemicals used on land. For Simon from MA it was based on growing up in a farming family but also                    

the work experiences he had in the NGO world. For Mercy it was besides experiencing the market                 

inaccess wanting to see her community grow and gain employment. 

 

6.1.2.4 Impact 

We will not go too much into depth with impact as it will be dissected in the 6.2.2.1 Value Proposition.                    

We will briefly indicate the main impacts that our four entrepreneurs are trying to create for their                 

respective target group.  

 

For now, AH mainly helps with market access and consulting which allows farmers to generate               

sustainable incomes: “(…) now they are working full time.” This indicates that after David worked with                

the farmers they were able to live off farming as a main source of income, and grow organic produce.                   

For MA, the business enables efficient water usage, which increases the production for farmers. For               

S&D, it is creating market access for the smallholder farmers, and employing the women in the                

community resulting in improved livelihoods. For UK, it is increasing productivity, so that farmers can               

sell more and then earn more by improving their crops through efficient and inexpensive soil testing.  

6.1.2.5 Summary 

From these findings, we can conclude that our GRI cases are intrinsically driven to solve the issues                 

faced by the smallholder farmers and communities having personally gone through the struggles.             

Their innovations are based on solving the problem faced by the farmers either through a innovative                

process or outcome. From these innovations they address social, environmental and economic            

challenges.  

 

6.1.3 The Entrepreneur Profile  
In the existing definitions of GRI, the entrepreneur was not mentioned explicitly, and we will in the                 

following subchapter look into adding the entrepreneur to our definition as the subject behind the               

innovation. As Zahra et al. (2009) states: “Social entrepreneurs make significant and diverse             

contributions to their communities and societies, adopting business models to offer creative solutions             
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to complex and persistent social problems” (p. 519). We will profile each entrepreneur briefly based on                

our coding category founder’s background.  

 

All founders come from farming communities, and have experienced the struggles first-hand as             

established. Further, they have all shown an entrepreneurial mindset. David, the founder of AH,              

started that his drive was based on solving the issue of people getting cancer and dying from the                  

chemicals sprayed on the farms. Therefore, he started a mission to solve social problems in his                

community from the beginning.  

 

Simon said proudly how he started his own social enterprise to focus more on social impact while                 

creating a BM that is profitable at the same time leaving behind the NGO world: “So for me I just                    

thought I shouldn’t wait for 2025 when the NGOs will be struggling with funding (...) and maybe I have                   

developed a business model that is creating social impact and at the same time profitable.” Here,                

Simon shows how he endeavoured in social entrepreneurial activities as an early adopter to solve               

agricultural challenges for farmers by engaging in water harvesting.  

 

Mercy, from S&D, is visionary in where she wants to go. She goes to her workers and asks what they                    

want from life before she hires them and at the same time empowers them as we were told when                   

interviewing the employees in the shop in Chuka. She told us: “you can try something”, which                

showcases her entrepreneurial mindset as she told us on how she came to implement solar               

equipment in S&D’s facilities. Furthermore, we know form her background that she had a harsh start to                 

life having no family. By creating employment for her and the other women in her community, Mercy                 

displays strong self-determination to change the circumstances around her.  

 

The founders behind UK were shown to be entrepreneurial by disrupting the traditional way of soil                

testing with a more affordable and mobile solution which uses sensor technology. To that Dickson               

said: “what was needed is just to find the right application for this existing knowledge.”  

 

6.1.4 Urban vs. Rural 

The last category we will analyse is urban vs. rural. We had assumed upon doing the research that                  

urban vs. rural might be a differentiating factor in the chosen context. However, even though Seyfang                

and Smith see GRI in an urban context, and Gupta mainly in a rural context (Hossain, 2016) we do not                    

see it as a definitive factor for GRI. However, it could be a characteristic of one industrial sector of                   

GRIs. Following, we see how the category urban vs. rural takes place in our cases to support our                  

argument.  
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We will start with AH. When we accompanied David to meet his customer we only went to Kitengela,                  

an hour outside Nairobi. Due to the car accident we could not visit his customers in Chuka and other                   

rural areas. But he says the following when we asked about geographical location: “But those down in                 

the villages who really need our support” referring to remote villages, and further stating that he is                 

meant to be there, far away from Nairobi and closer to the remote villages. He tells us that he lives 30                     

minutes from Nairobi and spends his time between Nairobi and Chuka in Mountain Kenya with the                

farmers.  

 

In the case of MA, we learned from Gladys, the farmer Simon works with, that it is harder to get farm                     

workers in urban areas quoting Simon: “So, if she’s telling them I’m paying you 3 dollars they would                  

say no I want 6 dollars because that’s what they get in town in the urban so it becomes very difficult”.                     

We asked: “So it is actually harder to be a farmer in the urban than the rural?”. Simon answered: “It is,                     

especially, when it comes to labour (...).” Simon further told us: “(...)but it has an advantage on the                  

other side that it is closer to the market.” He goes on to tell us: “So, she doesn’t have to always go to                       

the market because nobody else around have the greens.” 

 

For S&D we learned that for Mercy it is an advantage to be located rurally in Chuka which is 170 km                     

from Nairobi. Because in the rural areas she has vast land for her facilities and even capacity to                  

expand, whereas there is no operating space in Nairobi. She mentions, that on the other hand,                

sending goods to Nairobi can be challenging.  

 

For UK, we know that Dennis the agronomist and Joseph the farmer are located in Naro Moru, a rural                   

areas in Kenya. What is notable is that UK has an office in Nairobi, which is much more of an                    

administrative office as we saw when we visited them. In addition, the team have a second office in                  

Naro Moru oriented towards the farmers which is more of a shack (see Appendix H) where they store                  

their fertilisers and lime.  

 

To summarise, it is very clear from our cases that both a rural and urban setting come with                  

disadvantages and advantages. Therefore, there are social challenges to solve both in rural and urban               

areas for smallholder farmers. Furthermore, the businesses all have a connection to Nairobi and the               

rural areas. For both MA, AH, and UK, they work from Nairobi, and go outside Nairobi to meet their                   

customers. For S&D, the business is located rurally, but it exports to Nairobi. Moreover, we learned                

while in Nairobi that if we were to study renewable energies or waste management it would have been                  

sufficient to stay within Nairobi as these are considerably urban challenges. In sum, there are               
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disadvantages and advantages with both geographical settings in our sector of choice but as we do                

not wish to limit our definition to one setting or sector we will not take this category into assessment of                    

GRI characteristics going forward. 

  

6.1.5 A new Grassroots Innovation Definition 
We encountered the struggle of seeing the existing definitions of GRI reflected in our empirical setting                

of Kenya, and therefore present our new working definition: “GRIs are novel bottom-up solutions              
which impact people, planet and profit. They are initiated by entrepreneurs who collaborate             
with and empower vulnerable communities, and are motivated by the socioeconomic           
challenges they faced.”  
 

The new working definition is a result from the data analysis showcased earlier. It focuses on                

bottom-up innovations, a triple-bottom-line impact, the role of the entrepreneur in solving challenges             

they have experienced themselves, and in collaboration with the community. We define the community              

to be vulnerable because it is left to deal with environmental and economic challenges and is                

neglected by mainstream innovation. Our definition differentiates from Gupta, and Seyfang and Smith             

by first and foremost bringing in the entrepreneur explicitly. Further, the definition excludes Seyfang              

and Smith’s sole focus on “greener technologies”, and combines the triple-bottom-line impact in             

people, planet and profit (PPP). In addition, it aligns with Gupta in “driven by unmet social needs” by                  

bringing the social entrepreneur into play. This supports the role of the entrepreneur as stated earlier                

(Zahra et al., 2009). Where we differentiate is that we focus on creating businesses that solve these                 

challenges, rather than focusing on a knowledge system like the Honey Bee Network. Thus, we               

formalise innovations in a business context.  

 
6.2 Part Two: Grassroots Innovation Business Models 
By developing a new definition of GRI that defines our case studies in the context of Kenya we point at                    

some unique characteristics of our cases. We now want to understand how these characteristics are               

integrated into and emerge from their internal organisation. For instance, we want to know how they                

create impact for PPP while generating revenues and what role the community plays in creating this                

impact. Thus, the second part of the analysis looks into business models of GRI and aims to find                  

answers to the second sub-question: How are GRI business models described and which             
attributes are unique to these? 
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A BM is described as stories about how an enterprise works (Ovans, 2015). To bring these stories into                  

perspective we first assess the stage of growth of each case study. This implies looking at the size of                   

the business and the reach it has achieved while aiming for financial sustainability. The reason why we                 

first assess the stage of growth and then analyse the BM, is that the ability of a business to grow and                     

increase its impact is assumed to be depended on elements of a BM (Nielsen & Lund, 2018). Thus,                  

after determining the stages of growth we can look for patterns in the BMs which explain why one case                   

might have a wider reach and achieved profitability earlier than another case. 

 

6.2.1 Stages of Business Growth 
The framework by Churchill and Lewis (1983) suggests five stages of business growth namely              

existence, survival, success, take-off and maturity. Based on the framework for small and             

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Kenya, the size of the team can further determine if a business is                 

of small or medium size (see Chapter 4). Our key informant (KI) Albert Kimani also determines the                 

growth of a company by the size of the team and by the rise in revenues as that indicates if more                     

people have been reached with the business’ impact. Based on these concepts we determine the size                

of the team, the time of break-even, the time the business is in the market, the reach of the target                    

segment and future strategies of the founders. Numeric and qualitative data was extracted from the               

categories team, financials, history of business, target segment and future strategy. 

 

The easily compare the reach of the businesses we develop a rating scheme that defines a medium,                 

high or very high reach. Based on our data, a medium reach is anything from 100 to 199 customers                   

whereas a high reach means supplying several hundred people (200 to 999). A very high reach is                 

everything from having 1,000 customers. 

 

6.2.1.1 Agrihouse 

AH consists of a team of three committed and full-time employees, one-part time employee and a                

force of 30 workers who are employed irregularly. This implies a certain degree of structure between                

people for operational activities and people for strategic jobs. The business started in 2012 and               

reached the break-even after two and a half years. As a sign of financial sustainability, the founder                 

and his team have received a continuous salary since 2018. At the time of the research, the business                  

has been in the market for seven years and is active in Chuka and Meru county. While not having                   

explicit information about the size of the customer base, the interview with the founder shows that AH                 

reaches 600 farmers only in Chuka which we assess as a high reach.  
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According to the definition of SMEs, AH can be characterised as a small enterprise with a team of 34                   

employees. In the framework of Churchill and Lewis (2019), the business can be defined as being at                 

Stage II which is called survival. That is due to the organisation of the team showing a small degree of                    

structure. With 600 farmers in Chuka, the aim of the business is not only to exist (Stage I) anymore but                    

to survive (Stage II). In the interview, David explains his position in the enterprise: “If I’m not paying my                   

house rent the business cannot run. So, I’m an asset of the business (...)” which is also defined as a                    

characteristic of Stage II. In sum, AH can be described as small enterprise which is at Stage II of its                    

development and achieves a high reach within the target group. 

 

6.2.1.2 Maji Agri 
MA employs four people part-time at the core of his business and irregularly employs 15 workers for                 

physical labour on the customers’ farms. Ann Kitonga from Kenya Climate Innovation Center (KCIC)              

explains that MA is more structured in the execution of daily activities: “While business was going well                 

there were other things that were going through the cracks (...). He now hired two people who are kind                   

of helping him managing the business (…). Right now he has started building a team (...).” The                 

business was founded four years ago in Thika and the break-even has not been reached yet. In 2016                  

Simon, the founder twisted the business model and started building water harvesting systems instead              

of practicing and teaching farming practices on the initial model farm in Thika. In 2017, he started to                  

commercialise the supply of water harvesting ponds. So far, MA has supplied 120 ponds and thus                

reached 120 smallholder farmers across Kenya. We value this as a medium reach.  

 

As MA counts 19 people in its team, the business can be defined as a small enterprise. Looking at the                    

framework of Churchill and Lewis (2019), a minimal but existing organisational structure and a medium               

reach define MA as a small enterprise at Stage II. The business is not fighting for existence anymore                  

but for the survival in the market.  

 

6.2.1.3 Sweet & Dried 
S&D works with a team of over 30 women in the factory, has two employees in the shop in Chuka and                     

three managers. Additionally, ten female sales agents are paid on commission and can thus also be                

counted into the team of 45 people. Having a certain structure in place is shown by the way the                   

founder describes her management team: “So, myself I deal with administration and the liaison office.               

Production is under the other director and then we also have a marketing person.” The company has                 

existed for ten years and hit the break-even five years ago in 2014. At the same time the business                   

moved beyond the initial community in Chuka county. As the employees and smallholder farmers are               

the target segment of the business, S&D reaches at least 45 people from the community and 500                 
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farmers across five counties in central Kenya. We define this as a high reach. During the next years,                  

Mercy wants the business to grow and talked about the current need for financial resources to buy                 

new machineries for the factory.  

 

With over 45 people, the business qualifies as a small enterprise but is not far from reaching a medium                   

size. Mercy’s strategy to grow the business correlates with the major strategy in Stage III. Further, the                 

extent of formal systems is more than basic and suggests that S&D is a small enterprise with a high                   

reach in Stage III focused on growth. 

 

6.2.1.4 UjuziKilimo 
In total, UK employs 18 people. Eight people are on the continuous payroll and ten people work on                  

commision on the field. The management style of the business is very much divisional as each                

employee in the team has his/her focus area and expertise. This can be demonstrated by what                

Dickson, one of the founders, said in an interview: “If I go to the farmers there is only so much that I                      

can do with them but our agronomist can do more and I focus on creating partnerships and thinking                  

about the scaling strategies.” The service of UK was commercialised in 2017 but until now the                

company has not reached the break-even yet. Dickson expects another three years until turning a               

profit. Over the past years, the business has reached farmers beyond the initial community in Western                

Kenya. Through the SMS service, the business supports 10.000 farmers of which only in Nyeri county                

500 farmers have been supplied with soil testing services. Thus, we can rate UK as having a very high                   

reach. The major strategy of the founders is to outsource sensor production and create partnerships to                

increase the reach of smallholder farmers.  

 

We define the business as a small enterprise due to the size of the team. The management style of                   

the business correlates with Stage IV. On the other hand, the founders aim for scaling the business                 

across Kenya and develop it further which correlates with Stage III – Growth. In sum, the business                 

could be placed between Stage III – growth and Stage IV but as the break-even is not reached yet we                    

define UK as small enterprise in Stage III with a very high reach of customers. 

 

6.2.1.5 Summary 

To summarise our findings, it can be said that all four cases reached the size of a small enterprise and                    

grew at least until Stage II. Further, all cases grew beyond the initial community and thus implemented                 

a successful way of creating impact while sustaining the business financially. 
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For the following analysis of the BMs it is important to note that S&D and UK are very mature                   

regarding the management style, organisation and the major strategies of the businesses. Both             

reached Stage III which might affect the design of their business models and has to be considered                 

when comparing the cases to MA and AH. Still, AH has already reached the break-even whereas UK                 

has three years until they assume to become profitable. In general, having not yet reached the                

break-even which is the case for UK and MA might be relevant for the BM analysis. The reach of the                    

target group and the time in the market is very different across cases and is summarised in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. Stages of Growth. Source: Own creation. 
 

6.2.2 Business Model Design 
Leach et al. (2012) mentions that SMEs make a significant contribution to sustainability. To analyse               

how this contribution to PPP is created we can now analyse the BMs of our cases which moved from                   

grassroots level to small-sized enterprises. By linking findings from the previous subchapter to             

business model design, the analysis creates valuable insights into patterns that might influence the              

growth and the impact of GRIs. Building on business model concepts introduced in Chapter 3, we will                 

analyse the business models with the structure of value proposition, value creation, value delivery and               

value capture.  

 

6.2.2.1 Value Proposition 
To investigate how GRIs pursue benefits for PPP we first analyse the value propositions of our case                 

studies. Based on the definition of value proposition in Chapter 3, we analyse three elements by using                 

our coded data. These are the target segment of the business (category target segment), the needs                

and challenges the target segment is facing (category market challenges) and the positive impact the               
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business creates (category impact). To analyse and compare the raw data covered under the              

categories impact and market challenges in more detail we create three sub-categories according to              

our PPP framework namely “people”, “planet” and “profit”. Further, we assign numeric values to the               

qualitative data of these two categories. Each numeric value stands for one specific aspect mentioned.               

This differentiation and quantitative approach allows us to uncover if there is a focus on certain types                 

of challenges and impacts. All findings are summarised in Figure 6 below.  

 
 

 
Figure 6. Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis of Value Propositions. Source: Own creation. 
 

6.2.2.1.1 The Target Segment 

AH targets smallholder farmers who are marginalised and “(...) who are doing (farming) for the local                

consumption.” David mostly works with women who are organised in groups and are the typical target                

segment for AH Consult and AH Fresh: “Once it comes to groups it's women groups. I don't know if I                    

have even come across men farmers groups.” Further, AH especially focuses on farmers in villages.  

 

The founder Simon targets smallholder farmers who can afford MA’s products and services (P/S)              

“which is bad because many want it, but they cannot afford it.” The target group produces and sells on                   

the local market and experienced farming from a young age. The farmer Gladys for instance received                

financial support from family members to buy a water harvesting pond and can live off the revenues                 

from the farm. 
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S&D targets smallholder farmers across five counties in Kenya and focuses on creating employment              

for “the less privileged of the community, so we work a lot with women and the youth.” Most of these                    

people have only little education as Mercy describes that “most of my staff they are illiterate, most of                  

my staff - 70%.” We interviewed a young woman with a child and a young student doing a bachelor’s                   

degree in procurement and logistics management. Both work at the S&D shop in Chuka. Besides               

targeting farmers and people from the community, S&D sells and markets the final products to “Japan                

and also exploring other markets especially for the vegetables and dried fruits.”  

 

Similar to MA, UK creates a service for commercial smallholder farmers “who can actually afford to                

pay for our solutions.” Dickson, one of the co-founders, describes that most of their customers “could                

be farming on an average of 0.5 to 5 acres and then they are averagely spending US$ 500 on inputs                    

and 80% of their income comes from that farm.” These farmers are willing to invest to increase their                  

productivity. Joseph, a farmer and customer, grew up on the farm, has over 25 years of experience                 

and employs 20 people. Another farm we visited in Nyeri county was run by a family on four acres. In                    

general, UK’s customers sell most of their produce locally and grow 10% for the export market. 

 

To summarise, we can say that MA and UK focus on farmers who can afford buying their P/S. This let                    

us assume that they only reach people with a certain income. More specifically, these two cases are                 

more concerned about the physical space of the farms and enhance the conditions of growing food by                 

harvesting water and providing information. We define this as an object approach to reach and target                

customers. In comparison, AH and S&D can reach vulnerable farmers and focus on people, their               

education and skills by training farmers and employing people from the community. David describes              

that a customer “in Kiambu is called Kim is doing that full-time. Because we came in and he is doing                    

that skill and we train him (…).” We define this depth of reaching the most vulnerable of the target                   

segment as a subject approach. 

 

To find explanations to these distinct approaches of addressing the target segment we look at the                

stages of growth and the motivation of the entrepreneur which is coded in the category motivation.                

S&D and AH (subject approach) already hit the break-even which is not the case for UK and MA                  

(object approach). The motivation for S&D to stay in the rather unprofitable county of Chuka “has been                 

out of passion and wanting to see my community grow. I really have passion for the community.” This                  

emotional motivation to start a business can also be observed with AH: “but I asked myself, really?                 

Will I become a blessing to this child when I go to be employed? I will just benefit myself. Then I                     

should do something that helps this particular child.” 
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Even though UK and MA are also driven by emotional experiences (see 5. Case Descriptions), their                

interviews show a stronger business mindset th the cases of S&D and AH. Dickson from UK argues:                 

“Why we focus on productivity is because if we are able to increase the productivity of the farmers                  

then you can achieve some economic development.” Similarly, Simon from MA explains that when he               

started the social enterprise “of course you would think about impact, but also how do I make this thing                   

sustainable?” From these findings, we can assume that being profitable and stronger driven by              

emotions than by a business mindset might correlate with a subject approach. Despite these              

difference in the approach and depth of reaching the target segment, all four cases target smallholder                

farmers in rural areas of Kenya who produce for the local market (see Figure 6). 

 

6.2.2.1.2 Market Challenges  

The three cases AH, MA and UK mention the same eight market challenges the target group faces                 

(see Figure 6). From the interviews we picked one exemplifying quote per challenge. Clement, a               

smallholder farmer connected to AH, talks about the lack of water due to high temperatures and the                 

need for agronomic support: “Water is a challenge although I have a waterhole, it becomes quite dry.                 

But mainly the agronomy support is the one which has not been very good (…).” Also, financial                 
limitations were mentioned by Clement: “I tried to save. I took loans I couldn’t pay back. Now I’m high                   

and dry.” David from AH mentions climate change as another effect on smallholder farmers as “50%                

of produce affected losses have actually been by unpredictable weather pattern.” Gladys, a             

smallholder farmer and customer of MA, argues that the “biggest challenges are markets! Because              

you see we are all farming at the same time, and the market is full, so as a farmer when you go to the                        

market the prices are bad so you end up selling at a loss.” We summarise this challenge under market                   
congestion. When we asked who installed her greenhouse she said “the manufacturers they did it.               

They are expensive that’s why not everybody has it.” This indicates the challenge of expensive               
farming equipment. Dickson describes the challenge of chemical damage as they “have identified             

that there is pollution due to excessive use of wrong fertilisers. Often farmers are using wrong                

fertilisers, and excessively and most of this escape in to the rivers and polluting the environment.”                

Damaged crops is the eighth market challenge as the smallholder farmer Joseph, among others,              

mentioned that his snow peas “are being destroyed by birds.” 

 

Four of these challenges can be defined as economic challenges, namely financial resources,             

agronomic support, expensive farming equipment and market congestion. A lack of water, climate             

change, damaged crops and chemical damage are challenges experienced in the environmental            

sphere. 
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S&D sees very different challenges which are mainly connected to the social sphere of the community                

(see Figure 6). One employee talks about the labour conditions in the Kenyan job market when                

being pregnant: “Because you can know that nobody will be allowed to welcome you when she knows                 

that you are pregnant. You may get sick anytime and the door is closed.” The people in Mercy’s                  

community face the challenge of illiteracy as she even has “to train them actually to note down                 

things.” In general, “the women are the less privileged” and especially in the area of her facilities “there                  

isn’t any other facility around there where people can go and work. So, every day I face the challenge                   

of people looking for work and I do not even have space.” This shows the social challenge for people                   

in the community of having no job opportunities. The smallholder farmers she works with experience               

two of the challenges mentioned in the other cases which are market congestion and financial               
limitations. The reason why S&D defines market challenges different than the other three businesses              

might be due to the target segment. Compared to the other cases, S&D focuses also on women and                  

the youth.  
 

In sum, eight main challenges were mentioned by three of the cases which can be either defined as                  

“profit” or “planet”. Two economic challenges for smallholder farmers namely market congestion and             

financial resources were mentioned by all four cases. Only S&D mentioned challenges defined under              

the sub-category “people” which arise in the context of women and the youth. 

 

6.2.2.1.3 Impact for People, Planet and Profit 

In the following section, we analyse the impact of our cases which is broken down into the                 

sub-categories “people”, “planet” and “profit”. We quantitatively analyse how many aspects of impacts             

were mentioned per case and we look at correlations and patterns across the sub-categories (see               

Figure 6). We define a strong correlation when sub-categories are mentioned simultaneously two or              

more times in a case and a mild correlation if there is one overlap. 

 

The general focus of AH is on economic impact (four aspects mentioned). Two topics were identified                

in the sub-category “planet” which did not show any correlations to either “people” or “profit”. Because                

all three impacts mentioned in the sub-category “people” are connected to “profit” we can assume a                

strong correlation which David describes: “The socio-economic impact as well, how much have they              

been earning on this particular portion of land. And after Agrihouse came how much are they earning.” 

 

MA is focused on creating environmental and economic impact as Simon, the founder, is “trying to                

prove that water harvesting has a huge impact on the economic status of these farmers.” This shows                 
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what we see in numbers as well; the four aspects mentioned on “profit” are mildly connected to the                  

four “planet” aspects. From the qualitative data behind the sub-categories, we can assume that              

creating environmental impact is the means to create economic impact. Two aspects which impact              

“people” are mentioned and a mild correlation between “people” and “profit” is displayed. 

 

S&D is highly focused on “people” with nine aspects. But also creating impact for “profit” is important                 

(four aspects) and strongly correlated to “people” (nine correlations). An employee describes the social              

and economic impact of getting a salary: “Yes, it helps me to pay my apartment and school fees.”                  

Being only mentioned twice, impact for “planet” has a mild correlation to both “people” and “profit”                

which Mercy confirms: “most of the farmers didn’t have market so the foods used to go into waste. So,                   

the fact that you’re buying from them makes a whole difference.”  

 

For UK, three impacts for “people” are in mild correlation to impact for “profit”. Dickson explains this                 

pattern as follows: “(...) so if they are able to increase their farm productivity they are linked to the                   

market and then definitely improved livelihoods. If you are talking about social and economic it is very                 

integrated (…).” Similarly, the three environmental impacts show a strong correlation to the four              

economic impacts. Joseph, a farmer, says: “they have me the results and the amount of fertiliser to                 

use (...) that has improved my field by almost twice. They also give me updates of weather so that I                    

can know the time to plant and not to plant. As you can see our dams are not big so if there will be a                         

long time of dry period you cannot plan a lot.” UK has an almost equal focus on all three                   

sub-categories. 

 

Across all cases, we find that every business creates impact for “people”(17 aspects), “planet” (11               

aspects) and “profit” (16 aspects) (see Figure 6). From the numeric values, we can assume that                

priority is put on social and economic impacts as David from AH summarises: “One is the                

socio-economic impact, number two is the environmental impact.” Adding up the quantitative data that              

describes the times of correlations (see Figure 6), we see that economic impacts are always               

connected to social and almost always to environmental impacts. The qualitative data shows that              

impact for “people” arises after impact for “profit” has been achieved. If a farmer or a women from the                   

community becomes economically stable their livelihoods improve. We further see that the focus and              

goal is rather to create impact for “profit” which then simultaneously impacts “planet”. For instance, UK                

consults on the right amount of fertiliser to increase production which also fights chemical damage of                

the environment. Interestingly, “people” and “planet” are only correlated once in the context of S&D.  
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6.2.2.1.4 Summary 

In sum, the value proposition of our cases targets local smallholder farmers who face economic and                

environmental challenges. Challenges women and the youth face are described as social challenges             

by S&D. The businesses tackle these by creating impact for PPP. 

 

All four cases target smallholder farmers but a difference in the depth of reaching the target segment                 

has been identified. To reach the most vulnerable people, a subject approach has been applied               

whereas an object approach reaches people who have a higher income. Being profitable and being               

more driven by emotions and relationship then by a business mindset are factors that support a                

subject approach.  

 

Across all cases, mainly economic and environmental challenges were discussed. We assume that             

the market challenges seen by the businesses depend on the target segment because S&D has an                

additional target group and mainly describes social challenges. As an attempt to generalise, two              

economic challenges namely market congestion and financial resources are faced by smallholder            

farmers across all four cases. Environmental challenges have been mostly observed as results of              

climate change and a lack of information.  

 

Even though each case only mentions two of the sub-categories when describing challenges, all              

businesses create impact for PPP. Looking at the correlations as a second layer, economic impact is                

identified to be the main driver and leads to impact of “people”. Irene Mwenda nicely summarises this                 

finding in our KI interview by saying that social impact is created when it is possible for a farmer to                    

consistently earn income from the produce of the farm. Thus, creating “profit” impact for the target                

group is found to be an essential part and initial step of the value proposition to then impact “people”                   

and “planet”. From the qualitative data we see that environmental challenges such dry periods, food               

waste or chemical damage are the incentives to impact “profit” which simultaneously impacts “planet”. 

 

6.2.2.2 Value Creation  
The interviewee Ann Kingiri argues that by focusing on the process and not the outcome of a business                  

the true value of GRI can be seen. Assuming that creating value and thereby solving a challenge of a                   

target group is the focus of social enterprises (SEs) of grassroot nature, the following subchapter               

analyses the value creation of our case studies. Based on the definition of value creation we look at                  

resources, activities and outcomes to determine the act of value creation. We use data from the                

categories team, founder’s background, partnerships, inclusiveness, activities, marketing, product &          

service as each hold information about the value creation process. Appendix I shows the raw data we                 
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extracted from the categories. Further, we determine when and how often certain types of resources               

are used. 

 

6.2.2.2.1 Agrihouse 

Overall AH has three offerings, AH Technology, AH Consult and AH Fresh. As AH Technology will                

provide climate smart greenhouses in the future but does not offer anything yet, we were not able to                  

analyse the value creation process and will not consider it in the analysis. AH Consult trains and                 

teaches farmers on farming practices and crop growing whereas AH Fresh builds on the success of                

AH Consult and provides a market for picked fruits and vegetables. Figure 7 shows the detailed                

activities that play out during the value creation process. The following analysis looks into the               

resources essential for the value creation of AH Consult and AH Fresh. 

 
Figure 7. Value Creation Process Agrihouse. Source: Own creation. 

 

Resources are continuously applied during the entire process of AH Consult. David partners up with               

community members such as retired extension officers and experienced farmers who share their             

expertise and knowledge and offer their farms as training spaces. Further, the demonstration farm              

provided by the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) is a physical resource needed. Further, he mentions               

irregular workers: “(...) we have a bigger team who are at the grassroots.” He needs them for “Doing                  

that data, some training cause we can't be able to do all that by ourselves.” Still, David and his                   

agronomist John are essential to the process as they bring the expertise and spend a lot of time on the                    

ground. For AH Consult and AH Fresh transportation in form of David’s car is the means to reach the                   

rural farming areas. The way of organising and training farmers in groups is unique and innovative and                 

makes it possible for AH to create value for the target segment. As Albert Kimani, one of our KIs, says:                    

“He targets groups, so you have groups of 10 farmers.”  
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In sum, AH’s value creation process is very time-consuming and is beside transportation highly driven               

by human resources. It only reaches so many farmers because of working with them in groups and                 

having created important partnerships on the ground. AH draws on the community as workers,              

suppliers and partners.  

 

6.2.2.2.2 Maji Agri 
MA offers two different products namely water harvesting ponds and drip-irrigation systems. As a third               

pillar, customers can get agronomic support. These offers build on each other with water harvesting               

ponds being provided first to new customers followed by the installation of drip-irrigation systems. 

 
Figure 8. Value Creation Process Maji Agri. Source: Own creation. 

 

The process of installing and building the products requires most resources and lies in the middle of                 

the process (see Figure 8). Especially, building water harvesting ponds requires the help of workers               

from the community, an excavator to dig a hole and lining material to create the cover of the pond. The                    

machinery and the physical resources are newly applied every time a new product is installed. Further,                

the time and knowledge of Simon and his agronomist are required to assess the state of farmland and                  

coordinate the process. 

Interestingly, the value creation process does not end with the delivery of the products, but Simon                

carries out a free customer service as he explains: “So we really do follow up, and we have a register                    

with all the farmers and we keep checking once in a while.” Products are repaired if needed. The                  

agronomic support includes a farm visit where knowledge and time of the agronomist in the team is                 

required. 

 

In sum, a lot of physical resources are applied in the value creation process of MA. Unique is that the                    

social enterprise extends the value creation process beyond the actual outcome by providing a free               

check-up service and employs the community irregularly for operational activities. 
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6.2.2.2.3 Sweet & Dried 
S&D offers naturally dried fruits, flours and vegetable powders to a broad national and international               

market. For women and the youth, the business provides employment and for smallholder farmers              

market access. Both are considered as outcomes. In the following, the resources needed in value               

creation process will be analysed and Figure 9 shows the process. 

 
Figure 9. Value Creation Process Sweet & Dried. Source: Own creation. 

 

Resources are mainly applied during activities at the factory, which happen in the middle of the                

process. The main resources are of physical nature such as the factory “where we process our                

product. We have three lines of production.” The shop in Chuka, machineries to grind produce and                

solar drying technology which was built by one of the founding partners are other physical resources.                

Further, Mercy mentions that “We have a big storage. (...) When they packed from the factory they                 

come here and then they are distributed.” Being the main ingredient of the final product, fruits and                 

vegetables are used throughout the whole value creation process.  

 

Human resources of roughly 30 women who do “a lot of hand-work. Peeling of fruits, slicing” and                 

knowledge and time of the managing team are needed on a continuous base. The category physical                

location shows that the location of the business in a dry area contributes to the value creation as it                   

allows to use solar energy and gives employment in an area with no job opportunities. 

 

S&D has a different intention for creating value which is why selling products is a means of creating                  

value for employees and suppliers. The sales at the end of the value creation loop back into the core                   

process to create value for the target segment. To enable on-job training, create employment and               

provide market access, a lot of physical resources are needed and the value creation runs through                
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several facilities. Also, human resources are heavily needed. People from the community are included              

in the business as employees and farmers supply the business with fruits and vegetables. 

 

6.2.2.2.4 UjuziKilimo 
The team offers a SMS service for smallholder farmers and supports some of these with soil testing                 

services. Fertiliser and lime are sold at the office in Nyeri which will not be considered as our data did                    

not reveal any process. 

 
Figure 10. Value Creation Process UjuziKilimo. Source: Own creation. 

 
To produce a certain amount of soil testing tools, sensors, human resources, hard- and software               

knowledge and manufacturing space was needed at the beginning of the value creation process (see               

Figure 10). These tools are now used continuously to test farmers’ soil. For the actual soil testing                 

service, Dennis’ time and knowledge is needed in the field. Dennis gets voluntarily support from the                

farmer Joseph as he describes: “(...) he is a farmer who has a lot of knowledge and he was helping us                     

to educate other farmers.“ For the SMS service existing information such as the weather forecast and                

market trends is gathered on a continuous base which requires human resources. The act of sharing                

the data with farmers uses mobile technology.  

 

In sum, a lot of resources are needed for the creation of physical and technological resources whereas                 

the actual value creation process requires only human resources. This is also due to the partnership                

with Joseph from the community. 

 

6.2.2.2.5 Four Models of Value Creation 

Unique aspects of each case can be summarised into four models of value creation namely               

grouping, traditional, looping-back and tech-enabled. We made up the terms for these models based              

on our data. AH incorporates a unique way of organising farmers into groups and partners with the                 
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MoA and the community who provides access to physical space and a vast amount of vulnerable                

farmers. Through this approach AH is able to create value with mainly human resources. We define                

this as grouping value creation process. MA follows a very traditional value creation process which               

requires many new physical resources on a continuous base. S&D creates value for the target group                

by selling a physical product to people who can afford it. The act of selling products allows the                  

business to employ and train people and create market access. In other words, the value loops from                 

the end of the value creation process back into the middle of the process. This model of creating value                   

can be defined as a looping-back value creation model. UK makes use of technology and thereby                

highly simplifies the core process which only requires human resources and agronomic knowledge.             

We call this model tech-enabled value creation.  

 

6.2.2.2.6 Summary 

Even if all businesses create value for smallholder farmers in the rural areas of Kenya, the value                 

creation process differs across cases. The types of resources used depend on the final P/S. Even                

though all cases are in need of physical and human resources, time, space and knowledge, they                

require these in different amounts and in different moments of the process. Further, it varies if physical                 

resources such as facilities, machineries, materials or tools can be used multiple times or if they need                 

to be renewed. MA requires new physical resources on a continuous base whereas S&D and UK use                 

soil testing tools and solar drying technology multiple times. 

 

Besides, all four cases work with the community and draw on their knowledge, time and physical                

capacity as resources. Our KI Ann Kingiri says that the participation of the community is very critical                 

for the creation of impact. This argument is supported by the number of irregular workers (10 to 30                  

people) each business works with which is larger than the core team for most cases (see Chapter                 

6.2.1). The community is either included as suppliers, employees or partners. 

 

The analysis of the value creation uncovered similarities across cases such as the inclusion of and                

dependency on the community and differences in the types of resources. Unique approaches of each               

case are summarised in four models of value creation.  

 

6.2.2.3 Value Delivery 
After challenges of a certain target segment are understood and value is created to solve these                

challenges, the value has to be delivered to the customer. Following the definitions in literature, we                

looked into the categories physical location, activities, marketing, partnerships and inclusiveness to            

gather relevant data for analysing the value delivery of our cases (see Appendix J for raw data). 
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The BM Canvas talks about customer relationship and channels, which the following analysis uses as               

inspiration to look into how our cases reach their target segment prior to the sale and how they then                   

deliver the final product or service (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). We call these areas customer               
acquisition and P/S delivery. 
 

6.2.2.3.1 Customer Acquisition  

AH acquires new customers by going “door to door and mostly referrals” and by attending field days                 

with the MoA. Thus, the business draws on existing structures in the community: “(...) we didn't even                 

have an office, but we could talk with customers even at their farm for a cup of coffee and they would                     

just give us business for projects.” That is why AH has no online presence to market products and                  

service and only spends human resources in the customer acquisition. David’s strategy seems to play               

out well, as he cannot even supply the entire demand: “The ministry of agriculture they gave us 600                  

and they said they can even give us 2,000. But we said we will do it in phases.”  

 

MA uses existing customers as sales agents, and thus mostly acquires new customers through              

referrals by existing ones or through business connections: “We use her as a model like our                

salesperson (...).” Simon further describes: “They call me, and then I do site visit, discuss the details                 

and the size.” In addition, the team approaches potential customers through a door to door approach.                

Unique about MA’s marketing strategy is the use of Facebook (www.facebook.com/MajiAgri) as a             

channel to communicate and expose information to farmers: “all social media thing because when we               

post something on our page like done an installation, we get a lot of reactions (…).” 6,617 people                  

follow the Facebook page which requires few human resources.  

 

S&D reaches out to potential employees in the community through family connection or             

community-based initiatives such as the church or other public locations in Chuka. One employee              

says: “We are at the same church (…) so we get to interact after the service.” On the other hand,                    

“sometimes they come looking for the jobs” in the dry area of the factory. This approach only requires                  

little time and is highly based on the location of S&D’s facilities. It further shows how well embedded                  

the founder is in the community. To advertise products to the end-consumer, S&D set-up a website                

which uses storytelling (www.sweetndried.com) and the team is present at marketing “exhibition(s) in             

Chuka (...) organised by the county government.” Further, the shop in Chuka is used as “a marketing                 

point when somebody wants to know what we have.” 
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In the past UK “had the door to door to have the field agents meet as many as they could. But of                      

course, we found out that is not scalable and very expensive for us.” Now the business attends field                  

days “where hundreds of farmers gather. So, we needed to be aware of these days, and then send a                   

field agent to talk with the farmers.” Further, the location of the office in Nyeri functions as a marketing                   

platform and enables the team to get in touch with potential customers. Newspapers as an offline                

medium has successfully reached smallholder farmers and they now explore “radio because farmers             

listen to radio.” To reach investors and partners the team runs a website (www.ujuzikilimo.com) and               

communicates over Facebook (www.facebook.com/ujuzikilimo), Twitter     

(www.twitter.com/ujuzikilimo?lang=de) and Instagram (www.instagram.com/ujuzikilimo).  

 

In sum, we see that human contact at the physical location of smallholder farmers seems to be crucial                  

to reach potential customers. The SEs get in touch with new customers through people of the                

community (referrals, sales agents), physical spaces (office, shop, factory) or events (field days, MoA).              

Additionally, social media is used by UK and MA and UK further uses radio and newspapers.                

Acquiring new customers does not seem to be an issue for any of the four businesses as the target                   

segment normally reaches out to them. The question is rather how many customers they can supply                

simultaneously. That shows that all four businesses touch on relevant market challenges and offer              

beneficial P/S. 

 

6.2.2.3.2 Product and Service Delivery  

AH delivers the service of AH Consult on demonstration farms, which are either provided by the MoA                 

or by farmers who then function as hosts in the delivery process. David explains: “We suggested to                 

them can you give us a space to do a demonstration for a greenhouse and now we are doing things                    

and farmers can come to learn.” The service of AH Fresh is delivered by picking up and transporting                  

produce to the market with David’s car. It is notable, that the P/S delivery is strongly integrated into the                   

value creation of AH. Because his mobile phone was ringing constantly during our interviews, we               

assume that it is an important channel to reach and communicate with existing customers for AH                

Consult and AH Fresh.  

 

MA delivers value by going to and working at the farm of the customer where products are then                  

installed. Gladys, one of the customers, explains: “After we negotiated, I told him I’m ready just come.                 

(…) it was fast, it took 1 or 2 days.” Afterwards Simon always follows “up with agronomic support to                   

make sure there is real impact.” 
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S&D works with the local outlets and supermarkets to deliver dried fruits and vegetables to the                

end-consumer. To deliver employment and market access to the community and farmers the business              

uses different channels. The value to the employees is delivered while being at work either at the                 

factory or the shop as “most of our workers are on jobs trainings” and through receiving a salary. The                   

value for farmers is delivered by “the fact that you’re buying from them (…). And if you look at our                    

prices, they are usually very moderate and good compare to the market rates.” The so called                

company-based-agents receive value through their daily activities: “These are the ones that I give              

them the goods, they sell on commission and they make some earnings.” 

 

Dennis, the agronomist at UK, “physically go(es) to the crop to be able to diagnose and give the                  

recommendations so we use both SMS and physical visits.” Joseph, a customer, shares that he gets                

information about crops and weather forecasts “From UjuziKilimo SMS.” Thus, mobile technology and             

Dennis’ site visits can be understood as channels of delivery. Besides being a customer, Joseph               

functions as a partner in this process as he translates information to the local language or shares                 

knowledge with other farmers. The physical delivery of information still seems to be more important as                

Dennis says that “when you look at test results some are so similar that you have to be physically                   

there (…) they would call me as an agronomist (…).” Further, the shop and office in Nyeri is a physical                    

channel to deliver value to farmers in the surroundings.  

 

In sum, the farms of customers are physical locations where value is mostly delivered and where the                 

businesses meet farmers in person. This shows the high degree of physical connection of our cases to                 

the grassroots level. Further, in every case study, the community plays an important role in delivering                

value but its role differs from case to case. UK uses the community as partners, S&D as sales agents                   

and AH as hosts. UK is the only case which delivers value through a mobile application and a physical                   

location owned by the business.  

 

6.2.2.3.3 Summary 

All cases heavily draw on the resources of the community in the acquisition of new customers and the                  

delivery of value and thus reduce their own input of human resources and the rental of space. Overall,                  

physical contact at the grassroots level which plays out at farms of customers or community members                

is important. The customer acquisition is a very natural process as new customers reach out to the                 

SEs. Here, some cases make use of social media to reach potential customers or other potential                

partners. The main channels for P/S delivery are farms and mobile platforms which shows the               

adaption to the target segment. 
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6.2.2.4 Value Capture 
The value capture describes the creation of monetary value for the business which means the               

extraction of financial resources to remain sustainable as a business. We thus analyse the expenses               

of resources and the price model that regenerates revenues in the value creation and the value                

delivery. Expenses are defined as either recurring or non-recurring. The respective data is coded              

under the category finances. The definition of social enterprise suggests that value should be captured               

sustainably while providing a maximum value for PPP. Thus, secondly we analyse the balance              

between value captured and impact made throughout the process of value creation and value delivery.  

 

6.2.2.4.1 Agrihouse 

In the value creation process AH has recurring expenses for salaries and transportation: “(...) I would                

say the biggest expense would be the logistics like the issue of the car which is expensive. (...) I can't                    

say salary so much because we pay fairly small.” The irregular workers in the field getting paid roughly                  

US$ 5 for a day they help David. For AH Consult, resources needed are often time-consuming but not                  

necessarily cost intensive as no costs apply for the demonstration farm or for the knowledge from                

experienced farmers. The founder says: “Everybody even investors are even asking how is it              

sustainable? (...) You are doing like an NGO. But out of them we are able to make some money” Thus,                    

we assume that expenses more or less equal revenues.  

 
In addition, recurring expenses emerge for AH Fresh from buying produce from farmers at the               

beginning whereas revenues are captured at the end of the process when fruits and vegetables are                

sold to the market. Here, AH needs to pre-invest to create and capture value which is, compared to                  

the resources that the other cases have to pre-invest on, a fairly small amount. Still, the founder says                  

that AH Fresh “has been profitably especially for the market access. (...) Because it's bringing returns                

on day-to-day basis.” Thus, we assume that expenses are smaller than revenues and value is               

captured. 

 

Our interviews do not hold data about the prices of AH’s services, we neither know if the MoA is                   

paying for the service of AH Consult or the farmers themselves. From the KI Albert Kimani we know                  

that AH Tech will offer smart greenhouses with the smallest being priced roughly at US$ 1,500. This is                  

only affordable to farmers with a certain income. It was mentioned on the other hand, that AH Consult                  

and AH Fresh specifically reach the most vulnerable farmers. Thus, the services target different              

people within the target segment. There are no expenses or revenues connected to the value delivery                

as it is integrated into the value creation process through the partnership with MoA and the                

community. 
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To understand how the value capture is balanced with creating impact for PPP, we look at AH Consult                  

first. This service has a high reach with at least 600 farmers in Chuka but the value captured might be                    

zero as David compares it to an NGO model. Thus, AH Consult focuses more on the impact created                  

than on generating profits. This is supported by rather slim costs and the grouping design. For AH                 

Fresh, the main focus is to gain “returns on day-to-day basis” which shows a focus on capturing value.                  

This service ensures financial sustainability and creates the foundation to make high impact with AH               

Consult. Thus, these two services balance each other. 

 

6.2.2.4.2 Maji Agri 

The continuous input of resources in the value creation process of MA is very capital intensive: “Our                 

two main costs, which covers 80% are 40% digging and 40% the materials we use for the liner. Then                   

20% percent is the labour (...) transportation and all that is in the 20%.” The highest expenses are                  

therefore of physical nature and do not use technology. Further, the most capital-intensive resources              

are needed in the middle of the value creation process which implies a high pre-investment and can                 

be defined as recurring expenses. The follow-up activities create expenses for human and physical              

resources which are rated by the founder as minimal compared to overall expenses. However, no               

revenues are made. 

 

For water harvesting ponds and drip-irrigation systems, revenues are generated at the end of the               

process through fixed prices for each product. As the business offers a range of sizes, the prices are                  

also different as “we charge based on the size (...). So they pay for it, and we make a small profit and                      

then they benefit because they can practice farming.” Despite high recurring expenses in the value               

creation, revenues exceed expenses. MA uses Facebook to communicate and share information with             

its target segment in the value delivery which does not require any costs as Simon’s sister is running                  

the Facebook page. On the other hand, the value delivery does not capture any additional value for                 

the business. Thus, there are no expenses or revenues involved in the value delivery.  

 

We now look at the degree of value captured and impact created. MA follows a traditional value                 

creation process where the focus is to create impact as long as a small profit can be made. In the                    

value delivery on the other hand, MA’s activities are solely focused on making an impact as                

information and knowledge is shared for free and 6k farmers are following the company’s Facebook               

page. This service does not acquire new customers who would buy water harvesting ponds or               

drip-irrigation systems and is thus not used as a channel to support selling MA’s products. We identify                 

a disconnection between Facebook and the traditional value creation. The follows-up in the value              
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creation do also focus on creating impact rather than on creating profit but this element reaches the                 

exact same customers as the products of MA do. Thus, we define the follow-ups as an extension and                  

as a part of the value creation rather than as a separate element. 

 

6.2.2.4.3 Sweet & Dried 

Our data does not tell us how high and what exactly the recurring expenses for S&D are. From the                   

interview, we know of expenses for salaries, for maintaining facilities and for buying produce from               

farmers. Further, we saw employees in the shop in Chuka packaging dried fruits into bags which                

requires material and human resources. These examples of recurring expenses are mostly applied in              

the middle of the process at the factory. “(...) the money you have to invest in machinery is too much”                    

and is mostly needed at the beginning and in the middle of the process. Costs for machinery can be                   

defined as non-recurring expenses. Expenses for expanding the business with new machineries are             

not considered in these expenses as we analyse the past and current value capture of our cases. 

 

S&D captures revenues at the end of the process by selling products to the national and international                 

market: “You’ll find a porridge that goes for half a dollar and you will find fruits that goes for US$ 3.”                     

The former price targets low-income group whereas the latter markets products to low- to              

medium-income customers. S&D has to pre-invest on a continuous base before capturing revenues at              

the end of the process. The founder shares that “it has been a continuous reinvestment of the little that                   

we get into the business”, which shows that expenses are lower than revenues and that the business                 

slowly pays-off the high non-recurring expenses. 

 

The customer acquisition and the P/S delivery produce recurring expenses. Marketing events and the              

shop in Chuka require rent and human resources but produce only little revenues: “The sales yeah                

very minimal, from this shop they are very minimal.” Further, the delivery of products to urban areas                 

with public transport creates expenses. Thus, in the value delivery recurring expenses exceed             

revenues. 

 

Impact for PPP is mainly found in the value creation process. The business captures financial value                

from the end-customers which loops back into the business to provide training and employment to               

people from the community. The successful balance of expenses and revenues allows S&D to stay in                

the rather unprofitable county Chuka: “Here we make very little sales in this community specifically.” In                

general, the business is built with the founder’s motivation to help and support the community (see                

6.2.2.1 Value Proposition). Thus, impact for PPP is the driver of S&D and profit is just the means to                   

make an impact. 
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6.2.2.4.4 UjuziKilimo 

To produce soil testing tools with sensor technology, UK invests heavily at the beginning of the value                 

creation. These non-recurring expenses build the highest cost element because “the biggest expense             

of course is the sensors. But for employees we do not have so many because we don’t pay field                   

agents.” Recurring expenses in the value creation are mainly salaries which suggests a slim cost               

structure due to the pre-investment and the integration of technology. Revenues are being drawn from               

the soil testing service (US$ 20) and the SMS platform membership (US$ 6/year). Due to minimal                

recurring expenses and three sources of revenues, we assume expenses to be smaller than revenues.  

 

Recurring expenses for advertisements in radio and newspapers are being created in the value              

delivery. The office in Nyeri and free site visits of Dennis (his salary) and Joseph (voluntarily) are other                  

tools and channels that produce expenses without generating revenues as Dennis says: “When I visit               

a farmer I don’t charge, for consultation.” Further, field days require human resources and thus               

produces additional expenses. In general, the value delivery creates recurring expenses while            

producing no direct revenues.  

 

We now look at the balance between value captured and impact created. The value creation of the soil                  

testing service has a slim cost structure and high revenues which suggests that value can easily be                 

captured for the business. 500 farmers in Nyeri are reached and impacted by this service whereas                

1,000 farmers are impacted with the SMS service. Due to the lower price of the SMS service, we                  

assume that a stronger focus is on creating maximum impact. The soil testing service focuses more on                 

capturing value at a higher price point. The value delivery is more focused on creating an impact for                  

PPP than creating profits. The free farm visits and the office in Nyeri are great examples to support                  

this argument as expenses exceed revenues but farmers in Nyeri county are positively impacted. 

 

6.2.2.4.5 Profit and Impact Elements 

All four cases have an element in the business that focuses on maximising impact more than on                 

capturing value for the business. We call this not-for-profit element. Here, the SEs have the highest                

reach in the target segment and either little or no profit is generated. For AH we found this to be true                     

for AH Consult and for MA the knowledge sharing through Facebook was identified as such an                

element. S&D’s shop in Chuka and on-job trainings run mainly to create impact and lastly, the SMS                 

service, the free farm visits and the knowledge sharing by UK match this criteria.  
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Further, every business integrates an element that ensures financial sustainability which we call             

profit-oriented element. This element also creates impact for PPP but simultaneously offers an             

opportunity to generate profits as expenses are smaller than revenues. Further, only specific people of               

the target group or a notably lower number of people are reached. The value creation of AH Fresh is                   

an example as well as MA’s general process of building water harvesting ponds and drip-irrigation               

system. S&D integrates these characteristics by selling dried fruits among others to the international              

and local markets and UK in the soil testing service. Interestingly, the not-for-profit element occurs in                

the value creation and value delivery whereas the profit-oriented element has only been observed in               

the value creation. 

 

The analysis shows that there are certain characteristics for recurring and non-recurring expenses.             

Non-recurring expenses are often high in costs and are mostly needed at the beginning of the value                 

creation process. The costs are high due to the physical nature of the resources acquired such as                 

facilities, machines, materials or tools. These types of resources can often be used multiple times               

which is why they do not reoccur. Recurring expenses on the other hand are very different from case                  

to case. MA has recurring expenses that are high in costs and of physical nature namely the excavator                  

and lining material. AH experiences high recurring expenses through logistics. All cases mention             

salaries as recurring expenses which make up a rather small part of total expenses.  

 

The not-for-profit elements of the businesses mostly have a very slim cost structure comprising              

recurring expenses for salaries, space or sourced produce. Non-recurring expenses are mostly            

applied in the profit-oriented element. In this part of the business the SEs allow the risk of high                  

expenses as enough revenues oppose these. Only MA has recurring expenses in this element.              

Important to mention is that in the case of UK, expenses were in general highly reduced by the use of                    

technology. 

 

The mix of products and services offered by the four cases is mostly broad and targets different                 

groups within the target segment by applying a diverse price structure. MA offers ponds in different                

sizes and prices, AH Fresh and AH Consult focus on marginalised farmers whereas AH Technology               

targets customers who can afford smart greenhouses and S&D sells a variety of products as well. UK                 

reaches medium-income farmers with the soil testing service and low-income groups with the SMS              

service. Interestingly, vulnerable people are targeted with products and service from the not-for-profit             

element whereas people with a higher disposable income are supplied by the profit-oriented element. 
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6.2.2.4.6 Summary 

Our findings go hand in hand with the understanding of SEs which suggests that they combine typical                 

business aspects as well as charity models (Hillman et al., 2018). This can be compared to the                 

integration of a not-for-profit as well as a profit-oriented element in our cases. We can agree with the                  

KI Albert Kimani who argues that GRIs focus on solving the problem not on making money because                 

our cases captured value in a sustainable manner while creating impact for PPP. Thus, the overall                

strategy for value capture is to decrease expenses especially on a continuous level to increase the                

reach and become profitable. In opposition, businesses could increase their revenues to become             

profitable which we do not see being applied in our cases. 

 

6.2.3 Business Model Patterns 
Despite the similarities across all four BMs, several differences have been identified.Our KI Cecilia              

Wandiga argues that business models can determine the success of scaling a SE’s impact into other                

communities. We can now summarise the findings from the previous subchapters on value creation              

models, cost structures, the inclusion of the community and the balance between not-for-profit and              

profit-oriented elements. Because the four BMs highly differ in these elements it allows us to conclude                

BM patterns that support a faster growth and a higher reach and impact.  

 

AH applies a grouping value creation model for AH Consult and is thereby unique in its process.                 

Mainly recurring expenses appear in the cost structure. The partnership to the MoA and the inclusion                

of the community is core to AH’s business model and enables lower recurring expenses. AH Consult                

leads potential customers to AH Fresh by training them which shows the support between the               

not-for-profit and profit-oriented element. These unique factors of the BM enabled a high reach in               

Chuka and turning profitable after two and a half years. Having reached the break-even further allows                

to impact the most vulnerable farmers.  

 
                  Figure 11. Business Model Agrihouse. Source: Own creation. 
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MA uses a very traditional model to create value which requires high continuous pre-investments as               

well as recurring expenses. The community is irregularly employed and functions as sales agents              

which decreases expenses on human resources. The social media channel does not support the sales               

of MA’s products which indicates a disconnection between the not-for-profit and profit-oriented            

elements. These characteristics allowed for a medium reach but the break-even has not been passed               

after being in the market since two years. This might be the reason why the business cannot reach the                   

most vulnerable farmers of the community yet. It is assumed to become profitable in one year. 

 
         Figure 12. Business Model Maji Agri. Source: Own creation. 
 

The looping-back value creation model is unique to S&D. The cost structure was characterised by a                

mix of recurring and non-recurring expenses across all activities and a high pre-investment. Also, solar               

technology is used in the business which simplifies and rebates the input of energy resources. The                

community takes over several roles within the business which does not lead to a decrease in                

expenses as it aims to provide stable incomes but thereby creates impact. Lastly, the balance               

between generating profit and achieving a maximum impact is closely linked in the entire process of                

marketing, producing and selling products. These factors foster a high reach and enabled the              

business to reach the break-even after five years. This further allows the business to reach the most                 

vulnerable people in the community. In this BM it is fundamental to have a certain scale to cover the                   

cost structure with sufficient revenues and become profitable. 
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Figure 13. Business Model Sweet & Dried. Source: Own creation. 
 

Lastly, UjuziKilimo is built on a tech-enabled value creation model which allows recurring expenses to               

be small even though a high pre-investment and non-recurring expenses were needed. The             

community is partner and sales agent which decreases expenses to some extent. Further, the              

not-for-profit and profit-oriented elements sustain each other. Customers of the SMS service make             

occasionally use of the soil testing service. The BM achieved a very high reach but did not allow the                   

business to break-even which is why the most vulnerable farmers are not supplied yet. The               

break-even is assumed to be reached in three years. Also in this BM, high pre-investments have to be                  

balanced with a high reach and high revenues.  

 
Figure 14. Business Model UjuziKilimo. Source: Own creation. 
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From our four BMs we can derive BM patterns that influence the stage of growth. They emerged                 

based on the factors that supported the current success of our cases which is the profitability, the                 

reach and the depth of reaching the target group. Overall, a supportive balance between a               

not-for-profit element that ensures impact and a profit-oriented element which ensures financial            

sustainability is the foundation for growing a GRI.  

 

The impact, which was measured by the reach and depth in the target group, is enhanced by the                  

following elements: 

1. Applying price differentiation and a mix of P/S can increase the reach which we found               

especially to be true in the case of UK. 

2. To cross-subsidise value in a looping-back model enables to reach the most vulnerable and              

have a high impact. The business model of S&D is an excellent example of this. 

3. Supplying customers in groups can increase the reach of the most vulnerable people. The              

grouping model in AH’s business model exemplifies this. 

Financial sustainability, which was determined with the point of break-even, is fostered by the              

following elements: 

4. If the cost structure includes high pre-investments and high non-recurring expenses it prolongs             

becoming profitable as seen with S&D and UK. The business has in these cases to scale its                 

customer base to generate revenues and balance high expenses. Low recurring expenses            

make it on the other hand easy for GRIs to reach the break-even point which AH is an example                   

of.  

5. When human resources are outsourced or reduced through an irregular and on-demand            

workforce or partnerships, recurring expenses can be decreased. The community is then            

included into business activities as valuable resources which we especially found to be true for               

MA.  

6. Integrating technology requires high pre-investments but can highly reduce recurring expenses           

in the long run. Having only little expenses recurrently makes a business more sustainable and               

flexible in reaching the target group. This was observed in the business model of UK. 

 

In sum, integrating elements which foster financial sustainability enabled our GRI to become profitable              

which then influenced the reach and depth they achieved within the target segment. The integration of                

technology at UK is an examples as a vast amount of farmers are reached with the SMS service.                  
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Opposite, elements that enhance impact further support the business to reach the break-even such as               

a grouping model which reduces recurring expenses. These connections show that there is a blurred               

line in the allocation of suggested elements to either fostering impact or financial sustainability. Still, all                

described elements enhance the growth of GRI business models. 

 
6.2.4 A new Business Model Framework  
Based on the assessment of four BMs, the final section of this subchapter merges all findings to create                  

a holistic understanding of GRI business models in the context of our study. To finally answer the                 

question of How are GRI business models described and which attributes are unique to these?               

we combine findings that were similar across the four case studies. From these, a new business                

model framework for GRIs which scaled to SME level emerges. The attributes in the framework are                

assumed to be unique to GRI in the context of our cases. The framework describes eight different                 

elements. 

 

The value proposition is the first part of the business model and includes the target segment, their                 

challenges and the impact the business creates. The depth of reaching the vulnerable target group               

can follow an object or subject approach. The challenges of the target segment that GRIs focus on are                  

of social, economic and environmental matter whereby environmental challenges are often the reason             

why economic challenges arise. The impact created fulfills the triple-bottom-line approach of PPP, but              

economic impact is the initial and essential step in the value creation to enable social and                

simultaneously create environmental impact. In the scope of our cases, these attributes are found to               

be unique to GRI. 

 

The three elements customer acquisition, value creation and value delivery, describe a general             

process which was found in our case study too. The customer acquisition draws heavily on the                

community and is characterised by physical interactions of the business with new customers at the               

grassroots level. In general the target segment reaches out to the business and existing customers               

refer the business to other potential customers. Also the use of social media was not found to be                  

uncommon. Here, the community takes the role of sales agents or is simply in a partner position. The                  

process of value creation differs highly from case to case. Similar is that capital-intense resources are                

mostly required at the beginning of the process and the community is integrated either as supplier,                

employee or customer. Likewise, the value delivery is characterised by interactions at the grassroots              

level which can be at the farms and the use of mobile technology. The help and resources from the                   
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community are crucial to deliver products and services and thus the community is either host or                

partner. 

 

Integrating a not-for-profit as well as a profit-oriented element into the business model has shown to                

be unique and essential for GRIs at SME level. The length and alignment of the elements in the                  

business model framework shows the connection to the value creation and the value delivery. For our                

cases, the profit-oriented elements are integrated into the value creation whereas not-for-profit            

elements are found in both value creation and value delivery. Each element is characterised by               

several unique attributes. For not-for-profit elements a high reach of people with a low-income, low               

prices, recurring expenses and a focus on making impact rather than profit is representative. In               

opposite, a lower and more narrow reach of medium-income groups, higher prices and a focus on                

generating profit rather than impact are found to be unique to profit-oriented elements. Non-recurring              

expenses and pre-investments often occur in this element.  

 

 
              Figure 15. Business Model Framework for GRIs. Source: Own creation. 
 

Lastly, the value capture describes the interplay between expenses and revenues in the not-for-profit              

and profit-oriented elements. The former is characterised by revenues which resemble or are smaller              

than expenses whereas the latter generates higher revenues than expenses. Unique about our cases              

was that these two elements had to be balanced and connected to make the business financially                

sustainable. 
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To sum up, our cases of GRI create impact while generated profits are solely the facilitators. These                 

findings support the characteristics of a social entrepreneur’s business model identified in literature             

(Volkmann et al., 2012) and Mercy from S&D nicely highlights: “It’s the impact. Some things we do is                  

not even just for profits.” The presented framework captures unique similarities across all cases and               

gives a tool to understand the mechanisms of a GRI business model. 

 

This subchapter has considered partnerships only to a certain degree and mainly focused on the local                

community. But from the findings of the business model designs of our cases we can assume that                 

partnerships and the general ecosystem influences the growth and impact of GRIs. We verify these               

assumptions in Part Three. 

 
6.3 Part Three: Mapping the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem  
We will in this third and final part of the analysis attempt to answer our third sub-question in the                   

context of our four GRI cases: What elements of an entrepreneurial ecosystem help GRIs to               
scale? 
 
This chapter will zoom out from the cases and try to systematically map the local and transnational                 

intermediaries in the entrepreneurial ecosystem (EE) with a macro-level lens. We will do this by               

mapping the case connections to the various partners, in other words, the intermediaries, and further               

outline the connections between the partners themselves. From these partnerships we derive            

resources and connect them to the social and material attributes by Spigel (2015). Thereafter, we will                

analyse the institutional voids in comparison to the business challenges faced by our four cases, and                

general challenges in the empirical setting. Next, we will look at the factors to scale we extracted from                  

our interviews with the KIs in comparison to the future strategies of our cases followed by a summary.                  

In this part of the analysis we use the following categories partnerships, business challenges, factors               

to scale and future strategies from the theme Scalability.  

6.3.1 Partnerships and Resources 

We will in this part start by mapping out the entrepreneurial ecosystem as it is. As mentioned earlier in                   

Chapter 2 Methodology, we differentiate between five groups of partnerships: the private sector             

including accelerators and incubators, the government including counties, universities, NGOs which           

are mostly transnational in our context and finally the civil society (CS) encompassing churches,              

farmers, family and friends.  
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6.3.1.1 The Partnerships 

The first case is AH . He is linked to KCIC and Ygap, as he is incubated in the KCIC and says the                       

following: “I have gone through KCIC and through learning and all that has really helped us so much.”                  

He joined Ygap as well, and says the following: “I went through the Ygap training about the impact                  

assessment (this) is when we have planned to record each and everything.” These are the two                

partnerships AH has with the private sector. AH cooperates with the MoA in Chuka, which is his only                  

governmental connection. The business is not connected to any research or NGO stakeholders.             

However, we know from David’s background that he has a Bachelor of Science in agriculture, and                

diplomas in community development and project management, which he acquired from universities but             

is no longer in contact with these. Furthermore, David collaborates with the farmers, and received               

support from family and friends. Lastly, from the interview that was conducted with Irene Mwenda, the                

extension officer from the MoA in Chuka, we know that she got to know of David from church sparking                   

off their partnership. In total, David has four connections to the CS. 

 

MA has two partnerships with the private sector: “Yes, the two are the main ones. So, I’m still in KCIC                    

and we moved now from incubation to acceleration so this year we will probably, we might get some                  

more support like seed support and probably that will help a lot. With Enpact it was a network, you get                    

network.” MA is no longer connected to enpact. MA is not connected to universities, the government or                 

NGOs although having working experiences in the latter. But like David he has a diploma in                

community development and project management showing that he benefited from universities as the             

knowledge acquired is valuable to his work. Furthermore, he employs the communities from the areas               

where he does his installments, and uses the farmers he works with as sales agents. Lastly, Simon                 

gets help from his sister for social media. 

 

For S&D we do not have the full insights into the partnerships given the time constraint we had when                   

interviewing the founder. But from the companies website we know of one partnership with Kenyan               

National Innovation Agency (KNIA) where they got funding from (SweetnDried, 2015). Another            

governmental connection Mercy established is with the MoA in Chuka. She states the following about               

that partnership: “Also a lot of consultation from the government. Like the Ministry of Agriculture. We                

worked with them.” In the private sector she has a partnership with the KCIC like AH and MA. Based                   

on the insights we have, Mercy is not connected to the NGO world or universities. However, upon                 

starting S&D she managed to get an undergraduate in development studies, and other courses not               

specified. We also know from one of her employees, Jopshat, who we interviewed that Mercy hired                
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him through church. Additionally, her business model is based on hiring women and the youth from the                 

community showing how connected she is with the community equating two partnerships to the CS.  

 

UK is the most diverse in the partnerships they have. They have been through the Global Social                 

Benefit Institute, an accelerator for social entrepreneurs. Recently, they established a new partnership             

with Google, which is The Google Impact Challenge. Both of their private connections mentioned are               

transnational. UK has as well been connected to the world of NGOs through the American Society of                 

Mechanical Engineers (ASME) in 2015 by winning an award. About relations to universities Dickson              

said the following: “you have a lab to test so there’s not a lot of risks at that stage” referring to using                      

their university lab for developing their sensor technology. All three founders have a background in               

engineering, where they together decided to start UK. They are also connected to KNIA, like S&D. We                 

were also told of UK when we conducted our interview with KNIA. One of the partners in the CS are                    

their families, as Dickson says: “we are extremely lucky to come from families that can support (...).”                 

Secondly, they are connected to Joseph, the farmer who brought them them to Naro Moru in Nyeri                 

county as stated by Dennis: “actually he is the one who got us here.”  

 

The types of partnerships each case have been summaries in the following Table 3. The general                

observations from the partnerships are that most connections are to CS indicating that our cases are                

on the community-level (Hossain, 2016). Second, are the connections to the private sector, which we               

argue to be a strong indicator that these cases are SEs being market-oriented and at the same time                  

closely connected to their respective communities (Hillman et al., 2018). To our best knowledge, there               

are almost no connections to universities besides the degrees Simon, Mercy, David and Dickson              

acquired. Almost all of them, except for MA, are connected to the government either through KNIA or                 

MoA. We only identified one connection to NGOs which is a donation relationship and transnational.               

UK and AH as seen in the Tabele 3 have the most partnerships (seven each), and MA and S&D have                    

five partnerships in the EE too. UK has been connected to all five stakeholders in the ecosystem. AH                  

is the most connected to the CS and this might be a reason for a high reach in the target segment. MA                      

is only connected to the private sector and the CS, which could be an explanation for why the                  

business is still not profitable. For S&D we see more partners mentioned on the website but because                 

we do not know what the partnerships entail they will not be included except for KNIA. UK is the only                    

case that has transnational partnerships.  
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 MA AH UK S&D Sum 

Private Sector 2 2 2 1 7 

Civil Society 3 4 2 2 11 

Government 0 1 1 2 4 

NGO 0 0 1 0 1 

Research 0 0 1 0 1 

Sum 5 7 7 5  
Table 3. Cases and Partnerships. Source: Own creation. 

6.3.1.2 The Resources  

In Chapter 3 the social and material attributes by Spigel (2015) were presented. The social attributes                

are networks, investment capital, mentors and dealmakers, and worker talent. The material attributes             

are universities, support services and facilities, policy and governance, and open markets. We equate              

the resources we derived from our data to Spigel’s social and material attributes: Investment capital to                

what we describe as funding, mentors and dealmakers to training and mentorship, and worker talent to                

human capital. For the material attributes we equate the resource physical capacity to come from               

support services and facilities, and universities. What we have as regulations, which did not come up                

in relation to in our interviews, is equal to public policy and governance. However, as presented                

earlier, the Kenyan government has laws such as the Youth Empowerment 2016-21 encouraging             

entrepreneurship among the youth. We highlighted earlier the partnerships our cases have. Following,             

the resources will be expressed in more depth with insights from the KI interviews retrieved from the                 

partnership category.  

 

AH obtains an office (physical capacity), training and mentorship, and network from KCIC. David has               

an office at KCIC, which he told us when we asked him: “At KCIC but we are getting out. Mercy is the                      

one who is spending in the office, I'm mostly in the field.” From Ygap he gets training on impact                   

assessment. From Albert Kimani, our KI and mentor at Ygap, we know that AH gets small grants and                  

networking. Looking at the CS, he got funding from both family and friends. AH also partners up with                  

experienced farmers, and gets physical capacity and training from that relationship by using their land               

and knowledge: “we do have some successful farmers who are willing to share cause we normally use                 

their farms to come and teach (...).” From the community, he gets employees which he calls field                 

representatives. He pays them by the day, and they help with training and data collection as he is not                   
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able to do all that by himself. Finally, he partners up with the MoA from whom he gets access to 600                     

farmers and a demonstration center. 

 

MA, together with S&D, has five partnerships but is the most repetitive in the types of partnership.                 

From enpact, Simon got access to network as mentioned earlier. From KCIC he gets training, network                

and will soon receive seed funding. The other partnership he has is with the community, where he gets                  

customers through word of mouth: “Also, what happens is once we do an installation the farmers                

around once they see it is working they call me, most of the sales are through referrals from previous                   

customers.” Furthermore, he sources his workers from the community: “whenever I go to the              

communities I find people.” Lastly, he received financial aid from his partner.  

 

With five partnerships, S&D has fewer resources but we believe that the business received more               

funding than the time allowed us to inquire as there are three more partners mentioned on the website.                  

First, Mercy gets network through the KCIC: “here are many aspects. It is definitely to look at partners                  

that can support us.” From the MoA, Mercy gets consultation, which we group under training and                

mentorship. Additionally, we know that the county government provides space at exhibitions to do              

marketing, and sends customers to S&D as people are referred to the shop in Chuka. Lastly, the                 

business attained funding from KNIA like UK.  

 

UK gets eight resources in total like MA, but is the only one which does not get network from the                    

private sector. We believe that given the team’s online presence on LinkedIn and Twitter they are                

very-well connected, and therefore do not need access to networks through partners such as the               

KCIC. They got training from the Global Social Benefit Institute, and received funding from Google and                

KNIA. UK has also received funding from the NGO partner, the American Society of Mechanical               

Engineers (ASME). Through the CS relations the team captured funding as their families were their               

first financial supporters: “they were the very first to give us a little bit of money to try.” Furthermore,                   

from Joseph the farmer they get customers as he brought UK to Nyeri County, and training as “he is a                    

farmer who has a lot of knowledge and he was helping us to educate other farmers.” Finally, they used                   

their university lab to develop their sensor technology, which equals the resource physical capacity. 

 

From these insights we can deduce that funding is the most commonly provided resource in the                

ecosystem followed by training and mentorship. Network is third-most and physical capacity the fourth              

most granted resource. Customers and human capital are mentioned equally. UK is the only ones to                

not receive human capital or network in the EE. AH receives the most resources from the                
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partnerships. The Table 4 gives a quantitative overview of the different resources acquired for each               

case. 

  

 MA AH UK S&D  SUM 

Network 2 2 0 1 5 

Training & Mentorship 1 3 1 2 8 

Physical Capacity 1 3 1 1 6 

Customers 1 1 1 1 4 

Funding 2 3 4 1 (on website 3 more by NGOs) 10 (13) 

Regulations 0 0 0 0 0 

Human Capital 1 1 0 2 4 

Sum 8 13 8 6 (9)  
Table 4. Resources and Cases. Source: Own Creation.  

 

6.3.1.3 Partnerships and Resources 

 PRIVATE CS GOVERNMENT NGO UNIVERSITIES SUM 

Network 5 0 0 0 0 5 

Training & 
Mentorship 

5 2 1 0 1 9 

Physical Capacity  2 1 2 0 0 5 

Customers 0 2 2 0 0 4 

Funding 3 4 2 1 0 10 

Regulations 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Human Capital  0 3 0 0 0 3 

Sum 15 12 7 1 1  

Table 5: Partnerships and Resources. Source: own creation.  
 
Having analysed how many times each stakeholder is connected to our cases, we want to see which                 

and how many resources they offer each (see Table 5). The private sector is the only stakeholder who                  
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provides network and gives the most training and mentorship to our cases. Only, the CS provides                

human capital, and gives the most funding. In general, the CS offers every resource besides network.                

The government gives no human capital or network, which might indicate a lack of connections to                

people and businesses. This stakeholder provides customers but only at the county level through the               

MoA. The governmental stakeholder is decentralised which might allows the engagement with the             

community to a higher degree because Ann Kingiri in our interview with her said if governments                

understood GRIs they will support them, but it might change now that the MoA has been devoted to                  

counties, which we can confirm for Chuka County. NGOs only award funding through one partnership               

which is transnational. Universities offer education, knowledge and training for the entrepreneurs in the              

past. Figure 16 summarises the ecosystem as it is now in a map.  
 

 

 
Figure 16: The Entrepreneurial Ecosystem. Source: Own 

 

6.3.1.4 Stakeholder Relations  

In Figure 17, we map the relations between the different stakeholders in the EE. These relations are                 

based on both the information we obtained from the case and the KIs interviews. GrowthAfrica, a                

transnational accelerator, collaborates with Egerton University in the field of agriculture showing            

partnership between the private sector and universities. Moreover, Chandaria Business Innovation           

Incubation at Kenyatta University partners with KNIA, which indicates a partnership between            
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government and universities. SIB helps private businesses to become more sustainable and inclusive.             

Thus, this stakeholder acts within the private sector as a knowledge centre for other private               

businesses, which is indicated by a u-turn arrow in the Figure 17. The Food and Agriculture                

Organisation is part of the United Nations and started the conservation and agricultural project in               

Chuka together with the MoA. As an intermediary, they were able to communicate their knowledge to                

farmers, and have a manual for agricultural conservation, which helped farmers to develop skills. The               

MoA also intermediates on behalf of AH, as Irene Mwenda told us that smallholder farmers feel safer if                  

she as an extension officer accompanies David on field days as their presence adds credibility to AH.                 

The KCIC is located at Strathmore University, albeit independent from them as Felix Magaju, our KI,                

told us. Additionally, he said that GRIs require governmental support in terms of regulations, which the                

government did with Mpesa imposing regulations. Based on our knowledge, the CS is connected to               

the private sector through our GRIs as they provide market access and employment. Therefore, we               

identify our grassroots entrepreneurs as intermediaries in the EE.  

 

 
Figure 17. Stakeholder Relations in the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem. Source: own  

6.3.1.5 Summary  

We have in this chapter identified the partnerships and resources our cases have in the EE. Most                 

partnerships and the majority of the resources were identified with the CS and the private sector. The                 

fact that the CS is providing many resources especially in terms of funding, and could be a reflection of                   

an emerging economy. UK is the only case which has transnational partnerships, and the only one to                 

be connected to an NGO. Funding is the most received resource across all cases. Counties are more                 
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important stakeholders to our cases than the national government is because they are the ones being                

active in the field. However, we do not know if that is the case all over Kenya. Further, we looked at                     

relations among the stakeholders and concluded that GRIs are intermediaries between the CS and the               

private sector. Through their solutions they enable the CS to access the private sector. Lastly,               

incubators and accelerators such as the KCIC and Ygap are intermediaries as they facilitate networks               

and provide resources.  

6.3.2 Business Challenges and Institutional Voids  

We will in this subchapter highlight the business challenges mentioned by each entrepreneur in our               

interviews, and analyse from this data the institutional voids in the EE connecting it to the wider                 

empirical setting (Kenya). The business challenges presented can be in the past or present challenges               

faced by our cases. 

6.3.2.1 Business Challenges  

AH faces four main challenges. The first one is not having enough funding because when the                

business was launched the only source of funding were family and friends. David hopes to get funding                 

in the future, and will soon receive a small grant from Ygap. Initially, he was running AH by himself,                   

and ended up falling sick being set back three to four months. Therefore, he had to pivot: “So I took a                     

different shoot bringing in the board and recruiting some staff as well to help.” Another problem, which                 

might stagnated growth is that the demand for his services increased. Because his supply relies on                

him being in the field he was not able to meet the demand as time is scarce. These are the main                     

challenges David mentioned which are relatively few, which could be because he has the most               

resources in the ecosystem.  

  

Simon, founder of MA, had a challenge with overwork due to a lack of human resources and continues                  

to have as he is still the only full-time employee. This is also confirmed by Ann Kitonga, his mentor                   

from KCIC. She said Simon was running the business on his own initially. When he acquired new                 

customers across the country it became a big challenge managing everything by himself. Especially,              

the operational efficiency such as cash flow management and record keeping were poorly managed.              

Now he hired two people who help him manage the business, and slowly started building a team.                 

Simon is challenged financially as well, and built the company only with his saving and partner’s                

support. He shared with us his concerns: “It is tough in Kenya because the employed, also have                 

families and bills, so for it to really peak sometimes you think maybe I should stop with this and get a                     

job because I have a family and I have to sustain it.” Given that he cannot reach the very low-income                    

farmers his demand is not high. This can be connected to the fact that he is the least connected in the                     
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EE, and therefore not able to spread the word about his business. As of now MA only installs “for                   

those ones who can afford it, which is bad because many want it but they cannot afford it,” and thus                    

does not reach the most vulnerable farmers limiting his impact.  

  

S&D is facing challenges in getting new machinery for facilities, and as highlighted in 6.2.2.4 Value                

Capture the business has so far invested into new equipment with generated profits resulting in an                

organic growth. This can be aligned with the fact that Mercy only has one recent connection to the                  

private sector, namely KCIC. Compared to the other cases, S&D does not receive any funding from                

the CS but only from KNIA in the form of a one-time grant. S&D might accessed investments or grants                   

from NGOs, but we cannot confirm this with our data. Furthermore, it is very time intensive and                 

expensive for the business to employ the community because they also need on-job training. Finally,               

S&D face a higher demand for jobs than they can supply: “So every day I face the challenge of people                    

looking for work and I don’t even have space.” This can be connected to the wider national issue of                   

high unemployment rates as mentioned in Chapter 4.  

  

UK is challenged by not reaching the poorest due to a lack of funding. They have the most funding                   

amongst all cases, but this could be related to the fact that their sensor technology is expensive to                  

produce resulting in high costs. Furthermore, the team face the challenge of a lack of awareness                

among farmers about their technology and new agricultural practices in general. This can be              

connected to universities not being active in the EE, which we will argue for in the following                 

subchapter. They further do not have the time allocation to inform farmers, and as we saw when                 

visiting the farms in Nyeri, Dennis the agronomist is the only one from UK in the field visiting the farms.                    

Additionally, UK is challenged by getting the right people especially marketing talent. They have no               

networking resources from the EE based on our knowledge, and thus have a lot of expenses in                 

reaching farmers as presented in the 6.4.3 Value Delivery. Lastly, inefficient local manufacturing is a               

challenge: “Currently, we are doing them locally and by ourselves and that brings a lot of inefficiency                 

and probably the product is not up to standard.” This could be connected to the fact that UK has no                    

domestic private connections in the ecosystem. The other point could be that Kenya is an emerging                

economy, and we assume that the needed technology to produce state of the art sensor technology is                 

not available.  

  

Summarising on the business challenges there are general issues with funding, which could be a               

reason why MA and UK are not reaching the poorest. Secondly, there are challenges with getting the                 

right people on board, quality manufacturing, lack of awareness in the target group about newest               

technologies, high capital costs and time scarcity.  
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6.3.2.2 Institutional Voids 

Manning and Vavilov (2018) state that any venture relies on a range of external resources (capital,                

talent, knowledge, legitimacy, market access and technology) to get started, and to access these              

resources entrepreneurs rely on banks, universities, and incubators. But economies characterised by            

institutional voids do not have the infrastructure to support new businesses, and especially social              

businesses as institutions prefer to focus on commercial businesses (Manning & Vavilov, 2018).             

Therefore, we will analyse where institutional voids lie connecting our findings for the previous              

subchapter with the mapping of the EE.  

 

There is a general problem with getting the right people on board, and often the founder like in the                   

case of S&D will spend extensive time on on-job training. Irene Mwenda emphasises the struggle for                

SMEs of getting the right people on board. She says for some of them the owner is doing all the work,                     

and therefore his/her relations with the farmer is a two-way street. This is because customer               

satisfaction is vital for money returns and even when they hire they have to have an experienced and                  

serious employee. Worker talent is a social attribute in the EE (Spigel, 2015), and this indicates there                 

is an institutional void in either developing a skilled workforce or having job centres that facilitate                

employment. We know from the high unemployment rate that there is not a lack of human capital                 

which means that either a skilled workforce is undeveloped or there not enough networking event to                

facilitate employment.  

 

Secondly, as emphasised by UK there is a lack of awareness among farmers on new technology and                 

agricultural practices. When mapping the ecosystem it was evident that universities were almost             

absent from the EE creating a institutional void. In contrast, literature identified them being the most                

active stakeholder second to entrepreneurs (Malecki, 2017). Our findings are echoed by Simon, the              

founder of MA, on how universities are not reaching out: “Then what I noticed when I was studying is                   

that there’s a lot of agriculture information with agricultural institutions and universities but that does               

not move to the farmer so the farmer is still practicing very old farming methods. The universities have                  

the technology but there’s a gap so the technology is not moving to the farmer.” He further states: “For                   

me I thought if I could address a social enterprise that addresses that to link technology to the farmer                   

(…) So that’s what I thought farmers need because universities have that – they have developed                

better seeds and fertilisers, they have nice seedlings but the farmer don’t have that.” This quote shows                 

the paradox in institutional voids as they allow for opportunities for SEs, and at the same time the                  

voids constrain the social entrepreneurs in fulfilling their role (Manning & Vavilov, 2018).  
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Thirdly, all the cases struggle with funding, and none of the four SEs have received formal investments                 

from banks, venture capitalists or angel investors (Spigel, 2015). As seen previously, most of the               

funding comes from the CS. This indicates another institutional void as the institutional infrastructure is               

not robust in supporting GRIs at SME level. For example, Mercy told us: “Nobody funds you when                 

you’re a start-up. People want to come in when you’re big” highlighting the struggle to receive funding                 

a small enterprise. Further, this could also explain why MA and UK have not passed the break-even                 

yet, and therefore struggle to reach the poorest farmers.  

 

We have in this subchapter identified possible institutional voids in correlation to the business              

challenges faced by our cases. The first institutional void identified is the missing infrastructure and               

institutions which facilitate access to worker talent as one of the social attributes by Spigel (2015). The                 

second one, which is evident from Figure 16 is a void in university capacity to intermediate to farmers                  

the newest technologies and agricultural practices in the EE. Lastly, there is a void in formal                

investment institutions putting a burden on the CS and stagnating growth for our SEs.  

6.3.3 Factors to Scale and Future Vision  

In the following subchapter we will summarise factors to scale as emphasised by our KIs and the                 

future strategies of the four cases in the coding theme Scalability. We do so to understand what is                  

needed for our GRIs to grow in the EE, and to assess their strategies for growth.  

6.3.3.1 Factors to Scale  

We will in this part mention the variety of the factors to scale which were extracted from the the table in                     

Appendix K. Albert Kimani sees passion as a key factor for scalability because social enterprises are                

driven by passion (specific characteristics of entrepreneur/eeam). He further highlights that some            

entrepreneurs are very attached to their initial idea and have an emotional breakdown when they               

realise their idea is not working. Moreover, Cecilia Wandiga mentions that there should be a familiarity                

around the P/S because if an entrepreneur brings something unfamiliar it will be hard to bring about a                  

connection to the target segment. Furthermore, she says that the business needs to understand local               

regulatory and national priorities, which essentially is about market timing and regulatory readiness             

(policy and regulations) .  

 

Felix Magaju from KCIC argues that GRIs fail if the entrepreneur does not have adequate education                

resulting in language barriers and issues with record keeping (education of founder). The KNIA              

mentions the importance of networking and embracing the use of technology. Additionally, Ian             

Lorenzen, who works with startups, says for startups to scale efficiently there should not be more than                 
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three co-owners, and ideally two. He further says that technology allows them to scale faster and at a                  

lower cost. He told us that, based on his experiences, many community innovations do not have the                 

drive to scale albeit they have the potential (specific characteristics of entrepreneur/team). Most of              

them were looking at solely creating a better life for themselves according to Ian Lorenzen, our KI. 

 

Moses Acquah stressed collaboration when interviewing him: “In recent times, young startups only             

think of how do we disrupt the big companies, and not how do we collaborate with a big company and                    

this why they die out. Mpesa would not have been successful if did not work with a big company like                    

Safaricom.” Sussy Wanjala from SIB mentions that GRIs needs to continuously adapt to changes in               

the market (flexibility and adaptation), and that they need funding to grow (funding and financial               

resources). Likewise, most of the KIs say that technology enables faster growth whereas an offline P/S                

makes growth harder. Lastly, Chandaria Business Innovation and Incubation Centre that soct skills are              

important such pitching, courage and social skills as important (specific characteristics of            

entrepreneur/team)  

 

In Table 6, the factors to scale mentioned by the KIs are displayed numerically. We have grouped the                  

factors into eight groups which are: collaboration, the product or service, education of the founder,               

having funding and abundant financial resources, and policy and regulations that support the             

enterprise. Further, we identified the use of technology enables faster growth and wider reach, a               

specific set of characteristics that the entrepreneur or team has, and lastly flexibility and adaptability.  

 

FACTORS TO SCALE SUM 

Collaboration in Ecosystem 16 

Product or Service 4  

Education of Founder 4 

Funding + Financial Resources 6 

Policy and Regulations 3 

Use of Technology 4 

Specific Characteristics of Entrepreneur/Team 7 

Flexibility + Adaptability 3 
Table 6: Factors to Scale. Source: own creation. 
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The most mentioned factor is collaboration, and exceeds all the other factors by far. This can be                 

directly correlated to our cases as their reach and financial viability seems to depend on the amount                 

and diversity of their partnerships. The second factor that is mentioned seven times is the               

characteristics of the entrepreneur, which embodies the attitude, motivation, and vision in this context.              

As expected, funding is vital being mentioned six times as a factor for SEs to scale. The rest of the                    

factors were only mentioned three or four times, which indicates a lower relevance. Concluding on               

this, we will next look at future strategy.  

6.3.3.2 Future Strategy  

The future strategy of the four cases can reveal to us their ambitions, future goals for their enterprises                  

and aspirations exposing their willingness to scale beyond their current level. This also indicates if they                

are strategic niches wanting to challenge existing sociotechnical systems (Hargreaves et al., 2013) or              

simple niches, which do not seek regime change but offer support (Seyfang & Smith, 2007). 

  

AH wishes to station themselves closer to the farmers in the villages: “But now what we try to do is                    

that we are meant to be there, we are meant to even station ourselves there.” Further, David wants to                   

attract investors for the utility model: “we can even be able to attract investors who can be able to chip                    

in and all that.” He plans with his climate smart greenhouses for AH Technology to use internet of                  

thing (IoT). For the climate smart greenhouses, he believes that “(…) by the time we launch the                 

greenhouses it will shoot, the graph is going to go up.” Based on this we can argue that since David                    

wishes to support farmers by being closer he does not seek scale transformation, but instead stay as a                  

simple niche in his grassroots work. In general, David wants to be closer to the famers, he needs                  

funding and partnerships and wants to implement technology once he has sufficient funding.  

  

MA’s biggest future strategy is to collaborate with micro financing institutions: “That’s an area I’m               

pursuing a lot but I haven’t managed to get there but yeah it is costly for them, and I’m hoping at some                      

point I can work with micro financing institutions.” He wants the banks to provide loans for the                 

smallholder farmers that cannot afford his water harvesting ponds. Therefore, Simon is trying to prove               

that farmers can repay by documenting and tracking their economic growth after he installed his               

products. He has already tracked six farmers for two seasons which were able to pay their investors                 

back. So far, the investors were within own circles of the farmers like for Gladys who got an                  

investment from her daughters. From the future strategies of MA we can learn that Simon is focused                 

on finding support from micro financing institutions to continuously support smallholder farmers.            

Therefore, we do not see MA as a strategic niche since he does not envision beyond his target                  

segment, and will most likely remain a simple niche in the work he does based on our insights. In sum,                    
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MA needs funding through a partnership with a micro financing institution to give him flexibility and                

enables him reach the most vulnerables.  

  

Mercy has a bold vision for S&D: “it might not be clear on our website but our vision is to be the                      

biggest processors in East Africa not just in Kenya only, for locally made fruits.” Therefore, she is                 

looking to expand beyond national boundaries. Further, S&D is “looking for financing for machinery so               

that we can advance the facilities.” Her future strategy correlates with the growth strategy that               

Churchill and Lewis (1983) define for Stage IV. Still, Mercy says that her business has not reached this                  

stage yet which we also determined in Chapter 6.2.1. In addition, she wants to employ more people as                  

there is a demand for it, but lacks the physical capacity to do so now. S&D is constantly developing the                    

products for the end-customers to offer more diverse products. Lastly, one of Mercy’s employees              

wants to franchise the shop in Chuka into other nearby counties. We can from these insights into                 

S&D’s strategies for the future adhere that Mercy, the founder, seeks wider transformation and thus is                

a strategic niche. We base this on her future vision. Given S&D’s unique looping-back BM, the                

innovation can be harnessed strategically to challenge present systems (Hargreaves et al., 2013), and              

thus scale the PP impact. To summarise, S&D needs funding for machinery, wants to grow her human                 

resources and become the biggest of her kind in East Africa.  

  

UK wants to outsource their manufacturing because “if you are looking at getting other farmers or                

going outside Kenya you need to rely on good manufacturing so you have a reliable manufacturer                

whether it is in India, China or South Africa.” The team further want to create partnerships with big                  

organisations instead of working with field agents: “It is working now but not scalable because if you                 

have some who have thousands of farmers then you just work with them and hit the critical mass.”                  

They also plan to find a way for which they can reach the poor to deliver their service. For long-term                    

plans they do not see the soil testing service as their main source of income. Instead, they aim to                   

become a big data company once they reach two million farmers as they can provide valuable data                 

and sell that. They further wish to teach their farmers about climate smart agriculture. UK already                

encourages their customers to follow the World Food Program by the United Nations so that they can                 

have a mitigation measure against climate change and still produce food on the farms. This aligns with                 

the institutional void presented earlier putting a pressure on SEs to provide what is missing in the EE.                  

Lastly, they want to use more technology to meet the future challenges of agriculture: “There needs to                 

be a fusion of technology to have the same people working but produce levels that are unimaginable.”                 

UK thinks beyond their current stage by wanting a fusion of technology, outsourcing manufacturing              

and collaborating with big organisation. Through this, we can conclude that UK seek strategic scale               

transformation as through their future vision can see that they do not intend to only do incremental                 
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efficiency improvement (Hargreaves et al., 2013) as they seek to diffuse their business. Thus, UK can                

be defined as a strategic niche. 

6.3.3.3 Summary  

AH and MA both have a national scope, and they already work in different parts of the country. S&D                   

and UK have an international outlook by wanting to be the biggest in East Africa and outsource their                  

manufacturing to be more competitive respectively. From the future strategies we can also deduce that               

S&D is set on their BM design and do not wish to change it, but wants to grow the human resources,                     

and hence increase the impact. UK and AH envision their future strategies with the use of technology,                 

which is also a factor for scaling. UK wants to increase their use of technology to circumvent the future                   

challenges of agriculture and become a big data company.  

 

MA and UK think of reaching the poorest farmers as they are not doing it yet. MA is very focus on                     

short-term strategies, and therefore we do not know of his long-term goals after achieving this               

strategy. UK shows a very creative and modern way of thinking by adopting agility and newest                

technology into their business.  

 

Based on their future strategies we also came to conclusion that AH and MA are simple niches in their                   

vision for the future as they only think of improving to reach their target segment, but not transforming                  

and challenging incumbent sociotechnical systems. UK and S&D, on the other hand, have a vision to                

diffuse their innovations. UK, for example, wants to educate and help farmers to “produce levels that                

are unimaginable” through the use of technology. In general, they all mention funding which would               

enable them to have a greater impact on their customers. In sum, throughout their future strategy                

vision all cases have a profitable and a charitable element indicating that even when wanting to scale                 

either by improving or transforming they maintain the balance between impact and profit.  

6.3.4 Elements for Scalability 

In this part of the analysis we have looked at the partnerships each case has within the EE, and the                    

resources derived. Secondly, we laid out the relations between the different stakeholders in the EE.               

Moreover, we looked at the business challenges to analyse the institutional voids. Lastly, we looked at                

factors to scale gathered from the KIs and future strategies for our four cases. We will now answer our                   

sub-question: What elements of an entrepreneurial ecosystem help GRIs to scale? 
 

We learned that in the current EE the private sector and CS were the most connected to our cases,                   

and provided the most resources. The most occurring resources were funding, training and mentorship              
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followed by physical capacity. All main partners are seen as intermediaries as they for example               

facilitated networks and provided resources and mentorship for our entrepreneurs such as the KCIC.              

Simultaneously, our GRIs are intermediaries themselves creating opportunities out of market failures            

(Peng et al., 2014) which for example enable market access for the smallholder farmers.  

 

Secondly, we identified the institutional voids which were based on the business challenges and the               

linkages in the EE. These were inaccessible worker talent and a missing centralised system of jobs                

leaving the SEs vulnerable for hiring. Further, the GRIs rely on the CS more than on the private sector                   

or governments for funding indicating a weak infrastructure for formal financial institutions. Moreover,             

there is a void in university facilitation as the newest agricultural practices and technology does not                

reach farmers. Universities were in general barely connected to our GRIs.  

 

In the last part of this analysis, we learned that collaboration is the most important factor to scale                  

followed by specific characteristics of the entrepreneur and the team, and funding. At the same time,                

we learned from our cases that funding, technology, collaboration and balancing impact and profit are               

factors of our cases’ future strategies. Furthermore, we came to conclusion that AH and MA are simple                 

niches based on their future strategies, and UK and S&D are strategic niches as they wish to                 

transform and challenge existing systems.  

 

To conclude, in the context of our cases we have learned that the elements, which would help GRIs to                   

scale are first and foremost partnerships across all five stakeholders and the resources these              

partnerships bring. Furthermore, connections to government, county or national, escalates impact and            

growth. Universities would be key to a strong EE as they both help develop a skilled workforce aid in                   

knowledge sharing around agricultural practices and technology. If this is in place, there are less               

restrains on SEs in their ability to grow and scale their PP impact.  

 
6.4 Summarising our Findings 
The overall purpose of the analysis is to answer our three sub-questions: 

1. How are GRIs defined in Kenya? 

2. How are GRI business models described and which attributes are unique to these? 

3. What elements of an entrepreneurial ecosystem help GRIs to scale?  

To do so, we analysed our data corresponding in Part One, Part Two and Part Three to explain how                   

our case studies scale to impact PPP. We have defined GRI characteristics of our cases at SME level,                  
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and identified unique attributes in GRI business models that support scalability. Further, elements             

needed in the EE to scale and grow were established. Following, is a short summary of all our                  

findings.  

 

First, our cases have been identified as GRI in 6.1 Part One. Fundamental characteristics were               

identified in our new definition of GRI which are the bottom-up approach, the collaboration with               

vulnerable communities and an entrepreneur who experienced socioeconomic challenges of the target            

segment him-/herself. Thus, our case entrepreneurs impact PPP by solving challenges they faced             

themselves from bottom-up with the help of local communities who are most vulnerable. These              

findings give answers to how our cases of GRI impact PPP but in our research question we further                  

want to know how they scale to have a bigger impact. 

 

Scaling implies that a business grows which we analysed in 6.2 Part Two. Our case studies have                 

reached the size of SMEs and can thus be defined as GRIs at SME level. They further grew beyond                   

the initial community and reached Stage II and Stage III of a small business’ growth journey. This                 

shows that the way our case studies scaled so far has been successful in creating impact while                 

remaining financially sustainable.  

 

Several factors provide explanations for how exactly our cases scaled to SME level to impact PPP. On                 

the company level, we analysed the design of the business model which confirms and zooms into                

fundamental characteristics of GRIs and on the system level we looked at the EE the cases are                 

integrated in. Unique to GRI business models is the integration of not-for-profit and profit-oriented              

elements which balance financial sustainability and maximum impact. Further, a diverse price and P/S              

mix is characteristic. This enables to reach the most vulnerable but also higher income groups within                

the target group. As shown in 6.2 Part Two, the community plays an important role and is integrated                  

into the acquisition of new customers, the value creation and the value delivery. Lastly, the physical                

contact with the customers at grassroots level in combination with the use of technology such as                

mobile, sensor and solar is unique to our cases GRI. These unique attributes of our case studies are                  

factors that enabled them to scale to impact PPP. 

 

On the system level, the partnerships and resources derived were crucial for our GRIs to scale, which                 

we analysed in 6.3 Part Three. The CS was a very active partner in the EE supporting our cases, and                    

incubations/accerelations programs in Nairobi enabled the growth of our cases. Furthermore,           

partnerships with the local MoA of Chuka are essential to increase reach and impact. From these                
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partnerships our cases received funding, training and mentorship, networks in the industry and             

customers that enabled scalability.  

 

But how can our cases scale further to impact PPP? Several patterns between the elements of the                 

GRI BM framework were uncovered in 6.2 Part Two that either support scalability. Overall, using               

technology, including the community as partners and irregular workers and focusing on recurring             

expenses shortens the time to break-even. A grouping and looping-back model as well as a price and                 

P/S differentiation strategy can further increase the reach and the impact on the target group. Being                

profitable and more strongly driven by emotional motivations has shown to enable reaching the most               

vulnerable people. 

 

According to our findings in 6.3 Part Three, important factors to scale for the future are establishing                 

collaborations within the EE, receiving funding, and having a specific set of characteristics as the               

team/entrepreneur among others. Depending on how audacious the future strategies are they            

revealed whether a GRI is a strategic niche or simple niche.  
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7. Discussion 
In this chapter, we will first discuss our theoretical findings presented in the analysis together with our                 

empirical findings. Thirdly, the methodological choices made in this thesis process will be reflected and               

what implications that had for our data quality. Then we present practical suggestions to increase               

scalability efforts in the EE followed by areas for future studies.  

  

7.1 Theoretical and Empirical Findings 
In the following subchapter we will look at our theoretical contributions and empirical findings that were                

based on the three parts of the analysis respectively. First, we will revisit our new definition and                 

discuss its limitations. Secondly, we will discuss the choice of focusing on business models, and what                

the findings presented in the analysis can allow us to say. Lastly, we will look at the role of the civil                     

society in the entrepreneurial ecosystem as it was the only actor missing in existing literature on EEs.  

 

7.1.1 A new Definition and Focus on Impact 
In 3. Exploring the Theoretical Field we presented two areas within the field of GRI. One that mainly                  

focuses on sustainable development (Seyfang & Smith), and the other area, which focuses on poverty               

alleviation and sees GRI as an inclusive innovation (OECD, 2012). From analysing the value              

propositions of our four businesses models in Chapter 6.2.2.1 we came to conclude that in the context                 

of smallholder farmers economic and environmental challenges were mainly discussed. We outline            

this because in chapter 4. Empirical Setting about Kenya both presented challenges were prevalent.              

Because Kenya is on level 2 (Gapminder.org, 2018) the population is still facing economic challenges               

and the economy is still emerging (Manning & Vavilov, 2018). Therefore, there is a need for poverty                 

alleviation (Kumar et al., 2013). Secondly, because 75% of Kenya’s population is involved in the sector                

(CIA, 2019) which is plagued by climate change smallholder farmers are forced to adapt to these                

changes. This leads to a need for more sustainable development as explored by Seyfang and Smith                

(2007).  

  

Based on this reasoning we came up with a definition that combined both research areas in the                 

triple-bottom-line approach. Therefore, we will revisit our working definition, which was presented in             

Chapter 6.1.5.: “GRIs are novel bottom-up solutions which impact people, planet and profit. They are               

initiated by entrepreneurs who collaborate with and empower vulnerable communities, and are            

motivated by the socioeconomic challenges they faced.” In this definition, we choose to focus on the                

entrepreneur leading the innovation rather than the community separating these two entities. This can              

also create a limitation in our definition as it frames it in an entrepreneurial context and therefore limits                  
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the innovation to an entrepreneur, which is a reflection of our business backgrounds. Therefore, we               

might limit the definition to a business context by focusing on the entrepreneur.  

 

7.1.2 A new Business Framework 
In this paper, we have offered an in-depth BM analysis to understand how GRIs operate based on four                  

case studies and existing BM theories. We did so, because previous theories connected to GRI were                

unaccommodating to understand how GRIs operate (Hossain, 2016). Therefore, we developed our            

own structure to analyse GRI taken from both commercial and sustainable business model theories.              

The structure to analyse BMs consisted of four values: value proposition, value creation, value delivery               

and value capture. This allowed us to have an in-depth description of GRIs on SME level and their                  

attributes, albeit limited by the data we have.  

  

In Chapter 6.2.4 we presented a new business model framework. The framework can aid to               

understand the processes in delivering the innovation to the target group. It includes the new elements                

not-for-profit and profit-oriented that to the best of our knowledge have not been described by BM                

frameworks and are therefore a a new finding. This finding can be supported by literature which                

describes social enterprises as being profit and impact focused (Hillman et al., 2018). Thus, the               

awareness of GRI having these two elements might have been there but has never been connected to                 

business design. The framework further confirms how engaged GRIs are with the community. Despite              

the fact that our cases have transitioned into small-seized enterprises the community plays a role in                

the customer acquisition, value creation and value delivery.  

 

7.1.3 Civil Society in the Equation  
In his book Calestous Juma (2015) says that innovation is the engine of social and economic                

development, and especially in agriculture. He further states that for this to be realised there needs to                 

be more interactions amongst governments, industry, academia and civil society to create innovation             

systems that can add to agricultural development and gradually alleviate poverty. In Chapter 6.3 we               

looked at the entrepreneurial ecosystem, and how partnerships are formed in the context of our case                

studies. Formerly, the literature on EE has not emphasised the civil society as an actor or intermediary                 

in the EE to the best of our knowledge (Spigel, 2015; Malecki, 2017; Manning & Vavilov, 2018).                 

However, in the context of our cases of GRI it was evident that together with the private sector the CS                    

constituted most of the partnerships, and provided most of the resources. Furthermore, when drawing              

the connections between the stakeholders it became clear that GRIs themselves were intermediaries             

between the private market and the CS as they provided market access, employment and solutions               
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that solved PPP challenges. Before, these challenges were neglected by mainstream innovations            

(Smith et al., 2016). 

 
In this subchapter, we have brought forward our theoretical findings based on empirical findings led by                

an abductive case study. We have brought in a definition that encapsulates a triple-bottom-line              

approach, and focuses on the entrepreneur. Furthermore, we have contributed with an in-depth             

business model analysis that describes how our GRIs operate, and what their attributes are through a                

new framework. Finally, we have in contrast to existing literature on EE emphasised the role of the civil                  

society as an integral part of the ecosystem.  

 

7.2 Methodological Reflections 
We will in this subchapter reflect on our methodological choices in retrospective by evaluating our               

research approach, our analysis and theoretical findings. Several limitations have already been            

mentioned in Chapter 2 such as biases through cultural barriers, our biased perceptions in interviews               

as well as biases through limited insights on the most vulnerable farmers. We will not repeat these                 

limitations mentioned before as we already worked on avoiding them from the beginning of the               

process.  

 

7.2.1 Reflections on Research Approach  
Our aim for this paper was to create a context specific understanding of the concept of GRI, and                  

uncover patterns in how GRIs scale choosing an abductive qualitative approach. Through our             

methodological choices we were able to conduct four case studies that broadened our understanding              

of GRI in a Kenyan context. Our data-driven and in-depth analysis enabled us to aid new findings to                  

the emerging theories of GRI and EE.  

  

Our perceptions, observations and cultural backgrounds limited the analysis and interpretation of our             

data. But on the other hand, the fact that we travelled to the setting and interacted with interviewees in                   

person enabled us to place findings into a cultural context and critically reflect on them. For these                 

reasons, our interpretations of the interviews have a holistic value as we understand the environment               

in which the cases reside.  

 

Lastly, the partly iterative inductive data processing was before understood as a limitation because a               

subjective coding scheme emerged. But simultaneously, this resulted in the process to be very              

reflective and entailed meaning-making which strengthened the outcome of this study (Srivastava &             
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Hopwood, 2009). That is especially true because it allowed for new frameworks, definitions and              

patterns to emerge. 

  

7.2.2 Reflections on Analysis 
In this part, we will discuss and assess how our methodological choices affected our theoretical               

findings from the analysis. The structure used in Part Two of the analysis only considers a small range                  

of processes the businesses are engaged in. General activities such as bookkeeping or business              

development were not examined and we do not have full numeric data on the prices, salaries and                 

cash flows. Therefore, our conclusion in 6.2.5 Value Capture is mainly based on qualitative data from                

our interviews. This places a limitation on the completeness of the new GRI business model               

framework as elements that were not analysed might be missing in the presentation. On the contrast,                

by focusing on the stories and motivations of the founders we had unique insights into how GRIs                 

organise, their challenges, and their most relevant processes to reach the target segment. This was               

echoed by our KI Ann Kingiri who said that case studies can help show the benefits and values of                   

GRIs. Because we were able to experience their work and interaction with the communities our               

findings do not capture all but the most profound activities and insights of GRI business models. 

 

Our data on universities’ engagement with our cases leads to our description of institutional voids in                

the Kenyan EE. In opposition to our findings of limited engagements of universities, we know that                

stakeholders in the EE, other than our cases of GRI, are connected to universities. KNIA is for                 

instance connected to Chandaria Business Innovation Incubation and GrowthAfrica to Egerton           

University. Moreover, looking at other sources of information, all founders specify that they have a               

university degree and literature argues that universities are the most active and most mentioned              

stakeholders in an EE (Malecki, 2017). Thus, either universities might play an important role in the EE                 

which we were not able to identify due to the data at hand, or we raised an important issue if our                     

findings are reflective of reality. 

  

As we chose our case studies without critically assessing their grassroots characteristics beforehand             

we were not aware that MA and UK do not reach the most vulnerable farmers yet. In the context of                    

inclusive innovations, it could be argued that these cases are thus not GRIs. But, it is precisely                 

because our cases reached the vulnerables to a different degree that we were able to analyse                

correlations of PPP impacts and challenges in the value proposition and identify two different              

approaches namely subject and object. Furthermore, we had established in Chapter 3 that there are               

two research areas in the field of GRI one focusing on sustainable development, and one on poverty                 

alleviation. Hypothetically, were we only to focus on poverty alleviation we would have excluded MA               
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and UK as their focus is more on environmental and economic impact. In contrast, S&D and AH focus                  

more on inclusiveness of the most vulnerable, and therefore had our focus been on only sustainable                

development they would have been excluded from this study. By not being deductive in our case                

selections and thus not excluding UK and MA, we allowed a new definition of GRI to emerge which                  

merges the two research areas in the field of GRI. 

 
When looking at the methodological choice of our study in retrospective, the research approach              

allowed us to be data-driven, in-depth and reflective which results in concluding on most profound GRI                

characteristics and creating to our knowledge novel findings for the research context.  

 

7.3 Future Considerations  
In Chapter 3.2.3 we briefly touched upon strategic niches as GRIs can be harnessed strategically to                

challenge, and maybe replace, present sociotechnical systems (Hargreaves et al., 2013). We have in              

this paper chosen the sector of agriculture to explore how GRIs can scale to impact PPP. Therefore,                 

we will in this subchapter look into suggestions that can challenge the EE as it is and make growth                   

more feasible. Secondly, we will briefly look into areas for future studies that can validate our findings.  

 
7.3.1 Suggestions for the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem 
In 6.3 Part Three of our analysis we assessed the institutional voids, and we will now suggest steps                  

which could be taken to optimise chances to scale for GRIs in an EE. These suggestions are based on                   

our cases, and consequently there might be existing initiatives to solve these voids that we are not                 

aware of. First and foremost, one of the common business challenge faced by our cases is access to                  

worker talent. Therefore, we suggest that universities and the private sector should collaborate to              

create a job platform that simplifies the need of human resources for SMEs and hence gives access to                  

worker talent. Further, they can help create networking events, which we witnessed taking place when               

interviewing Moses Acquah, our KI, at a co-working space in Nairobi. However, these types of events                

should also aim to reach a broader audience such as smallholder farmers. Governments can help by                

creating policies that remove institutional barriers to entrepreneurs and training skilled workers (Spigel,             

2015). This would further be beneficial to the high unemployment rate in Kenya as presented in                

Chapter 4.2.3. Human capital is also identified as one of the three areas deemed of utmost importance                 

for entrepreneurs in an EE by the World Economic Forum (2013).  

  

Many farmers see their work as a cultural activity as expressed by Irene Mwenda, our KI from the                  

MoA. She told us that before AH Consult came into the picture many farmers did not know that they                   
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were capable of growing different crops. But after being trained by AH they were able to see                 

themselves as businesses, and become more innovative. Juma (2015) says specifically agriculture in             

Kenya needs to be viewed as a knowledge-based entrepreneurial activity (Juma, 2015). Therefore, we              

suggest an agricultural knowledge network, like the HBN in India. In innovation systems in low-income               

countries such as Kenya where weak institutions restrain the possibility of interactive learning (Muok &               

Kingiri, 2015) a knowledge network could help loosen the restraints on interactive stakeholder             

learning. For our cases, we identified the grassroots entrepreneurs as intermediaries in the EE. Thus,               

they could share their experiences to pave ways for new entrepreneurs and be mentors for those                

struggling to grow in the EE.  

 

7.3.2 Future Studies 
This paper provides contextual answers on how GRIs can scale by first adding a new definition, then                 

offering a business model analysis on GRIs, and lastly providing an analysis of the EE in which our                  

GRI cases reside. For future considerations, our working definition should be applied to other contexts               

(industry sectors) and settings (countries) to validate it. This can also add to how GRIs, which are                 

context-dependent, can scale in a more straightforward process (Seyfang & Smith, 2013).  

  

Furthermore, a quantitative study is needed to generalise our findings on GRI business models, and               

their attributes. For example, a study should be conducted on whether all GRI BMs balance impact                

and profit to reach their target group, and whether this is applicable to other social enterprises that are                  

not of GRI nature. Further, identified BM patterns need to be assessed by quantitative data and a                 

larger research scope of GRIs at SME level. 

 

Lastly, a more thorough and grander scale study should be conducted on the EE in Kenya to further                  

understand the stakeholders in the EE and what role they play as intermediaries. To create generic                

statements on scalability there is a need for future research to determine the extent to which GRIs as                  

intermediaries connect the CS to the private sector, and which resources are most important in the                

EE. This can help us to understand the context of Kenya as an emerging economy. It is especially                  

needed as one of the largest studies on EE led by the World Economic Forum (2013) had remarkably                  

less respondents and cases from Africa. 
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8. Conclusion  
Our motivation was to look into actionable innovations that adapt and are resilient to the climate                

changes we are facing in today’s world for smallholder farmers. Therefore, we wanted to find out                

specifically how GRIs, which have been proven to contribute effectively to sustainability, scale their              

impact beyond the community level. This led us to a field study in Kenya in the agricultural sector. The                   

agricultural sector was chosen because farmers are a vulnerable group in climate change, and              

therefore have to constantly adapt without certain forecasting. We conducted four case studies on              

social enterprises that were all SMEs by the time we met them but started as GRIs. In order to conduct                    

an in-depth analysis of our case studies we formulated the following research question with three               

sub-questions: 

How do our cases of GRIs in the sector of agriculture in Kenya scale to impact people, planet and                   

profit?  

1. How are GRIs defined in Kenya? 

2. How are GRI business models described and which attributes are unique to these? 

3. What elements of an entrepreneurial ecosystem help GRIs to scale? 

For the first sub-question we developed a new working definition of GRIs that reflected our empirical                

setting and the case studies, but is not limited to the Kenyan context: “GRIs are novel bottom-up                 

solutions which impact people, planet and profit. They are initiated by entrepreneurs who collaborate              

and empower vulnerable communities, and are motivated by socioeconomic challenges they faced.”            

The definition was mainly developed as there was a great emphasis on social- and environmental               

impact in existing definitions, but not economic. However, given that Kenya has an emerging economy               

and is ranked on level 2 (Gapminder, 2018) there is an equal focus on creating economic impact as                  

learned from our four case studies. The entrepreneur through his motivation and vision played a               

central role in carrying out the innovation.  

 

After identifying GRI characteristics in our new definition we aimed to understand how these              

characteristics play out in detail in our cases of GRI. To our knowledge the business models of such                  

enterprises had not been analysed which leads to our second sub-question. Four BMs were analysed               

by assessing the value proposition, value creation, value delivery and value capture. The following              

unique attributes and key elements were presented in the new business model framework for GRIs.               

Having a not-for-profit as well as profit-oriented element was found to be unique for GRIs at SME level                  

to balance financial sustainability and maximum impact. Our cases tend to consciously focus more on               

creating impact for “profit” to tackle social, economic and environmental challenges. This            
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simultaneously creates impact for “planet” and then leads to impact for “people”. Furthermore, a              

diverse price and P/S mix is characteristic. Activities of the business are shaped by the inclusion of the                  

community as suppliers, partners, sales agents or irregular workers. When the most vulnerable ones              

are supplied the break-even point was passed and the entrepreneur’s emotional motivation for the              

community was found to be very strong in our cases. 

 

To further uncover elements that help GRIs to scale we examined the EE in which they reside leading                  

us to our third sub-question. We identified five stakeholders and six resources which are provided by                

the EE. Funding, training and mentorship, networks in the industry and access to potential customers               

were the most commonly acquired resources to impact and scale. The private sector such as               

incubation and acceleration programs in Nairobi and the civil society carry out the most support for our                 

four SEs and are thus essential elements for scalability. Additionally, governmental partnerships are a              

core element to scale. By assessing the business challenges and the institutional voids, we can               

conclude that a supply of skillful worker talent by governments and universities as well as external                

funding from institutionalised investors would be elements that enable scalability. At the time of the               

research, these elements did not exist in the EE. Fundamental for our SEs to grow in the future is to                    

retrieve enough funding and business collaboration from the EE. Lastly, we found that GRIs need to                

be bold and visionary in their future strategies to strategically scale their PPP impact, and challenge                

incumbent systems.  

 

Although GRIs are small in comparison to other actors and the field of GRI is still developing, GRIs                  

play a fundamental role for sustainable development as summarised up by Irene Mwenda from the               

MoA: “the small innovators will make us achieve more because they can go the real journey with the                  

smallholder farmers.” To finally answer our research question we came to the following conclusion.              

For our cases to scale and impact PPP they have to include the community as a valuable resource,                  

balance a not-for-profit and profit-oriented element in their BMs, and establish diverse partnerships in              

the EE especially with the government.  
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10. Appendices 
 
Appendix A: Food Insecurity to Climate Change Map 

 
Source: Retrieved from https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/food-insecurity-index/ 
 
 
Appendix B: Overview of Case Studies and Interviewees 
 

CASES FOUNDER(S) EMPLOYEES CUSTOMERS CONNECTED TO 

Agrihouse David Guanti none Clement, a 
smallholder farmer 

Kenya Climate Innovation 
Centre, Y-gap, Ministry of 
Agriculture 

Maji Agri Simon Wachieni none Gladys, a 
smallholder farmer 
in lower Kabete 

Kenya Climate Innovation 
Centre 

Sweet & Dried Mercy Mwende Fridah and Josphat; 
both from Chuka and working at the Shop 

Kenya Climate Innovation 
Centre, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Kenya National Innovation 
Agency 

UjuziKilimo Dickson Ayuka  Dennis, the 
agronomist working in 
Nyeri 

Joseph, a 
smallholder farmer 
in Nyeri 

Kenya National Innovation 
Agency 

 
Source: Own creation. 
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Appendix C: Interview Guide - Founders 
 
Introduction 

1. Introduction about topic (CBS, students, Denmark) 
2. Why interest in the business 
3. Ask about anonymity and confidentiality & recording the conversation 

 
Interview 

1. The founder  
a. Background and story 
b. Professional experiences 
c. Motivation to start the business 

2. The team (number of people, payment, knowledge, structure) 
3. Target group (characteristics, locations, challenges) 
4. Impact on people, planet and profit 
5. The business 

a. Innovation of the business/what is unique 
b. History of how and why did it start 
c. Size of the business 
d. Financials (funding, profitability, cost structure) 
e. Main processes and activities 
f. Products and services, prices 

6. Challenges and adjustments over the last years 
7. Collaborations with national, transnational organisations or communities 

 
At the end 

1. Ask again about anonymity and confidentiality 
2. Thank you, exchange contact information 
3. What will happen next (do they want to check case description/read thesis?) 

 
 
Appendix D: Interview Guide - Target Group 
 
Introduction 

4. Introduction about topic (CBS, students, Denmark) 
5. Why interest in the person 
6. Ask about anonymity and confidentiality & recording the conversation 

 
Interview 

1. The person’s story (origin, family, living conditions) 
2. Why do the person use the service or product of the business 
3. How is the service or product used and delivered to the person 
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4. When and how did the person hear about the business 
5. What impact does the business make on the person’s daily life (social, economical, 

environmental) 
6. General needs and challenge  
7. How is the person in contact with the business (inclusion into process?) 
8. Other questions about the farmland, location or similar 

 
At the end 

4. Ask again about anonymity and confidentiality 
5. Thank you 
6. What will happen next  

 

 
Appendix E: Interview Guide - Key Informants 
 
Introduction 

7. Introduction about research purpose and origin (CBS, students, Denmark) 
8. Why interest in the person (because of connection, knowledge) 
9. Ask about anonymity and confidentiality & recording the conversation 

 
Interview 

1. General understanding of GRI 
2. Trends and knowledge about GRIs in Kenya 
3. Differences between GRIs and top-down businesses 
4. Agriculture (challenges, innovations, trends) 
5. Factors for scalability 
6. Specific questions  

a. The person’s engagement and experiences with GRI 
b. General knowledge and expertise of the person 
c. Position of the person’s organisation in the ecosystem (contribution, focus, what do 

they do) 
 
At the end 

7. Ask again about anonymity and confidentiality 
8. Thank you, exchange contact information 
9. Ask for additional contacts and cases of GRI 
10. What will happen next 
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Appendix F: Coding Scheme 
 

THEMES CATEGORIES DESCRIPTION  

Grassroots 
Innovation 

Characteristics 

Inclusiveness Inclusiveness looks into to how the community is included into the process and 
daily business of the GRI and describes the relationship between the target 
segment and the business. 

 

Motivation The motivation looks at the underlying reasons and motivations of the 
entrepreneur to start the business and create a certain innovation. 

 

Innovation Innovation uncovers the novelty of the social enterprise and focuses on unique 
characteristics either in the outcome or the process of the businesses. 

 

Impact Impact measures the positive effect a business has on people, planet and profit, 
which is based on the triple-bottom line approach. 

 

Urban vs. Rural The business is either active in an urban or rural context and this category looks 
into which advantages or disadvantages that brings with it. 

 

Founder’s 
Background 

Founder’s background covers the history of the founders such as where they 
grew up and what educational and professional backgrounds they have. 

 

Internal 
Structure 

Team Team means the people who work for the company and get paid for their time. 
This can be a continuous full-time or a casual employment in form of irregular 
work. Further this category holds the size of the team, the knowledge that the 
employees have and the structure and positions of human resources. 

 

History Businesses The story of how and when the business was started, the initial business model 
as well as changes that had to be taken overtime are captured under the category 
history of business. 

 

Physical Location The category physical location  explores the physical spaces of the businesses 
such as offices, factories, storage spaces or shops and describes the location 
where the activities of the business take place. 

 

Activities Activities are all actions that happen to produce a product or perform a service 
including the sourcing and delivery to the final customer. 

 

Marketing Marketing means the promotion of the outcome of the business and often 
describes the first contact with the target segment and with what tools and 
channels they try to reach them. 

 

Product & Service The category product & service sheds light on the outcome of the SE and defines 
if is offering a service, product or process. Also detailed information about the 
particular outcome are provided. 

 

Financials Information connected to finances are covered by this category. For instance, we 
will look at the cost structure, the price model and revenues and the time of 
break-even. 

 

External 
Structure 

Market Challenges Market challenges are defined in our study as challenges and needs the target 
segment faces in general in Kenya. We identified eleven different type of needs. 

 

Target Segment People who are targeted by the business and benefit from the impact created by 
the SE.  In our cases these are smallholder farmers and the communities who are 
employed. The reach the business achieves within the target segment is 
quantified as well. 
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Partnerships The category is described as external relationships the business has other than 
the community and the target segment. These relationships can have a 
collaborative or supportive purpose. 

 

Scalability  

Business Challenges Challenges the business faced in the present and in the past from either external 
or internal events which can be positive or negative. 

 

Factors to Scale This category holds thoughts and opinions of KI on how GRI are able to scale in 
the existing EE in Kenya. 

 

Future Strategy Future strategy  holds information about the founders’ strategies of what to change 
in the near future to fulfil their future vision and goal of the business. 

 

 
Source: Own creation. 
 
Appendix G: Characteristics of Small Business at Each Stage of Development 

 
Source: Churchill and Lewis, 1983 
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Appendix H: UjuziKilimo’s Office in Nyeri County 

 
 
Source: Own creation. 
 
Appendix I: Value Creation Qualitative Data 
 

CASES CATEGORIES 
From coding scheme 

RESOURCES ACTIVITIES OUTCOMES 

Agrihouse Team, Founder’s 
Background 

David's salary 
David: Amiran as 
David’s past 
experiences, farming 
knowledge, 
experiences with 
effects of chemicals, 
engineering education, 
agriculture study, 
technical sales, 
community 
development, 
entrepreneurship 
course, project 
manager, marketing 

4 in team: Mercy for 
admin, marketing & 
agribusiness, John for 
agronomist, Victor as 
accountant, David as 
founder 
Irregular workers: 30 
representatives in 
villages incl. extension 
officers from ministry, 
irregular workers from 
community 

Agri House Technology 
-> smart Greenhouses 
(P) 

Agri House Fresh -> 
Market Access (S) 

Agri House Consult -> 
Education + Info on 
crops (S) 
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Partnerships, 
Inclusiveness 

Y-gap office, farmer's 
knowledge, Farms of 
community members, 
funding from family, 
demonstration farm by 
MoA, MoA knowledge 

MoA which connect to 
farmers & co-facilitates 

Activities Locally available 
material for 
greenhouses, access 
to market 
(connections), David’s 
car 

Build greenhouses 
user friendly, data 
collection, farmers go 
to farm to learn, group 
farmers to cooperative 
user bases, share 
information on crops, 
farm visits, 
demonstrating & 
teaching farming 

Maji Agri Team, Founder’s 
Background 

Simon: 10 years work 
experience in NGO, 
experiences in finance, 
project management 
and community 
development, grew up 
with farming 

4 in team: Sister for 
SoMe and 
communication, 
accountant, 
agronomist, Simon as 
founder 
Irregular workers: 15 
part-time: 11 digging, 4 
technicians 

Water harvesting ponds 
(P) 

Drip-irrigation systems 
(P) 

Agronomic support (S) 

Partnerships, 
Inclusiveness 

KCIC office People from 
community employed 
part-time if needed 

Activities Excavators, Lining 
material 

Process: 1st site visit & 
discuss details -> 
diagnosis, negotiate 
price -> Install ponds 
on farms in 2 days, 
digging ponds -> 
follow-up visits -> 
checking once in a 
while 
Additional: adapts 
water harvesting 
system to farm set-up, 
repair existing lining 
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Sweet 
& Dried 

Team, Founder’s 
Background 

Founders: grew up with 
farming, engineering 
background, electronic 
& tech background, 
entrepreneurship 
experience, BA in 
agriculture (Dennis) 

8 in team: office lady, 
CEO, business 
development, 
accountant, head of 
strategy, tech software 
and hardware, 
agronomist 
Irregular workers: 10 
field agents only get 
share of sales 

Dried Fruits, vegetable 
powder, traditional 
flours (P) 

Market access (S) 

Employment & on-job 
training (S) 

Partnerships, 
Inclusiveness 

Farming knowledge of 
farmers, funding from 
government & family 

Inspiration and 
feedback of service by 
community, farmers as 
translator and 
educators 

Team, Founder’s 
Background 

Founders: grew up with 
farming, engineering 
background, electronic 
& tech background, 
entrepreneurship 
experience, BA in 
agriculture (Dennis) 

8 in team: office lady, 
CEO, business 
development, 
accountant, head of 
strategy, tech software 
and hardware, 
agronomist 
Irregular workers: 10 
field agents only get 
share of sales 

UjuziKilimo Team, Founder’s 
Background 

Founders: grew up with 
farming, engineering 
background, electronic 
& tech background, 
entrepreneurship 
experience, BA in 
agriculture (Dennis) 

8 in team: office lady, 
CEO, business 
development, 
accountant, head of 
strategy, tech software 
and hardware, 
agronomist 
Irregular workers: 10 
field agents only get 
share of sales 

Fertiliser & lime (P) 

Soil testing service (S) 

SMS service (S) 

Partnerships, 
Inclusiveness 

Farming knowledge of 
farmers, funding from 
government & family 

Inspiration and 
feedback of service by 
community, farmers as 
translator and 
educators 
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Activities Time to develop, soil 
testing tools, sensor 
technology, 
engineering knowledge 

Collect data, test soil, 
manufacture kits locally 
and inefficient 2nd 
office in Nyeri, storage 
of fertiliser, physical 
visits to farms every 
day 
SMS platform -> send 
information, analyse 
data 

 
Source: Own creation. 
 
 
Appendix J: Value Delivery Qualitative Data 
 

CASES CUSTOMER ACQUISITION P/S DELIVERY 
AgriHouse Field days with MoA 

Referrals by customers or team members 
No online presence 

Farm visits and trainings 
Picking-up produce from farmers by car 
Demonstration farm by MoA or 
community members 
David’s phone rings all the time 

$ costs are integrated in the value creation $ costs are integrated in the value 
creation 

Maji Agri Referrals by clients 
farmers as sales agents 
business connections 
door to door strategy 
Facebook run by sister (6k followers) 

MA builds the products on customers’ 
farms 

$ no costs were mentioned $ costs are part of the value creation 

Sweet & Dried Relatives, church, shops in community 
=> community-based due to location 
Website to reach end-customer & investors 
S&D shop in Chuka 

10 sales agents (on commission) 
Local outlets & supermarkets 
S&D shop in Chuka 
Marketing events by MoA 
Exports to e.g. Japan 
Public transport to deliver to cities 
Salaries & on-job training 
Picking-up produce from farmers 

  $ Costs for HR and rent -> shop  $ Costs for HR, commissions, 
transportation and rent 
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UjuziKilimo Field days & field agents 
Shop in Nyeri as strategy and relation to 
farmers 
=> location 
Radio & newspaper 
Website and social media for investors & 
partners 

Site visits by Dennis and Joseph 
(translates) 
Mobile technology 
Shop in Nyeri 

$ Costs for HR, rental and advertising fees -> 
offline media, field days, shop in Nyeri 

$ Costs for HR and rental -> site visits 
and shop in Nyeri 

 
Source: Own creation. 
 
 
Appendix K - Factors to Scale  
 

KEY INFORMANT FACTORS TO SCALE 

Albert Financing and funding 
Passion as it drives a SE 
Flexibility to change  
Network for funding 
Integrate into existing ecosystem 
Working with the county government 
Partnerships 

Cecilia Familiarity in P/S by the target segment to ease scaling  
Being aware of local regulations and national priorities 
Market timing in terms of customer readiness and national policies 
Connect to multinationals for business development and get into the existing 
ecosystem 

KNIA Be Focused 
Be Optimistic 
Embrace technology 
Network with other innovators, government institutions who give support, and 
hubs that facilitate growth (networks are key to growth) 

SIB Funding 
Good to use tech 
Mobile tech is good 
Good quality and price in p/ss 
Patience of team/entrepreneur 
Continuously adapt to changes in the market 
Expert mentorship 
Partnerships within industry 
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Felix GRI need more resources and time 
How the entrepreneur approaches the community → fine line between including 
and excluding 
Adequate education of the entrepreneur 
Networks 
Gov. support → policy 
(Younger people scale easier because of being more adaptive and flexible) 

Ian Founders has to want to grow beyond community → needs to be ambitious 
Funding 
Technology → lower cost + faster scaling geographically 
Innovative product, service or BM 
Willing to receive external input i.e. give up share 
Team no more than 3 co-founders 
Partnerships in the business sphere 

Moses Infrastructure needs to be there → policy plus development 
GRI has to be affordable, accessible, reliable and relevant 
Tie into the economy and the big players 
Understand the dynamics of the economy 
Plug into MoA as a channel 
Cross-sector collaboration 

Ann Kitonga (for MA) Partner with NGO for farmer network and too subsidise costs 
Add market access plus consultancy (at the beginning) 
Balance between vision and not killing the business in terms of costs and reach 
Bring in technology to speed growth, and HR with background in technology if 
not capable yourself 

Chandaria Business 
Innovation and 

Incubation Centre 

Mentorship (academic and industry experts) to understand how to realize an 
idea. 
Funding 
Market research & testing 
Soft skills such as pitching, presentation, courage, social 
A platform to market their products and access investors 

 
Source: Own creation. 

 
 
Appendix L: Transcripts & Summaries 
 
Please find the complete transcripts of our case studies and the summaries of the interviews with the 
key informants on the attached memory stick. 
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